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P R A E L U D I U M

The experience was so far outside of the boy’s ken that he could do little more than marvel at it.   It was as if the drab gray walls of the testing facility had just faded away, then the ceiling and floors, then the examiner and his aide, then the chair the boy was seated in, and finally it seemed as if he himself had faded into nothingness.What  remained  he  could  not  describe.   He  saw  nothing,  heard nothing,  felt  nothing,  smelled  nothing,  tasted  nothing.   Nevertheless, there were…things in the nothingness, things that the boy had no words to name.  He could not sense them, but he knew they were there.  A great many vague  and  indistinct  thoughts  drifted  through his  mind,  but  he could not understand them.More than anything he was aware of a Presence in the nothingness with him, and the boy knew that this Presence was aware of him.  It was alive, but it was not.  It was powerful, but it depended upon others for its power.  It was everywhere, but it was in a certain place, high above.It was watching him.The boy was amazed that this sensation did not terrify him, even 



though all this seemed more real than reality was, as if his whole life up to this point had been just a dream, and when the examiner had turned on the device, it had rudely awoken him.  Except now, it seemed as if he was once again growing weary, in dire need of sleep.Maybe  he  would  dream  that  dream  again,  where  he  was  just  a fourteen-year-old boy living in an orphanage, existing from day to day with no past and no future and no way to change this.  He hoped not.  He belonged here, in the Realm of the Presence.This was where his past was.This was where his future was.This was his chance to change everything.But for now, he would sleep…
It was rare for a youth to synchronize so deeply with the testing facility’s  

systems that he was unable to be roused.  It was difficult for someone to 

stay synchronized on their first try.  Usually the youths could simply be told  

to disconnect, and they would; sometimes a gentle shake on the shoulder  

would suffice.  But on this particular day in late April 2016, one boy who  

had  been  brought  in  from  an  orphanage  in  Setagaya  synchronized  so  

completely he had to be injected with a mix of sedatives and synchronicity  

inhibitors in order to force him to disconnect.

The  fact  that  he  could  not  willingly  disconnect  was  irrelevant—a 

little  experience  would  solve  that  problem.   The  only  thing  that  was  

important was that he was one of the rare few who could connect to begin 



with.  This ability meant that he would soon be conscripted into the Rikujō  

Jieitai and trained to pilot a titan.  This ability meant that within a year, he  

would be a soldier, fighting to defend his homeland against the Eschatos.

This  ability  meant  that  within  a  decade,  there  was  over  a  fifty  

percent chance he would die either in battle or through suicide.

This ability meant that his normal life was over.

The boy’s name was Seki Akira.  



B O O K  O N E :  H I J Ū

C H A P T E R  IHijū sat in the cockpit of her titan, synchronized with the system just enough that she could accept the visual inputs from the titan’s optical sensors while  she ate her ice  cream.  It  was chocolate,  and despite it being in a box that had once held a name-brand ice cream, it  was not store-bought  but  homemade  by  the  widowed  lady  who  lived  in  the apartment downstairs from Hijū’s, who simply reused the cartons.   Hijū knew that her uniforms were starting to get a little tight, but she  wasn’t  terribly  worried.   She  rarely  got  terribly  worried  about anything,  even though she  risked her  life  in  battle  on a  fairly  regular basis.  Being three or four kilograms over the ‘ideal’ weight was not even worth thinking about.“Hijū”  was  not  her  name  but  her  shikona,  her  ‘stage  name,’  the name she was known as in the community of titan pilots.  Her real name was Nagaoka Misaki: a family name inherited from her father’s family, a personal name selected by her mother because it sounded pretty.  Very 



few people called her either, anymore.  Only the most renowned pilots had shikona.  Any pilot could have a nickname, but to be known by a shikona was one of the highest honors.  Thus, she was Hijū, the Soaring Eagle who launched herself  off  of a skyscraper to gain the element of surprise in a pitched battle versus a pair of elite Eschatos.  That was four years ago in the Ibaraki prefecture, when she was only nineteen.Through the titan’s eyes she watched a replay of the data from her last engagement three weeks ago, not far from here, in the Ōta ward.  It was a fairly dull battle—she had only destroyed three Hoplite-types and one Viking-type,  all  at  long range.   Long-range battles  were relatively easy, as the Atlas-class titans that the Rikujō Jieitai fielded had a distinct edge at engagements between one and two thousand meters, especially against the Viking-types, which preferred to close in and attack in melee.Hijū held the rank of ittō rikui in the Rikujō Jieitai, and in addition to being stationed here at the Shinjuku Defense Station as a pilot with the 29th Battalion’s A Company, she served as an assistant instructor at the Takagi Miharu Titan Gundan Shikangakkō here in Tōkyō, responsible for preparing the new pilots to face the Eschatos.  Viking-types  were  easy  to  destroy at  long range,  but  if  they got within striking range of their ten-meter-long axes, they were devastating. An Atlas could be cleaved in two with one swing of a Viking’s axe.  Hijū intended on spending a little more time on close-quarters engagements; even as she watched the long-range battle unfold a second time, she was thinking about what it would have been like if the Vikings had been a lot 



closer,  and  how  she  could  work  that  into  a  training  scenario  on  the simulators.And as she thought, she ate her ice cream.A stern voice disturbed her contemplations: “Nagaoka-ichii, that is not regulation-issue attire!”Even though she was a little startled, it took only a thought for Hijū to switch her visual input from the battle recording to one of her titan’s external cameras, and then she saw the instructor to whom she was an assistant to, Hayashi Shōta santō rikusa, more commonly known by his shikona,  Benkei.   In  his  early  thirties,  he  was  an  intimidating  figure, standing almost two meters tall and powerfully built.  Wearing his full dress uniform, replete with the platinum gray shoulder-braids, a chestful of medals, and the characteristic beret of the titan pilots, Benkei stood in front  of  her  open  cockpit,  his  hands  on  his  hips.  “It  is  completely inappropriate  for  an  officer  to  be  wearing  civilian  clothes  while performing official duties!”Hijū desynchronized, so she could see Benkei with her own eyes instead of the titan’s, and then looked down at herself.  She was wearing what she usually wore when she wasn’t at the Shikangakkō: a white Harō Kiti  tank top,  a  pair of  blue-lensed sunglasses hanging from the neck, faded blue jeans, and her favorite athletic shoes (which were showing considerable wear and tear).  Her Rikujō Jieitai ID badge was clipped to one of  the  belt  loops  at  the  waist  of  her  jeans.   “Stuff  it,  Shōta,”  she laughed. “What are you all dressed up for?”



“Iwata-kun’s wedding, remember?” Benkei said.Iwata had been the lead technician for Benkei’s titan, before Benkei had  become  asynchronous.   Hijū  shook  her  head  disapprovingly. “Doesn’t he know what they say about getting married being bad luck?”“Never mind that,” Benkei said.  “I need you to do something for me. One of our students for next term has arrived early, and they don’t know what to do with him down there.”“Did he come straight from basic training?”  Hijū finished the last of the ice cream, and then pitched the empty box in the general direction of a trash can.  It missed by two meters.Benkei shrugged.  “Must have. I’d go handle it myself, but I gotta go to the wedding.  I’m almost late as it is.”“Sure I can handle it,” Hijū said, extracting herself from the titan’s cockpit.  “You could have just called me, you know.”“Your techs were routing all your phone calls to my office,” Benkei growled.  “I got my own voice mail a half-dozen times.”“Oh,” Hijū giggled.  “Any important calls?”“Yeah, from me,” Benkei said.  “And that Yamasaki guy called…five  

times.  Why don’t you just tell him to leave you alone?”“I can’t do that.  He’s just too sweet,” Hijū said.“You ever going to go out with him?” Benkei asked.Hijū did not even have to think for a second.  “No way.”Benkei just chuckled, shaking his head.  “Whatever.  Just go square this student away at the Shikangakkō, okay?”



“No problem,” Hijū replied.Benkei left in his sports car, and Hijū retrieved her cellphone from her  technicians  and  grabbed  her  dark  brown  leather  jacket  before heading to the Shikangakkō on her motorcycle, an eight-year-old hyper sport model with striking gold paint.  She knew the roads between the defense station where her titan was hangared and the Shikangakkō well, and paid little heed of traffic signs and gave no consideration at all to the speed limits.  She did not wear a helmet, either; the only protective gear she wore was her sunglasses.The  Takagi  Miharu  Titan  Gundan  Shikangakkō  was  a  sprawling complex that looked more like a college campus than a military academy. Hijū parked her bike in a no-parking zone in front of the main building, and headed inside.  Outside the admissions office, there was a boy in his early teens, wearing a Rikujō Jieitai uniform with the insignia of a pilot trainee; no doubt this was the student who had arrived early.  He was sitting ramrod-straight in a chair in the hallway, his duffel bag at his side, a longer bag of the type used to carry shinai for kendō practice leaning against the wall.  A manila envelope held in his hand obviously contained his transfer documents.Hijū  walked  up  to  him.   He  was  a  good-looking  kid,  strikingly handsome, she thought, although his jet-black hair just did not look quite right, especially with his gray eyes.  Clipping her sunglasses to the neck of her tank top, she asked him, “You the one causing all the fuss?”The boy stood before speaking.  “I’m sorry, ma’am.  I didn’t realize 



there would be a problem.”“Don’t worry about it,” Hijū said.  “Lemme see your transfer papers.”“I’m sorry, ma’am,” the boy said.  “I’m not allowed to hand these papers over to anyone except—”“Whoa,  whoa,  whoa,  whoa,”  Hijū  said,  holding  up  her  hand  to silence his protest.  “First, do not call me ma’am ever again.  Second, I am a duly authorized officer of the Rikujō Jieitai.” Hijū turned her side to the boy and pulled her jacket back a bit so he could clearly see her ID badge. “Nagaoka Misaki ittō rikui of the 29th Battalion, C Company.  But call me Hijū.” Realizing her rank, the boy snapped to attention.  “I’m sorry, m… Hijū-ichii.”“Don’t salute, and it’s just Hijū, without a suffix,” she said, holding her hand out for the transfer documents again,  and this time the boy handed them over.  Hijū pulled out the papers and glanced over the first few sheets. “Seki Akira, huh?  Okay, Seki-bōzu, wait here.”Hijū could tell he did not like being called bōzu—who would?—but he did not say anything, so Hijū intended to call him that until he said otherwise.  If he wasn't going to speak up, he had no right to complain.She  went  into  the  admissions  office,  blew  right  past  the  clerks working up front,  and barged straight  into the back office.   Miyakawa Tomohiro santō rikusa, a pudgy man in his thirties who was in charge of admissions, instantly began yelling.  “Damn you, Hijū-ichii! I’m busy in here!”



Nonplussed, Hijū sat down on the edge of Miyakawa-sansa’s desk, knowing it would set  him off even more.  “So, what’s the problem with this Seki kid?”Miyakawa-sansa jumped to his feet and shook his finger at her.  “Get off my desk this instant!”“Come  on,  Tomo-kun,  let’s  try  to  stay  focused,  okay?”  Hijū  said, flipping  through  the  pages  of  Seki’s  transfer  documents.   “All  the paperwork is here, and it’s all good, so why not just admit him?”“We  can’t  admit  him yet!”  Miyakawa-sansa  said.   “New  students aren’t supposed to start showing up until Friday.  We don’t even have any rooms available in the dormitories yet!  He should have just gone home and stayed with his family until then!  Stupid brat probably had a fight with his parents and—”“Did you even look at his file?” Hijū asked sharply.  Miyakawa-sansa was silenced by her suddenly serious tone.  “He’s an orphan, Tomo-kun. Lived his whole life at an orphanage in Setagaya.  He doesn’t have any family to go back to.”“I  didn’t  notice,”  Miyakawa-sansa  said,  his  voice  quiet  now.   He looked at the door Hijū had come in through; no doubt the boy had heard him shout all the way out in the hallway.  “But we don’t have any place here yet, and the regulations say he can’t even be properly admitted until Wednesday, at the very earliest.”“Then I’ll take him off your hands,” Hijū said.Miyakawa-sansa’s expression turned stern again.   “What are you 



planning on doing?”“I’m going to put him up at Shōta’s place,” Hijū said.“You mean Benkei-sansa?  You can’t do that,” Miyakawa-sansa said.“Why not?” Hijū asked.Miyakawa-sansa was silent.  He did not have any reason available why Hijū could not do that.  “Okay. I’ll send him back by on Wednesday,” Hijū said with a smile.  “Ciao, Tomo-kun.”Hijū returned to the hallway where the boy waited, his expression like that of stone.  He had heard Miyakawa-sansa’s outburst.  Hijū handed him his documents back.  “Come on, grab your stuff.  We’re leaving.”Seki  picked up his  bags and followed her  without  a  word.   Hijū could  not  stand  uncomfortable  silences,  and  so  she  started  the conversation.  “So, you into kendō?”“Yes,” Seki said.Hijū hoped that this conversation would not be one where the boy said only the absolute minimum number of words.  That would be almost as bad as an uncomfortable silence. “What style?  Yagyū Shinkage?”“Hyōhō Niten Ichi-ryū,” Seki replied.  “I  took second place at the Tōkyō prefectural tournament last year.”“Nice.” Hijū was impressed—the Tōkyō prefecture was huge,  and prefecture-wide  tournaments,  even  junior  high  school  tournaments, would no doubt have some fierce competition.  For Seki to have placed second was a considerable accomplishment.  “You must have spent every waking moment training.”



Seki nodded.  “I think it was the Niten Ichi style.  No one seemed to be able to block both my shinai.”“Except for the guy who got first  place,  huh?  What style did he use?” Hijū asked.Seki thought for a second.  “I’m not sure.  Maybe Kashima Shinden. It was a single-sword style.”“Well, don’t stop practicing just because you’re a pilot,” Hijū said. “Statistics have shown that pilots who were avid martial artists perform much better than those who weren’t.”In the parking lot, Hijū mounted her bike, and put her sunglasses back on.  “Take off your ugly cap, and hop on.”Seki  hesitated,  and  then  removed  his  uniform  cap,  looking  at  it quizzically  before  putting  it  in  his  duffel  bag.   He  tightened  up  the shoulder straps of his bags and sat down behind Hijū.  “What should I hold on to?”“Me,” Hijū said.  “Don’t be shy.”  Seki put his arms around her waist gingerly as Hijū started the bike’s engine.  “And you’re going to want to hold on tight,” Hijū shouted back at him.  “Just don’t crush me, okay?”“I’ve never rode on a—” Seki began to say, but then Hijū, grinning from ear to ear, popped the transmission into gear and hit the throttle.  A cloud of smoke billowed up from the bike’s rear tire as it turned them sideways, and then when the tire finally got some traction, they took off like a rocket, the bike’s front tire popping off the ground almost a meter.Hijū  loved  giving  people  rides  on  her  motorcycle,  but  for  some 



reason, nobody ever wanted to ride with her a second time.A little over four minutes later, they arrived at the Shinjuku Defense Station.  The guards at the front gate recognized her and barely got the barrier raised before she raced through at over a hundred kilometers per hour.  Hijū pulled into her reserved parking space, hitting the brakes so suddenly she could feel the back tire pop off the ground a little.  Once they were stationary, Hijū turned to look back at Seki, and for the first time she noticed that the roots of his wind-disheveled hair were gray: his hair was only black because he dyed it.   “You know, Seki-bōzu,  it  just occurred to me that you probably would have wanted a helmet, huh?”Seki seemed a little pale, but he did not seem very shaken up, like most  of  Hijū’s  other  passengers  had.   In  fact,  he  seemed  like  he  had enjoyed  it.   He  slowly  released  his  grip  around  Hijū’s  waist  and dismounted the bike.  “I’m okay.  But, please don’t call me bōzu.  It just sounds so…childish.”Hijū  smiled.   Seki  had  not  wasted  any  time  in  speaking  up  for himself.  “Okay, Seki-kun,” Hijū said, lowering the kickstand and sliding off the bike with practiced ease.   “Come on in to the hangar.”Hijū led the way to where her titan was, and as she approached, her quartet of technicians came up to her,  their curiosity piqued by Hijū’s young companion.  “Hey, kumichō,” the sole male technician called out, “Who’s the kid?”“One  of  my  new  students,”  Hijū  said,  and  then  handled  the introductions.  The male technician was Iijima Tsubasa rikushichō, and 



was in charge of Hijū’s weapons systems.  The three female technicians were  Arata  Mami  nitō  rikusō,  Fujikawa  Yōko  rikushichō,  and  Shigeki Haruka ittō rikushi.  Arata-nisō was the oldest at twenty-five years old, and she was the lead technician.   Fujikawa-shichō was twenty,  and in charge of the titan’s armor and defensive systems.  Shigeki-isshi was also twenty, and handled all the software and synchronicity interfaces.“I thought they weren’t supposed to start showing up until Friday,” Iijima said.Hijū just shrugged.Arata  came  forward  and  grabbed  Seki’s  arm.   “He’s  so  cute,Misaki—can I keep him?”As everyone else had a chuckle over that, Hijū looked at Seki and saw he was not paying attention to any of them.  He was staring up at Hijū’s titan, which towered over them like a giant made of steel.  “Sure, Mami. Just be sure to feed and water him, okay?”Seki’s  attention snapped back to  what  they were  saying,  and he gave Hijū an incredulous look.“Yes!” Arata said.  “Okay, Seki-bōzu, let’s go—”Hijū slapped Arata in  the back of  the head,  and not particularly gently either.  “Hey, don’t call him bōzu like he was some little kid.  He’s going to be a pilot soon—show some respect!”“Yeah, nisō!” Shigeki agreed.  “You should call him Seki-isshi.”Seki, his arm still trapped in Arata’s vice-like grip, pointed out the contradictory nature of Hijū’s declarations: “So it’s okay for her to treat 



me like a pet, but not okay for her to call me bōzu?”Again  the  adults  laughed,  and  Hijū  just  winked  at  him mischievously.Arata  led  Seki  away,  promising  him  cookies,  while  Shigeki  and Fujikawa followed, taking his bags, leaving Hijū and Iijima standing there at the base of the titan.  “You’re cruel, kumichō,” Iijima said.  “Arata-nisō is going to smother him with the ‘oneesan’ routine.”“He’ll survive,” Hijū said, and then, her voice low and conspiratorial: “He’s  going  to  be  one  of  the  greats,  Tsubasa.  I  saw  his  file:  his synchronicity index is twenty-five point three three seven.”Iijima’s eyes narrowed.  “That’s  not possible.   That’s  higher than yours, and you’ve been in the show for almost nine years now.”Hijū nodded.  She had never seen a pilot trainee that had an index over sixteen before.  Most were between eight and twelve.  When she had completed the Shikangakkō, her index had been only fourteen point five eight zero; during her last actual combat sortie three weeks ago, she had rated  a  twenty-one  point  three  eight  one.   The  higher  a  pilot’s synchronicity index, the better they could operate a titan.Of course, it was also well known that the higher a pilot’s index, the more likely they would die before their career as a pilot ended due to Asynchronicity Syndrome.  For average pilots,  the odds of them dying, either in combat or due to suicide, totaled about forty percent.  For pilots with exceptionally high indexes like Seki’s, the odds of dying increased to about seventy percent.



Shikata ga nai,  people would say.  It  can’t be helped.  There was nothing anyone could do to change things.  Only a select few youths can pilot the titans, and only the titans can stand against the Eschatos; thus, the nation sent children, some as young as twelve or thirteen, into battle to fight and die.  Shikata ga nai.Hijū hated that phrase. 
C H A P T E R  I I<Okay, Seki-kun, this the Haneda Airport, in the Ōta ward>, Hijū said over the titan’s communications link.  Beside her, Seki’s titan stood, its head turning side to side as Seki surveyed the battlefield.  <Pretty much the 

same place  I  was  stationed  during  the  battle  last  month.   You  see  the  

terminal complex in the center?>With a thought, Hijū highlighted the terminal complex, tagging it as a non-target.  <Hai>, Seki replied, then after a moment’s pause, he added, <I know not to shoot it.>Hijū  smiled.   When  she  had  first  met  Seki  in  the  Shikangakkō’s admissions office, she thought he would be unassertive and meek—two traits she believed were of no value to a pilot.  Fortunately, he was not. <In the heat of a battle, it’s easy to forget about stuff like that>, Hijū told him.  <Now, in the basic training, you focused on how well you operated  

solo.  At the Shikangakkō, it’s all about teamwork.  You’ll be assigned to a  

team with three other cadets, and by and large your performance will be  



graded on how well you work together.  Five other pilots from my company 

were here, too: Sakamoto, Sakai, Kokawa, Katō, and Inoue.>As she  said  the  names,  Hijū  highlighted their  positions,  labeling them Hayabusa-2 through Hayabusa-6, respectively, arrayed in a V with Hijū and Seki at the point, closest to the projected path of the Eschatos’ approach.  She was Hayabusa-1, but the system tagged her as Hijū; Seki was Hayabusa-7.  During the real battle three weeks ago,  they had all been telling dirty jokes while they waited for the Eschatos to appear, but the AI that was controlling the other pilots was not capable of anything except confirming orders and giving status updates, and Hijū had filtered those so that only she could hear them.<Sakamoto-nii  and  Inoue-juni  were  the  two  we  met  in  the  break  

room earlier, right?> Seki asked.<Yes> Hijū said. <Of course, that isn’t really them: these are just AI  

stand-ins, so don’t worry too much about team plays for now.   All you got  

to do for this simulation is what I tell you to.  The Eschatos will approach 

from  the  southwest,  the  Kamasaki  ward.   Can  you  access  your  comm 

channels?><Hai> Seki replied.<Query the Public Safety Net to check the evacuation status of the  

Kamasaki ward> Hijū ordered.It took Seki a few seconds.  <They’re eighty percent complete.><Which means the Eschatos will  be here before they’re done> Hijū said. <They won’t bother with the Kamasaki ward—there aren’t any high-  



or even medium-priority targets there.  They’re going to come straight for  

the Haneda Airport.  We’re going to see a bunch of Hoplite-types and a few  

Vikings.  The Hoplites are going to target the airport from range, but their  

energy weapons won’t be very effective until they get within two thousand  

meters or so.  So, we got to take them down before they cross the Tama  

river.><What about the Vikings?> Seki asked.<They’ll  come  after  us>  Hijū  said.  <Viking-types  only  have  melee  

weapons, so you will have a little more time to deal with them, but do not 
let them anywhere near you.  They will tear you to pieces.><Understood>,  Seki  said.  <But  why  doesn’t  the  Titan  Gundan  use  

melee weapons, too?><Because attacking from range is standard doctrine>, Hijū said. <A 

titan is effectively a twenty-meter-tall infantry soldier, and what do armies  

arm their infantry with?  Rifles.  The vast majority of engagements are at  

over five hundred meters.><But they said during basic training that most titans are destroyed  

by close-range attacks>, Seki countered. <Shouldn’t the titans be equipped  

to deal with melee attacks as well as ranged ones?>Hijū chuckled: she had been arguing that same point for years, and had  proposed  a  dozen  different  plans  to  arm  titans  for  melee engagements with something more than just their fists.  She had been trying to gain the support of other pilots who had actually used melee weapons against the Eschatos—pilots like Ichigiri, who was, like Seki, an 



avid kendōka.  Ichigiri had once destroyed six Eschatos with six swings of a  sword  he  had  scavenged  off  of  an  elite  Eschatos  pilot’s  machine. Unfortunately,  she had not been able to get anyone else on board her project,  yet;  Ichigiri’s  unit  had  been  decimated  recently,  fighting  the Omega Lucifer.  <Oh, so think you’re going to charge into battle with a pair  

of katana, screaming banzai or something?><No>, Seki said. <Both rifle and daishō.  No screaming.><There might  be  a time where  that  is  done>,  Hijū said.  <But  not  

today.  If I recall correctly, we’re about to get some visitors.><I know>, Seki said.Before Hijū could question how he could know that, the first wave of  the  Eschatos  came  into  view  above  the  buildings  of  the  Kamasaki ward.   The  enemy  units  were  tagged  by  their  type  and  a  number  to differentiate  them.   <Hold  fire  until  they  cross  the  Tama  River>,  Hijū ordered. <Hayabusa-7, get behind that shield tower!>Arranged around the area were huge two-and-a-half-meter  thick reinforced concrete walls that could turn to face any direction to serve as cover for the titans.  Seki had taken a balanced, textbook stance with his rifle, but it had left him mostly uncovered by the shield tower.  Hijū knew that his stance gave him the best accuracy with the rifle he carried, but she also knew that it made him a better target, too.<Hai>. Seki ducked back behind the shield tower, bracing his rifle against its edge.Hijū had expected a complaint from him, but he said nothing as he 



waited  for  her  order  to  open  fire.   Thinking  fast,  Hijū  flagged  each Eschatos  as  a  target  for  one of  her  team,  giving  Seki  the  two  tagged Hoplite-04 and Hoplite-05.   As the Eschatos began their  attack,  firing their energy cannons,  Hijū called out for her unit  to continue holding their fire.  <Wait until they clear the Tama River!>Hijū knew the types of simulations Seki had already experienced at basic training.  While challenging, they were nothing like this would be.Without any warning,  a  half-dozen Viking-types appeared to the south, running up from the Tama River not four hundred meters away. Dashing at nearly a hundred kilometers per hour, the Vikings would be on top on them in  seconds.   Three weeks ago,  Hijū  had expected the Eschatos  to use a  tactic  like  this,  and so,  for  this  simulation,  she had arranged  things  so  that  they  did.   She  had  intentionally  said  nothing about this to Seki, just to see how he’d react.  <Vikings! Open fire! Open 

fire! Open fire!>With well-placed shots,  Hijū downed the Viking heading towards her with ease, and then turned her attention to Seki.  Most new pilots—even  those  who  completed  the  Shikangakkō,  even  those  with  high synchronicity indexes—had a bad habit of panicking and using poorly-aimed  rapid-fire  when  faced  with  an  Eschatos  that  was  really  close. However, Seki’s shots were slow and controlled, and almost every one hit.  This was good, of course, but the precious seconds he spent lining up each  shot  were  seconds where  the  Hoplites  were  drawing closer  and closer.   <Hayabusa-7!   This  isn’t  the practice  range!   Take them down,  



quick!><Hai!> Seki said.Hijū  ducked  involuntarily  as  the  corner  of  her  shield  tower exploded in a hail of concrete chunks, superheated by the energy beams of  the  Hoplites,  who  were  now  close  enough  to  target  her  position effectively.   As  she  began  returning  fire,  she  heard  over  the  net  that Hayabusa-3 had been crippled,  and a Viking had broken through their line and was circling up behind her.  Hayabusa-5 was engaging it, though, so Hijū kept her attention on the Hoplites in front of her, confident Inoue (actually, the AI version of Inoue) could deal with it.Seki’s position was getting hammered—he now had four Hoplites firing  on  him  from  only  about  1200  meters,  and  they  were  slowly disintegrating his shield tower as he crouched behind it, unable to pop out from behind the shield to return fire.<Use  your  rifle’s  targeting  feed  to  shoot  around  the  wall!>  Hijū shouted.  Normally, a pilot ’saw’ the battlefield around him through his titan’s sensor suite, but the 45mm autocannon ‘rifles’ they carried also had their own independent sensors.  By switching to it,  Seki would be able  to  hold  his  rifle  around  the  corner  of  the  shield  tower  and  fire without  exposing  more  than  his  titan’s  arms  to  the  Eschatos’  energy bursts.Seki did as Hijū instructed, and with help from Hijū and the Inoue AI, managed to break the Eschatos’ advance.  When the dust had cleared, Seki had managed to destroy two Eschatos by himself, and three more 



with help from Hijū and the AI.  Of course, he had taken serious damage to his titan’s right leg from one direct hit and minor damage to the head, torso,  and arms from getting peppered with the superheated concrete fragments.  <Well, Seki-kun, what do you think?><We only used the rifle’s sensors like that twice in basic>, Seki said.<That’s why they call it ‘basic’>, Hijū said.  In the battle three weeks prior,  after this initial  assault,  Hijū’s  Hayabusa unit  had stayed on the defensive  for  another  two  hours,  ready  to  defend  the  airport  against further attacks, but there were none.  Hijū saw no reason to spend all afternoon replaying the boring parts of the battle.   Not today, anyway. <Okay, we’re done here.  Sync out.>Hijū snapped out of synchronization with the simulator instantly. Iijima and Fujikawa were sitting in the simulator control booth, Arata sat on the edge of the simulator chair Seki was using, holding a tissue to his nose while Shigeki hovered nearby.  Seki, still  synchronized, sat in the simulator chair, his eyes wide open but unseeing, seemingly oblivious to what was going on around him.  “Nosebleed?” Hijū asked.“Yeah,” Arata said.  “Ruined his shirt.”“No, it’ll come out,” Shigeki said.  “If we hurry up and get some stain remover on it—”“Kumichō,  Seki-kun  says  he  can’t  unsync,”  Iijima  said  from  the control booth.Hijū gestured to Arata, who took the cue and began trying to help Seki unsynchronize from the simulator by shaking his shoulder, gently at 



first, but more vigorously as it became clear that was not working.  This worried Hijū: she had never met any pilot who had trouble unsyncing. She walked up to Seki’s side, and patted the side of his face.   “Wakey, wakey.”Other  than  that  his  nose  had  stopped  bleeding,  there  was  no change.   She turned to Iijima and Fujikawa in the booth.   “Cut all  his feeds.”“I  already cut  everything except for the primary comm channel,” Fujikawa said.“Cut it,” Hijū said, but after waiting for what seemed like forever, it was obvious that it had not worked.Personally,  Hijū  could  not  stand  even  a  second  synchronized  if there were no incoming feeds.  Such a state was compared to being in a sensory deprivation tank, except…creepier.  The few times she had been synchronized  without  feeds,  she  had  sensed  an  ominous  Presence watching her.   Even though she had never admitted it  to anyone,  that Presence frightened Hijū.  It was one of the few things that did.“Come on,  Seki-kun,  snap out  of  it,”  Hijū  said,  and then reached down and pinched the back of his hand between her fingernails.Seki did not even twitch.For all her experience, Hijū did not have any idea what to try next. This  had  never  happened  before.   Shutting  down  the  simulator completely while he was still synchronized was not an option.  It was too dangerous—there  was  a  chance  Seki  could  suffer  permanent  brain 



damage.  She remembered that his file had mentioned he had an allergy to  reficroniphol,  the  most  commonly  used synchronicity  inhibitor,  but until now it had not occurred to her to wonder why reficroniphol had been used on him at all.  In any case, she did not want to have to drug Seki. Still, Hijū was not the type to sit back and do nothing. “I’m going to sync back in,” she declared, and walked back over to the simulation chair she had been using before.  “Open the comm channel, and a basic visual and tactile.”“Done,” Iijima said.Hijū lay back in the simulator chair, closed her eyes and focused her mind  to  the  sensations  the  simulator  was  projecting,  and  within  a second, she had synchronized.The  Presence  was  there,  instantly,  bearing  down  on  her  with  a terrifying  intensity  that  made  her  scream  despite  herself  as  she involuntarily unsynched.“Misaki!” Arata shouted.Hijū tried to stand to get away from the simulator chair and the horrific Presence, but her legs did not seem to want to work right.  She collapsed  to  the  floor  as  her  technicians  scrambled  to  her  side,  Seki momentarily forgotten.“Misaki!” Arata said. “Are you okay?”Hijū nodded mutely as she tried to collect herself.“What happened?” Iijima asked.



Hijū could not bear to say.  “I…I don’t know…”Shigeki asked, “Should we call Yamagishi-sensei?”“No,” Hijū declared.  Taking a deep breath, she forced her fear aside. “I’m  all  right.  How’s  Seki-kun?”  They  all  turned  to  see  Seki,  still motionless in his simulation chair, his eyes open and unblinking.  Hijū grabbed the headset Iijima was wearing and put it on.  “Seki-kun, can you hear me?”“Hai,”  he  replied,  although  the  voice  Hijū  heard  in  the  headset sounded nothing like Seki’s actual voice.  As his brain was transmitting instructions  to  his  lungs,  vocal  cords,  and vocal  tract,  the  simulator’s operating system intercepted those signals, translated them into digital signals, and then those signals were sent to the communications software of the simulators, which created the sounds Hijū heard over the headset. “Are you okay?”“Seki-kun, don’t worry about me,” Hijū said, her voice firm.  “You need to unsync right now.”“I’m trying,” Seki said.  “But I can’t push the sensory inputs away.”Hijū got up, went back to Seki’s side, and pinched his hand again. “Can you feel this?”“Feel what?” Seki asked.“Your hand,” Hijū said. “Try to focus on your right hand.”“Okay,” Seki replied.  Hijū kept pinching.  Almost a minute went by before Seki abruptly unsynched, shouting in pain as he jerked his hand away.



“Shut it down!” Hijū ordered, and Shigeki dashed off to the control booth to turn the simulators off.Arata  immediately  latched  on  to  the  youth.   “Seki-kun,  are  you okay?”“Yeah,” Seki said, looking down at his now-bleeding hand.“Oh, Misaki!” Arata looked up at Hijū with an accusatory look.  “You didn’t have to pinch him that hard, did you?”“Sorry about that, Seki-kun,” Hijū said.  “What happened in there, Seki-kun?”“Nothing,” Seki said, but he did not look up at her.It did not take much to tell he was not telling the truth.  “Everyone out,” Hijū said.Arata hugged Seki.  “But—”Hijū’s voice was quiet, but intense.  “Now.”Arata understood that tone.  “I’ll go get some bandages,” she said, and then made a hasty exit from the simulator room, the other three of Hijū’s technicians not far behind.Once they were alone, Hijū sat down next to Seki.  “Listen, Seki-kun, I can’t force you to tell me anything, but I really wish you would.  You weren’t just having trouble unsyncing, were you?”Seki shook his head.“Did you sense a…a Presence? Like something was watching you?” Hijū asked.Seki finally looked up at Hijū, his face blank and emotionless.  “It 



said…it said that it is waiting for me.”
C H A P T E R  I I I“That’s what he said, Shōta,” Hijū said, cell phone held to her ear in one hand, a document from Seki’s file in the other, her feet propped up on the desk in her tiny office.  As Arata had taken Seki in search of a clean shirt, Hijū had Iijima, Fujikawa, and Shigeki begin a full series of diagnostics on the simulator units.  Promising she would take Seki away from Arata so she could help with the diagnostics, Hijū had repaired to her office to call Benkei.  “I felt it, too, stronger than ever.  So strong I couldn’t stay synced. Kind of scary, you know?  Do you think it’s like what you experienced right before you went asynchronous?”Eight years ago,  as  Asynchronicity  Syndrome had begun eroding Benkei’s ability to merge with his titan’s operating system, he had started hearing voices—and later, seeing visions—whenever he was synced up. He rarely talked about those times, and Hijū hated asking about it, but she needed to know.Hijū  could  hear  music  and  a  man  singing  karaoke  in  the background, but Benkei was silent for quite some time before answering. “I don’t think it is.  He’s too young.  But if it is, we need to find out quick. This sort of thing…it can mess him up, bad.  We don’t want him to decide to move on.”Hijū  frowned.   With  their  horrifying  mortality  rate,  titan  pilots 



tended to be very superstitious.  Many carried mamori, items that to the owner were good luck charms or talismans.  Some had esoteric rituals they  performed,  some  before  a  battle,  some  afterwards.   Almost  all avoided speaking of death, preferring to use euphemisms like ‘to move on’ instead.  “What can we do?”“I’m not sure.  I’ve never heard of this happening to a rookie pilot before—it’s always been veteran pilots with Asynchronicity Syndrome,” Benkei said.  “That’s the way it was for me.  Still, sitting on our hands and waiting  for  something  to  develop  is  foolish.   First  off,  take  him  to Yamagishi-sensei—”Hijū sighed.  “You know I really don’t like him.”“Grow up, Misaki,” Benkei growled.  “Take him to Yamagishi-sensei, get him checked up.  What’s Seki’s synchronicity index?”“Twenty-five point three three seven,” Hijū said.Benkei was impressed.  “Well, have him put on reficroniphol, low dose.”“Seki-kun’s allergic to reficroniphol.   Says so  in his  medical  file,” Hijū said.  “He’s had problems disconnecting since day one, so they tried reficroniphol, but it made him break out.”“Then othimetrol or calandatine,” Benkei said.  “That will help keep the voices out of his head, and it will help him unsync easier.  Then we got to give him some ties.”“Ties?” Hijū echoed.  “What do you mean?”Again Benkei was silent for a long time before answering.  “If he 



starts going through what I did, he’s going to feel less and less attached to this world.  He needs ties, connections to people around him.  You said he was an orphan, right?”“Right,” Hijū confirmed.“No family, separated from whatever friends he had, forced to fight, plagued by that damnable Presence in the system…it’ll wear at him.  He’ll give up caring about anything, and when that happens, he will be at high risk for suicide,” Benkei said.  “He needs people around him that he feels a connection to.”He had never mentioned this before, but Hijū could tell that he was talking from experience.  “Well, we’re in luck.  Mami’s already adopted him, I think.”“Good.  Just tell her not to overdo it,” Benkei said.  “So where did you get Miyakawa-kun to put him?”“What do you mean?” Hijū asked.“Quarters,” Benkei said.  “Is he staying in the dorms?”“No.   That  hidebound  idiot  can’t  do  anything  unless  it’s  on  his Rikujō Jieitai regulation-issue checklist,” Hijū said.  “I was going to have Seki-kun stay at your place.”“What?” Benkei shouted, and then Hijū could hear him apologizing to the people on his end for disturbing their party.  Hijū tried and failed to suppress a bout of giggling as Benkei returned, his voice low but very, very agitated.  “At my place? What made you think that was a good idea?”“Well,  it’s  not like I  had a lot of options.   There aren’t  too many 



people I could foist him off on.  I could put him up at my apartment, but that might be a little awkward,”  Hijū said.   “I  wouldn’t  be able to loaf around in my underwear.”Benkei sighed.  “And we all know how very important that is.  Fine. It’s only until Friday, right?”“Maybe Wednesday,” Hijū said.“Good.  I hope he likes waking up at five a.m. for physical training,” Benkei said.  “I got to go.  I’ll be back in Tōkyō around eight or nine.  I’ll talk to you then.”“Bai bai, Shōta,” Hijū said, and then snapped her cellphone shut.
C H A P T E R  I VSeki did not complain about having to ride pillion with Hijū a second time;  in fact,  he seemed fascinated with her old hyper sport  bike.   Of course, Hijū insisted he wear a helmet and aside from burning a circle of rubber into the pavement outside the A Company's hangars, she drove significantly less recklessly.  The helmet did not fit the boy well—it was one of Hijū's that she had worn all of three times, and, ominously, it was severely scratched on the right-hand side.As they rode, Hijū,  shouting to be heard over the bike's 1,340 cc engine, explained the operation of a motorcycle.  “Your right side handles all your acceleration and deceleration, and your left side changes gears. Your throttle is here in the right grip—”  She twisted the grip towards 



herself  a  little,  causing  the  engine  to  rev  noisily  as  the  bike  lurched forwards in a brief burst of acceleration.  “—and the front brakes are the lever.   The right foot pedal is the rear brakes, but I don't use them much. The front brakes slow you down faster.”“When you use them, that is,” Seki replied.Hijū just grinned.  “The clutch is the left-hand lever, and your left foot switches gears.  Pull the clutch, tap the lever down, and let out the clutch real  easy,  and you dropped a gear.”   She quickly demonstrated, slowing and shifting down into second gear.   “Going up a  gear  works pretty much the same—just pull the lever up with your toe.”“Can I drive it?” Seki asked.“Not a chance.”  Hijū's reply was unequivocal.  “This bike is way too much for a newbie like you—it'll do zero to a hundred in two and a half seconds.  I've had it up to two hundred fifty kph; it can do three hundred. Sorry, Seki-kun, but there's no way I'd let someone who's never rode a bike before even try it.  You'd move on for sure.”Seki was silent for the rest of the ride to Benkei's apartment, and Hijū could tell that her refusal had disappointed him greatly.  She liked Seki—he  reminded  her  of  her  younger  half-brother  Kazuki,  who  was about  the  same  age.   Last  summer  when  he  had  visited,  Kazuki  had pestered Hijū incessantly to let him ride her bike, and was very upset when she had told him no.  This next summer, I'll show Kazuki how to ride, she pledged.  And as for Seki-kun...Parking the bike out front of the apartment complex, Hijū cut the 



engine and as they dismounted, she turned to face Seki.  “But you know, Tsubasa owns a bike.  It's just a little sport bike—I think it has a 500 cc engine.  That's the kind of bike you learn on, not a monster like this.  I'll talk him into letting us borrow it sometime.”“That  would  be  cool,”  Seki  said,  still  a  little  disappointed,  but obviously heartened by Hijū's compromise.“Yeah,  so  tomorrow,  once  Shōta's  done  torturing  you,  take  the subway to Ikebukuro and buy yourself a good helmet you like,” Hijū said. “Get a full-coverage one, like that one, and make sure that it isn't going to come off unexpectedly.  Don't be surprised if it sets you back fifteen to twenty thousand yen.”“Twenty thousand?” Seki said.  He took the helmet Hijū had loaned him off and examined it closely.  “That's a lot.”“Yeah, well that head of yours is worth a lot more, so you're going to protect it,” Hijū said.  “You haven't blown all your money, have you?”“No,” Seki said, and then noted, “You don't wear a helmet.” Hijū  straightened  up  and  fixed  Seki  with  a  supremely  confident gaze.  “That's because I'm just that damn good.”Seki held up Hijū's helmet so she could see the grisly scratch marks on its side, and raised his eyebrow as if to say, Oh, really?

Whoops.  “That wasn't me,” Hijū lied.  “Don't argue!  If you want me to show you how to ride, you're going to wear a helmet.”“Yes, ma'am,” Seki said, utterly unconvinced.Hijū  led  the  way  into  the  apartment  building,  and used  the  key 



Benkei had given her to let them into his suite the third floor.  It was a spacious  apartment,  well-lit,  very  bourgeois,  and  immaculately  clean. “Come on in,” Hijū said, kicking off her athletic shoes.“Are you sure this is going to be okay?” Seki asked.  As he removed his shoes, he arranged them neatly at the entrance.“Yeah, I called Shōta earlier and told him,” Hijū said.  “He was all for the idea.  Here, you can use this spare bedroom.  We might need to move some stuff around, though.”The spare bedroom had been converted into a personal gym, and was filled with a weight bench and a half-dozen other pieces of exercise equipment.  A dry-erase board bore cryptic lists of weights, all written with a precise hand.  As Seki set his possessions down next to the door, he asked, “So, Shōta-san is into working out?”“Oh,  yeah,”  Hijū  said,  sitting  down  cross-legged  on  the  weight bench.  “Every day, he's in here at least an hour, and then he runs six kilometers.  You're going to be joining him tomorrow morning.”“So that's what you meant by 'torture' earlier,” Seki said.Hijū nodded.  “Oh, and another thing—don't call him Shōta.  I can call him that because I'm me.  Call him by his shikona, Benkei, with no honorific suffix.”Seki sat on the stationary bicycle.  “He's a pilot, too?”“Yeah.  Well, he was: he's asynchronous now.  He served with the 117th  out  of  Nyūzen,  Toyama  for  five  years,  and  the  28th  out  of Fukushima for three and  a half.  Credited with six elite kills, recipient of 



Kyokujitsu Shō, and about twenty or thirty other medals,” Hijū explained. “He's been teaching at the Shikangakkō for four years now, same as me.”“An elite kill?” Seki asked.“An elite Eschatos,” Hijū said.  “Most Eschatos are controlled either by an AI  or by remote control—we're still  not  sure which—but some actually have pilots, and those pilots are tough.  Plus, their Eschatos are often  heavily  modified,  like  the  one  they  call  the  White  Demon  of Khabarovsk.”“Khabarovsk—is that in Russia?” Seki asked.“Yeah, on the other side of the Sea of Japan, west of Sakhalin,” Hijū confirmed.  “The White Demon's machine is very similar externally to a standard Matador-type Eschatos, except its performance specs are much higher,  fifty  to  a  hundred  percent  higher  across  the  board,  and  he's painted his machine solid white, with red forearms done so they look like they have blood all over them.”“I heard about him on the news,” Seki said.  “He was spotted in a battle in Hokkaidō two or three months ago.”“Yeah,  Asahikawa,”  Hijū  said,  a  sadness  quelling  her  usual exuberance.   Three  of  her  Shikangakkō  classmates,  Higa  Momoko, Nozawa Kenta, and Ōtsuki Saika, had died at Asahikawa.  Higa had been Hijū's roommate, her best friend in the world.  They had always been in trouble  together,  especially  for  their  frequent  violations  of  the  Rikujō Jieitai dress code.The White Demon was at Asahikawa, but he wasn't the one who 



had killed Hijū's friends.   It  had been the six-armed Omega Asura,  an Eschatos  an  order  of  magnitude  more powerful  and  devastating  than even the strongest elite Eschatos pilot.   Most  Rikujō Jieitai  pilots who died did so at the hands of an Omega like Asura or Lucifer.But ultimately, it did not matter  who or  how.   Hijū's friends were gone. “Hijū, are you okay?” Seki asked.Hijū realized she must have been in her reverie for some time, and brought her attention back to the present.   Wiping her eyes lest tears should form, she stood and pointed to Seki's bags.  “You've got a Class A uniform in there, right?”“Hai,” Seki said.“Put it on,” Hijū said.“Why?”“Because I said to,” Hijū said.  “Hurry up.”Hijū left the exercise/bedroom to allow Seki his privacy, and waited in  the  living  room,  flipping  idly  through  the  issues  of  The  Gray  Tops 

Newsletter that Benkei had left on the coffee table.  The newsletter was the more-or-less official magazine of the Rikujō Jieitai Titan Gundan, not readily available outside of the military.  The July 2016 issue, now almost three months old, featured a story on the newest revisions to the Youth Military Service Act of 1972, which granted all conscripted personnel of the  Jieitai  eligibility  to  vote,  regardless  of  age.   This  of  course  would include  the  vast  majority  of  titan  pilots,  who  were  sometimes 



conscripted at the age of twelve.The revision had been championed by the legendary Suetomi Yōji nitō rikusa, renowned throughout Japan (indeed, throughout the world) as Kishin, the Fierce God.  The sole survivor of the Seven Gray Knights, Kishin was the only pilot to defeat an Omega single-handed, when, six years  ago,  he  piloted  his  Hyperion-class  titan  against  the  Omega Seraphim in the forests of Aomori.Many considered it improper for Kishin, as a military officer, to be so involved in politics, but as Kishin once said, “I don't care about what's proper.  I care about what's  right.”  He was a national hero, recipient of the Grand Cordon of the Order of the Chrysanthemum, an exemplar for titan pilots wherever the war against the Eschatos was still being fought.
Not how I imagined him, Hijū thought, looking at a picture of Kishin standing with a group of Jieitai generals and Diet Councillors.  Kishin's appearance belied his reputation: he was just so unremarkably ordinary it was hard to believe that this was really one of the greatest war heroes of all time.  If it weren't for his uniform, festooned with small rectangular ribbons  representing  the  scores  of  medals  and  decorations  he  had received, he could easily be mistaken for a common salaryman.
And he has no sense of style.  Hijū shook her head.  What's up with  

that moustache?  This isn't the nineteen-forties, and he isn't a movie star.  

How could his wife let him go out in public like that?  Oh, wait, he's still  

single, isn't he.  Surely he has a girlfriend, though.  National hero or not,  

somebody needs to tell  him that moustache looks totally wrong on him.  



Then again, Hijū thought with a smile, if it was me, I doubt I'd be able to  

tell him.  He  is Kishin, after all.  At least his sunglasses are cool, if  a bit  

retro.Seki stepped out into the living room, now wearing his full dress uniform.  Hijū nodded approvingly.  Seki had obviously learned how to pack his luggage well—the uniform showed no signs of wrinkles.  And the boy did look rather impressive in it.  “Looking good, Seki-kun.  Let's go.” Blushing a little at the unexpected compliment, Seki asked, “Where are we going?”“First, my place,” Hijū said as they exited Benkei's apartment.  As she  locked  the  door  behind  them,  she  continued,  “I  need  to  get  my uniform.”“What for?” Seki asked.“You'll see,” Hijū said, and when Seki frowned at that, she smiled mischievously.  “Patience, Seki-kun, patience.”It  took  about  three  minutes  by  motorcycle  to  get  from Benkei's apartment  to  Hijū's.   “Ah,  don't  mind  the  mess,”  Hijū  said,  grinning sheepishly,  as  they walked into  her  apartment.   It  was  a  1LDK,  much smaller than Benkei's, and instead of Western-style furniture, hers was more traditional, with, for example, a futon-covered kotatsu in the center of the living room.Also unlike Benkei's apartment, Hijū's place was a wreck.  In the entryway, at least a dozen pairs of shoes were scattered about.  The living 



room  had  clothes  strewn  everywhere—uniforms,  civilian  clothes, underwear, even a half-inside-out wetsuit.  The kotatsu was covered in empty takeout boxes, instant ramen bowls, microwave dinner trays, and empty Diet Coke and Kirin Ichiban cans, as well as an arsenal of remote controls and video game controllers.  There were precariously balanced towers of CD, DVD, and BD cases, and the floor was a minefield of books, magazines, and opened mail.Arrayed around the room were a myriad of representations of Harō Kiti:  clothes,  posters,  stuffed  dolls,  two  alarm  clocks,  a  lunch  box,  all emblazoned with the Sanrio mascot.  There was even a wooden clothes hangar topped with Harō Kiti's little head, all but concealed underneath the clothes that hung from it.Seeing Seki's eyes wide with surprise and, it seemed, more than a little embarrassment, Hijū gave him a playful push.  “Sit down.  It'll take me a few minutes to get my uniform together.  Turn on the PlayStation if you like.”“Cool—a PS5,” Seki said, “What games do you have?”“Mostly  racing  games,”  Hijū  said.   She  entered  her  bedroom  in search of her uniform, tossing her leather jacket in the general vicinity of the chair at her computer desk.  Raising her voice so Seki could hear her in the other room, she said, “I've got  Gran Turismo 7 somewhere.  Just bought it last month.  There's also a steering wheel you can use under the stack  of  magazines  there.   It  works  a  lot  better  than  the  standard controller.”



“I found the case, but the disc isn't inside,” Seki said.  “Instead it's a CD—Legends of Enka: the Greatest Hits of the Aughties.”Hijū  found  her  class  A  uniform  jacket,  but  it  was,  predictably, horribly wrinkled.  “Is it in the PlayStation?”“Where's the power button?” Seki asked.“It's in standby mode.  Just tap the top of the PlayStation twice and it'll wake up,” Hijū said, returning to the living room to set up her iron. “Have you seen an iron?”“Next  to  the  basketball,”  Seki  said.   As  Seki  activated  the  game console, he asked, “Where's the controller to the TV?”“Look under the kotatsu.”  Hijū collected the iron and set up the board.Seki leaned over to check.  “Not there.”Hijū tried to remember where she had left the TV controller, but was interrupted by the sound of her doorbell.  Yamasaki-san, Hijū knew. Since she had reclaimed her cellphone from her technicians earlier, she had ignored a dozen phone calls  from him already.   “There's a power button on the right side of the TV, under my sweatshirt,” she told Seki as she went to the door.Indeed,  it  was  her  next-door  neighbor,  twenty-six-year-old accounts receivable clerk Yamasaki Hideo.  “Good afternoon, Hijū-san,” he said. “Hi, Yamasaki-san,” Hijū said.  Between Yamasaki's jitteriness and the fact that he was holding something behind his back, Hijū knew that 



he intended to ask her out on a date, an invitation Hijū would not accept. “Ah,  is  everything  okay?”  Yamasaki  asked.   “You  haven't  been answering your phone.”“No, everything is fine,” Hijū said.  “We got a new class coming in at the Shikangakkō soon, and I've been busy working on getting everything caught up for when the term starts next Monday.”From behind Hijū came the sound of a videogame—Seki had gotten the TV turned on.  Hijū recognized the game's music, and it wasn't Gran 

Turismo 7 but one of the  Biohazard games.  Where did I put that game? she wondered, but then she noticed Yamasaki peering past her, a look of extreme curiosity on his face.  Although she did not dislike Yamasaki, Hijū did not feel any need or desire to explain anything to him.  She closed the door a little, so that he could not see much past her.  “So, what do you need?”Stiff  with  fear,  Yamasaki  presented  what  he  had  been  holding behind his back, a pair of concert tickets.  “W...well, I won the raffle at the office  party  last  week,  and  I  got  these  tickets  to  see  Hikawa  Kiyoshi Saturday...”Hijū's  interest  perked  up  at  this:  Hikawa  Kiyoshi,  the  'Prince  of Enka,' was one of her favorites; she had a poster of him from back when he was in his late twenties in her bedroom.  The concert in question had been sold out for months, and for a moment, Hijū was tempted.
No, if I go out with him, he'll never leave me alone, Hijū thought.  I  

don't have time for a boyfriend—I can worry about stuff like that after I go  



asynchronous.  And get through college.  Besides, he's just so...so not my  

type.  “That's really sweet of you, Yamasaki-san, but really, I can't.”  Seeing Yamasaki deflate dejectedly, Hijū felt bad for him.  At least he didn't spend  

his own money on those tickets.  “Sorry.  This isn't a really good time for me, with classes starting up next week and all.”Crushed by the rejection, Yamasaki feigned a smile.  “Oh, it's okay.  I shouldn't have sprung this on you so suddenly.  Well, I guess I'll see you later.  Let me know if you become free, okay?”Hijū had no intention of doing that.  “Sure.  Bai bai.”  As Yamasaki began to walk away, she shut the door and sighed wearily.  Returning to the living room, she saw Seki trying to carefully remove a BD case from the middle of one her meter-high stacks of discs.  “Still can't find  Gran 

Turismo?”Seki looked up and shook his head, and in doing so, unbalanced the stack,  which  toppled  over,  sending  discs  clattering  across  the  tatami. Horrified, Seki apologized, “I'm sorry, Hijū, I didn't mean to—”Hijū waved his apology aside.  “Don't worry about it.  It happens all the  time.   Just  stack  them  back  up  over  here,  okay?   I  gotta  get  my uniform ironed.”As  Hijū  ironed her  uniform,  Seki  diligently  began restacking the toppled tower of disc cases, and then began playing the Biohazard game that Hijū had left in the PlayStation, occasionally asking which buttons on the controller did what.  Once Hijū got her uniform presentable, she went into her bedroom 



to change, only to find that the waist of her Class A uniform skirt was uncomfortably tight.  She had no other, so it had to do.  Fortunately, she would only be wearing it for an hour or two.When she emerged, fully decked out in her Class A uniform replete with  the  platinum  gray  beret,  Seki's  jaw  dropped.   “You  look  like  a completely different person.”“I am a completely different person, Seki ittō rikushi,” Hijū declared imperiously.   “You are in the presence of  a  superior officer!   Stand at  

attention, mister!”Confused,  Seki  stood,  dropping the game controller,  and saluted. “Hai!”Scowling, Hijū walked up to Seki, who stood motionless, his eyes fixed forward as Hijū, doing her best drill sergeant impersonation, moved within  a  handsbreadth  of  him.   He  was  tall  for  his  age,  176  or  177 centimeters, she reckoned, and Hijū, at 160 centimeters, had to tilt her head back to see his face as his line of sight passed cleanly over her head. She needled him with the most intense, discomfiture-inducing gaze she could manage.Of course, she could not maintain the intensity for long, and after only a few seconds she could contain herself  no more.   Laughing,  she poked Seki in the ribs with her elbow.  “Relax, Seki-kun.  So, do you think I'd pass inspection?”Relaxing a little, it was Seki's turn to scrutinize Hijū.  “No,” he said after a short pause.  “Your blouse is wrinkled, your ribbons aren't in the 



proper  order,  and,  um...”   Seki  seemed  too  embarrassed  to  continue. “...never mind.”“Just say it,” Hijū prodded.Seki swallowed nervously.  “Your skirt is too short.  Regulations say it has to come down even with your knee.”Hijū  nodded.   Seki  was  technically  correct,  but...   “Pilots  enjoy considerable leeway with how they wear their uniforms—like our berets. They're still not official-issue.  I wear my decorations with the ones I'm most proud of on top, and the shorter skirt is the trend these days among female pilots.  The regular uniform skirt is just so frumpy.”Seki nodded.  “And the wrinkled blouse?”“Oh, I was hoping you wouldn't notice that,” Hijū said.  “Let's go.  I want to get back before Shōta gets back into town.”Together,  they  left  the  apartment,  but  instead  of  heading  to  the parking  area  where  Hijū's  motorcycle  was,  she  led  them  the  other direction, towards the street.  “We're not taking your motorcycle?” Seki asked.“In this skirt?” Hijū asked.  “Are you kidding?”“Oh,” Seki said.They took the subway to Itabashi, and along the way, Hijū tried to steer the conversation towards Seki's interest in kendō.  “So, you said the Niten Ichi style?  That's where you use two swords, right?”Seki nodded.  “I usually hold my daitō in my left hand high, with my shōtō in my right in front of me, like this.  That way I can parry with the 



shōtō and strike with the daitō.”  Holding imaginary swords, Seki swung his arms, illustrating his point.  “I might have made shō-dan...” he began, but then his voice trailed off.  If I hadn't been conscripted,  Seki did not need to say.  “You might yet,” Hijū said.  “So, why not just use two daitō?”“I  probably could—I'm ambidextrous—but very few kendōka are strong enough to use a daitō one-handed with either hand, and so it isn't taught  much,  except  for  some  strength-training  drills,”  Seki  said. “Besides,  the  shōtō  is  quicker.   Daitō  in  your  strong  hand  for  your primary  attacks,  shōtō  in  your  weak  hand  for  defense  and  close-up attacks.  Of course, I can switch hands, and still fight at a hundred percent either way.  That really helped me keep my opponents off-balance during the  tournaments.   They'd  see  me  fight  one  match  in  a  right-handed stance, and be expecting that, only for me to come out using a left-handed stance.”“You ever meet anyone at competitions named Akiyama?  Akiyama Kenji or Keiji, something like that?” Hijū asked.  “It probably would have been your first year of junior high.”Seki shook his head.  “I don't think so.  Who is he?”“A pilot.  His shikona is Ichigiri,” Hijū said.  “He's a kendōka, I think, uses one of the single-sword styles.”“I've heard about Ichigiri in the news,” Seki said.  “Didn't he take a sword off of an Eschatos and fight off a bunch more of them after he ran out of ammunition for his rifle?”



Hijū nodded.  “Yep.  That's him.  But come to think of it, I think he was from Ōsaka, so it's unlikely you would have met.”“So what's he like?” Seki asked.“I  dunno,”  Hijū  said.   “I've  never met  him.   I  only  know him by reputation.”“What unit is he with?” Seki asked.“Well, he was with the 102nd in Saga when they faced off against Lucifer,” Hijū said.  “He survived, but I'm not sure what unit he got sent off to.”“Have you ever fought an Omega?” Seki asked.Hijū nodded gravely.  “Tarasque, back in 2010, when I was in Sendai with the 79th Battalion, under Komainu.”  And just like Asura, Tarasque had taken a handful of Hijū's friends away from her, and almost killed her, too—her titan had to be dug out  from the ruins  of  a  collapsed office tower  after  she  had  spent  thirty-eight  hours  trapped  beneath  it. Tarasque had been defeated that day, beat back to the sea and forced to retreat, but the victory was a bittersweet one, like all the Titan Gundan's victories seemed to be.“What happened?” Seki asked.Hijū  could  appreciate  his  enthusiasm,  but  she  did  not  feel  like telling the story just then.  “Oh, be quiet and enjoy the ride.”They were silent for the rest of the trip.  After they got off the subway in Itabashi, Hijū led Seki through the city to a small Shintō shrine.  Upon entering the shrine's courtyard, they 



washed their hands and rinsed their mouths at the temizuya, and as they approached one of the smaller shrines off to the side, they were greeted by the kannushi,  a thin man in his sixties, who was shorter than Hijū. “Welcome back, Hijū-chan.”“Iguchi-sensei, hi,” Hijū said.  “It's a surprise to see you here this late.  We're just going to visit the shrine.”“By  all  means,  feel  free,”  Iguchi  said.   “Is  this  one  of  your  new students?”“Yeah.  Iguchi-sensei, this is Seki Akira ittō rikushi,” Hijū introduced him.  “Seki-kun, this is Iguchi Masayuki.  He's the kannushi of this shrine.”Seki bowed respectfully.“Seki-kun,  was  it?”  Iguchi  said,  furrowing  his  brow.   “You  seem familiar.  Have you been here before?  Perhaps with an older brother?”“No, sir,” Seki replied.  “Not that I know of.”“Hmmm.”  Iguchi turned his attention back to Hijū.  “I'm glad you didn't bring him by earlier.  Matsuri-chan would have been all over him. Fortunately, I've already sent her home for the day.”Iguchi and Hijū chuckled.  Yoshimoto Matsuri was a high school girl who worked here at the shrine part-time as a miko, and she was boy-crazy.  Of course, Seki knew none of this, and just stood there, smiling politely.  “Yeah, I've had quite enough of that today.”“Ah, so you've met Mami-chan?” Iguchi said knowingly.“Arata Mami nisō?” Seki asked.  “Yes.”Iguchi nodded, smiling.   “Well,  I  won't  take up any more of your 



time.  Excuse me.”As Iguchi headed back towards the main shrine, Hijū directed Seki towards the smaller one.  The shutters were closed, and Hijū clapped her hands twice and bowed deeply before opening it.Enshrined here was an old-style pilot's helmet, the type that was used back when the Rikujō Jieitai had first started using the Hyperion-class titans, all but split in two, the right side twisted up like a deformed wing.   Most  grotesquely,  the  helmet  was encrusted with the dark  red stains of dried blood.  It  was painfully obvious that the last person to wear this helmet was no longer alive.Hijū heard Seki inhale sharply,  but she did not turn to face him. Instead,  she  sat  seiza-style  in  front  of  the  enshrined  helmet,  clapped twice again, and then bowed.  Somberly, her hands folded in a gesture of prayer, she explained, “Iguchi-sensei used to be a pilot, too.  Thirty years ago, he built this shrine and dedicated it to all the pilots who had moved on defending this country.  I  come here from time to time to pray for them.  This is our world.  We are the latter-day samurai, Seki-kun, and the way of the warrior—”“—is found in death,” Seki finished softly.Of course Seki would know the Hagakure.  Hijū nodded.  “The odds either of us will live to see our twenty-fifth birthday are only about fifty-fifty at best.  Every time we take the stage, it could be our last.  And even if we survive, we will have to live with the memories of all those who didn't.  Memories of our friends and loved ones.”  Like Momoko.  Hijū felt 



a tear rolling down her cheek, and brushed it aside.  “It's just so sad.”Seki clapped his hands and bowed, and then reached for his wallet. “Where is the offering box?”Hijū  shook  her  head.   “There  is  no  offering  box  for  this  shrine. There's nothing the living can do to help the dead.  All we can do is live and keep fighting,  so that  their  sacrifices were not in vain.   As  far as donations, I just write Iguchi-sensei a check two or three times a year, to help keep up the place.  If you want to donate, you can just put it in the box at the main shrine.”“I will on the way out,” Seki said, and Hijū could tell he meant it. The young pilot-to-be then took his place by Hijū's side in front of the shrine, and then, sitting seiza-style, he clapped twice, bowed, and joined Hijū in silent  prayer for the kami of  those who had moved on before them.
C H A P T E R  V<All  units,  the Eschatos  assault  force has entered our territorial  waters  

heading  337.   Landfall  is  predicted  at  the  southeastern  coast  of  Chiba  

prefecture  between  Katsuura  and  Kamogawa.   ETA  six  minutes,  thirty-

eight seconds.><Hayabusa-1, this is Shikijo-72, move your unit east to Kazusaokitsu,  

fast!>Hijū  was  already  moving,  the  other  five  titans  in  her  unit  close 



behind her.  <Damn it, nisa!  That's where we were!  You told us to move to  

Ubara!><Move it, Hayabusa-1.>  Suda Hikosa nitō rikusa snapped.  Suda was the 29th Battalion's operational commander, but he wasn't a titan pilot—he had rose through the ranks in the armored cavalry divisions, mostly as a staff officer.  <I don't get to pick where the Eschatos land.><Well,  don't  send  us  running  all  over  the  prefecture  if  you  don't  

know!> Hijū shot back.<This insubordination will go in your record, ittō rikui,> Suda said.<Put verbal abuse in there, too, chikushome,> Hijū replied.  <Now 

clear the channel, Kosa-chan, we're trying to defend our country here.>Suda did not reply.  <I think I pissed him off,> Hijū said to the rest of her team, earning a half a laugh as they ran back across the southern Chiba countryside.<What  that  make?>  Kokawa-juni  in  Hayabusa-4 asked.   <The 

twentieth time?><At least,> Sakamoto-nii in Hayabusa-2 replied.<Does  he  ever  follow  through  on  his  threats?>  Katō-juni  in Hayabusa-5 asked.<Nope.   Never.>  Hijū  broke  in  on  one of  the  regional  channels. <Hey, this is Hijū.  Who all is still in Kazusaokitsu?><Kuroguma-1 here.  We were there fifteen minutes ago, but the nisa  

sent us north.  We're going to be late to the show.><This is  Hayabusa-2.   Why did  he send you north?> Sakamoto-nii 



asked.<Who  knows  what  that  kuso  bakayarō  is  thinking,>  Kuroguma-1 replied.Hijū smiled.  Apparently,  she wasn't the only one that had issues with  Suda-nisa's  leadership.   <Okay,  Kuroguma-1,  we'll  save  some  for  

you.> <Uh, you don't have to...> one of the other Kuroguma pilots cut in, and everyone laughed.Hijū  and  her  team  made  it  back  to  Kazusaokitsu  in  under  two minutes.  <Sakai, Katō, get back on your hill!  Sakamoto and Kokawa, set 

up  at  the  shield  towers  here!>  Hijū  ordered,  flagging  a  spot  near  the beachfront.  <Inoue, you're with me.><Hai,> they all replied, running to their designated spots.<Hayabusa-1, this is Sierra-44, awaiting target designation.>Sierra-44 was the call sign of one of the ground-to-ground missile batteries  situated  about  fifteen  kilometers  north  of  Kazusaokitsu. Despite their distance,  slow rate of fire,  and limited ammunition,  they could prove devastating to the Eschatos,  especially  since they did not have to worry about collateral damage when their targets were out over the sea.   <Okay,  stand by,  Sierra-44,> Hijū replied,  but  they would not need to wait for very long at all.Katō  and Sakai,  situated up on a  hill  overlooking the beach and armed with long-barreled 105mm autocannons and enhanced targeting systems to match, were the first to make visual contact with their foe. 



<Hijū, I can see them,> Katō said.<Me,  too,>  Sakai  said.   <Heading  155,  range  eleven  thousand  

meters.>Hijū's  targeting  system  began  filling  with  markers  representing Eschatos that were too far away for her to see, flying four or five meters above the ocean.  Of course, she did not need to see them directly.  She designated every one she could with a thought, and then sent it to Sierra-44.  <Here you go, Sierra-44.  Katō and Sakai, you can open fire once they  

get within four thousand.>  <Hai, Hijū,> they replied.<Sierra-44 here,  we have your target designations but we are not  

authorized to fire at this time.> <Why not?> Hijū demanded.  <I thought you said you were waiting  

on us!><Orders from the top.  They're saying hold fire,> Sierra-44 replied.<Of course,> Sakamoto sighed.<It  would  be  different  if  they were  out  here  on  the  front  lines,> Kokawa said.<But they aren't and there isn't anything we can do about it,> Hijū said.  <Okay, Sierra-44, let us know when the generals get their heads out  

of their asses.  Guys, it's just going to be us this time.><Well, that's a surprise,> Katō said.  It would have been difficult for him to put any more sarcasm into his voice.<Don't forget about Kuroguma!> Kuroguma-1 chimed in.



<Move your ass, then!> Hijū laughed.<And we got a news helo coming in,> Sakai said.  Hijū could see them approaching from the northwest.   <No rude 

gestures this time.  That means you, Katō.><Okay, okay,> Katō replied.<Nine thousand,> Sakai said.Hunkered  behind  a  shield  tower,  Hijū  looked  over  at  Inoue  in Hayabusa-6.  The seventeen-year-old pilot always got the jitters in the moments just before a battle, and today was no exception.  <Hey, Inoue-

kun, you okay?><Hai,> Inoue replied.Hijū switched to a private channel.  <You think you're going to get  

sick?><Already did,> Inoue said.  <I'm okay, Hijū.>Hijū felt sorry for him—it was not uncommon for a pilot,  even a veteran  pilot,  to  get  sick  in  their  titan,  but  it  was  always  horribly embarrassing.  Typically, a pilot who had vomited in their cockpit would blame it on 'bad sashimi.'  Hijū had never had to use the 'bad sashimi' excuse, although she had 'spilled her coffee' once, long ago, during her very first battle.  <Ganbare yo, bōya.>  She  could  see  the  Eschatos  on  her  own sensors  now,  dozens  of them, mostly Hoplites,  with some Matadors and Vikings, the closest at about  seven thousand meters.   One of  the Viking-types  looked odd—whereas most were armed with an axe and shield,  this  one carried a 



battle  rifle  instead,  and its  paint  scheme was yellow and  black.   Hijū flagged it.  <Hey, guys, look who decided to pay us a visit!> <Yellowjacket,> Katō said.  <Want us to target him first?>Hijū considered it for a moment.  The Yellowjacket of Darwin was an elite Eschatos, like the White Demon of  Khabarovsk or the Wolf of Calabarzon.   He would be difficult  to  take down,  but not  impossible... <No, target the other Hoplites and Matadors first.  Katō, you take those to  

Yellowjacket's  right.   Sakai,  you  got  the  ones  to  his  left.   But  once  

Yellowjacket crosses three thousand meters, both of you switch to him, and 

stay on him until I say otherwise.><Hai,> Katō and Sakai replied.  Then Sakai added: <Six thousand.><This is Kuroguma-5.  Hayabusa, did you say Yellowjacket's coming  

to the show?>  This pilot's voice had an edge to it.  It sounded like hatred, bordering on rage.<Yes, he is,> Hijū replied.<Whoever  takes  that  bastard  out,  the  drinks  will  be  on  me,> Kuroguma-5 said.There was no need to ask why Kuroguma-5 would make that offer. Yellowjacket had caused more than a few Rikujō Jieitai pilots to move on. <You better have saved your paychecks, Kuroguma-5.  I don't like the cheap 

stuff.><He's good for it,> one of the other Kuroguma pilots replied coldly.<Never doubted it for a second,> Hijū said.As the Eschatos closed in, Hijū tried to count how many she could 



see, and failed.  At least sixty of them, one an elite, and we are six.   She smiled and shook her head.  How typical.  As the Eschatos approached four thousand meters, Hijū called out, <Hayabusa engaging the enemy at  

Kazusaokitsu!  Weapons are free, fire at will!>Sakai opened fire first, and took the head off of a Hoplite from a little over four kilometers away.  The body of the Eschatos yawed to the right, and plunged into the ocean.  Katō fired his first shot a second later, with similar results, but the Eschatos began evasive maneuvers.  It would be harder to hit them now, but Hijū knew that Sakai and Katō both would switch their point of aim to the center of the Eschatos' chests.The Eschatos returned fire,  but they were too far away for their energy beams to effectively target anything.  Still, it was very difficult to resist the urge to cower behind the shield tower, even for a veteran pilot with a shikona like Hijū.  She glanced over at Inoue, who was completely behind his shield tower,  holding  his  rifle  around  the  side.   Hijū  was  reminded  of  Seki during the simulation she had ran with him two days ago.  No time to  

think about that now!  Focus!Hijū watched as Sakai and Katō alternated their shots, working like clockwork,  taking out a dozen before the Eschatos were within Hijū's range.  <Now, Inoue!>  Hijū's 60mm rifle could not be expected to take down an Eschatos in a single shot like the big 105mms, but it fired faster, and had more ammunition.  Sakamoto and Kokawa opened fire, too, and after taking a second to steady himself, so did Inoue.



The  Eschatos'  aim  was  getting  better  and  better—Hijū's  shield tower was starting to take some hits, and patches of the earth to either side were melting to glass from the bolts of pure energy.  She  could  see  that  Yellowjacket  had  slowed,  letting  the  AI-controlled  Eschatos  go  ahead  of  him,  but  as  he  crossed  the  four-thousand-meter line, Sakai and Katō immediately switched to target him, and  one  of  them—Hijū  couldn't  tell  who—scored  a  hit,  clipping Yellowjacket's knee.  But that was not nearly enough to disable the elite machine.While they chased Yellowjacket, Hijū kept her attention on the rest of the advancing Eschatos.  Her earlier count was an underestimate: they had destroyed at  least  twenty-five so far,  and there were at least  fifty remaining.  And they were getting close.  Too close.  Targeting the closest cluster of Eschatos, Hijū called for fire support.  <Sierra-44, fire on my 

targets!>The  soldier  manning  the  radios  at  Sierra-44  sounded  genuinely apologetic.  <We're sorry, Hayabusa, but we haven't been given—>This was not the response Hijū needed.  <Just fire, damn you!  I'll  

take the heat!>There  was  silence  from  Sierra-44  for  what  seemed  like  days. <Sierra-44, commencing fire support.>
Yes!  Hijū thought.  <When the missiles hit, we pull back and regroup  

with Kuroguma!><Hayabusa-1, this is Shikijo-72,> Suda-nisa's voice came across the 



network,  nice  and  calm  and  relaxed,  <Move  west  to  Ubara.   There's  

reports of an elite—><Urusai,  bakayarō!>  Hijū  shouted  at  him,  and  then  the  missiles from Sierra-44 screamed by overhead.  <Pull back!  Go, go, go!>The moment Sakamoto stepped away from his shield tower, he was hit,  the energy blast from a Hoplite hitting him almost squarely in the back of his titan's neck.  His titan stumbled, and staggered backwards, and fell leaning up against the shield tower.  <Nii!> Kokawa yelled.  <Hijū!  Sakamoto's hit!><Cover  Sakamoto!>  Hijū  ordered.   The  missiles  from  Sierra-44 exploded out over the ocean, wiping out at least two dozen Eschatos, but there still seemed like there was forty or fifty left.  <Shikijo-72, Hayabusa-

2 is down!  I repeat, we have an Atlas down!>For once, Suda-nisa wasn't a jerk.  <Confirmed.  We're sending a SAR 

team in.><This is Kuroguma-1, we're almost in range!><It looks like we'll be buying for you guys!> Hijū said, <Sakamoto,  

respond!  Sakamoto, talk to us, please!>Hijū saw Yellowjacket closing in on Kokawa, who had moved up to the shield tower next to Sakamoto's inert titan.  No, you don't!  She took off  at  a  dash  towards  them,  leaving  the  security  of  her  shield  tower behind.  <Focus all fire on Yellowjacket!>Yellowjacket saw her approach, and as one, the Eschatos focused their fire on Hijū.  As energy bolts scorched the air around her, she ran, 



rifle  up,  firing  nonstop  bursts  of  60mm  discarding-sabot  rounds  at Yellowjacket.   The  elite  Eschatos  ducked  and  weaved  away  from  the shots, seemingly unstoppable—And  then,  Yellowjacket  was  peppered  with  hits,  coming  from inland.  Four kilometers away, the eight Kuroguma titans charged into the fray.  <Kisama!> one of them shouted—Hijū was hit, her titan's right arm melted off at the elbow.  Her rifle fell  to  the  ground,  along  with  her  titan's  forearm.   She  staggered, momentarily disoriented as everyone began shouting at once—Inoue stepped in front of her, firing wildly, but then he, too was hit, square in the chest—Yellowjacket collapsed to the ground, its flight engines crippled, but it was still able to fight.  It raised its rifle, and fired a blast off that passed a mere meter above Hijū's head—Sakamoto's titan raised its rifle—he was still  alive.   Firing a long burst at full automatic, he shredded Yellowjacket's chest armor—Inoue  knocked  Hijū  down,  and  she  grabbed  his  rifle  and  began firing left-handed.  Shooting left-handed, her aim was terrible—Yellowjacket fired again, and hit Hijū and Inoue both, melting the armor off of Hijū's chest and side and Inoue's arm—Kuroguma-5, charging full-speed, slammed into Yellowjacket—Inoue grabbed Hijū's arm, then tossed it aside and picked up her rifle,  and began firing into trio of  Viking-types that  were approaching from the sea—



Hijū turned her rifle on the Vikings just as one fell under Inoue's marksmanship  and  a  second  one  landed  his  axe  into  Inoue's  leg, embedding it in his titan's knee.  A five-round burst into the Viking at point-blank range ended its threat, and then Hijū turned to the third one, but  it  was already getting knocked back by shots  from the Kuroguma titans.  It collapsed to the ground, and then—It was quiet.There were no Eschatos left.  None that were still active, anyways. Burning  and  collapsed  wrecks  of  destroyed  Eschatos  were  scattered about the shallow waters off the beach.<Is everyone okay?> Sakai asked.<I think so,> Kokawa said.<Sakamoto?> Hijū asked.<I'm okay,> Sakamoto replied.  <I think I blacked out for a second  

there.><More than a second!> Kokawa said.<Inoue?  You still with us?> Hijū asked.<Yeah, I'm fine,> Inoue said.  <My baby's wrecked, though.>Hijū had to chuckle about that.<It's just a machine,> Kuroguma-1 said.  <It can be rebuilt.><True,> Sakamoto said.<What about Yellowjacket?> Hijū asked.Yellowjacket's Eschatos was a shredded, crumpled heap.  The head, where the cockpit had been located, was caved in, crushed by Kuroguma-



5's  fists.   Kuroguma-5  stood  over  the  wreckage  of  the  elite  Eschatos, holding  his  rifle  against  his  hip.   His  voice  was  soft;  he  was  not addressing anyone in this world.  <I did it, Namie.  I finally did it.  I got  

him.  I got him, Namie.>Hijū  switched  to  a  private  channel  to  ask  Kuroguma-1:  <This  

Namie... Was that...his girlfriend?><Kinda,  yeah,>  Kuroguma-1  replied.   <It  was  right  after  I  took  

command of this outfit.  She was older, and they never dated or anything,  

but he was in love, and she treated him special, too.  Then that bastard  

killed her at Tōgane last year.  Maybe if they hadn't been pilots...you know.  

At least she's avenged now.>Hijū nodded.  <It's a pity revenge doesn't heal the pain, though.>
C H A P T E R  V I“Yeah,  everyone  else's  titans  were  virtually  undamaged,”  Hijū  said  in between mouthfuls  of  ice  cream.   After  engaging the Eschatos on the southeastern coast of Chiba, Hijū and Inoue's titans had been completely disabled, and with only four still operational, the Hayabusa team pulled back  to  Sodegaura,  leaving the  Kuroguma team,  which  had only  been lightly damaged, to defend the coastline.That was almost eighteen hours ago.  It was now four a.m., and the alert had long since been rescinded, but Hijū did not feel the least bit tired, and apparently, neither did Benkei or Seki, who had come over to 



Hijū's apartment to hear what had happened.  “You're lucky,” Benkei said as he tried to straighten Hijū's living room.  “You should have waited for the  missile  strike  to  break  their  attack,  and  then  led  an  organized withdrawal.”“No, they're the lucky ones,” Hijū countered.  “Sakamoto-nii wasn't badly damaged at all.  The only reason he went down was because he's starting to go asynchronous.  If it wasn't for that, we would have linked up with Kuroguma without any problems.”“You can't say that for sure,” Benkei countered.“It doesn't matter now, anyways,” Hijū said, even though she knew Benkei had a point.Seki sat opposite Hijū at her kotatsu.  He had been flipping through the channels on her TV, looking for a station that was playing the footage of Hijū's battle that the news helicopter had taken, but it was not to be found, so Seki muted the television.  “So, how bad was the damage to your titan?”Hijū tried to answer with a mouthful of ice cream, but there was no way  her  words  were  comprehensible.   Swallowing,  she  said,  “Sorry. Damage?  Well,  they're  going to  have to  replace the whole right  arm. They  might  be  able  to  salvage  the  hand  and wrist,  but  I  don't  know. Other than that, the armor plates on my torso and left side will have to be replaced.  They'll probably replace the reactor engine shielding and the conduits just as a precaution.  After I get some sleep I'll go to the station and help out Mami and the others, but Hayabusa-1 is going to be out of 



commission for at least two or three days.”“Don't forget you still have duties at the Shikangakkō,” Benkei said. “Classes start in five days, and I haven't seen your lesson plan.”Hijū waved her spoon dismissively.   “Just copy the one I did last year—”“You didn't do one last year, either,” Benkei growled.  “I got chewed out by the commandant over that.”“Sorry, sorry,” Hijū said.  “Okay, I'll throw something together over the weekend.”  Noting Benkei's unbelieving glare, she added, “It's not like I'm going to use it or anything.”Benkei sighed.  “You're so disorganized.  If the commandant—”“Shōta, I promise I'll do it,” Hijū said.  “I will.  So what did you two do during the alert?”“Hung out on the roof with my camera,” Benkei said.“We couldn't see anything, though,” Seki said, disappointed.  “Just a lot of helicopters and airplanes.”“I figured you'd stuff him in a shelter,” Hijū said to Benkei.Benkei shook his head.  “Pilots do not hide.”“True,” Hijū said.  Most pilots considered it either a point of pride or a  point  of  style  not  to  ever  go  into  the  underground  shelters  where everyone  else  retreated  during  alerts,  even  after  they  went asynchronous.  “So, what was it like, Seki-kun?”Seki  shrugged.   “Nothing happened.   Well,  not where we were,  I mean.”



“How did it feel to not be stuck in a shelter?” Hijū asked.Seki just shrugged again.“I haven't been in a shelter since '07,” Hijū said.“2013,” Benkei said.“July,” Seki said.  “So, at the Shikangakkō, we won't go to the shelters during alerts?”“No,”  Benkei  said.   “Not  unless  the  Eschatos  get  within  ten kilometers of Shinjuku.   The Shikangakkō campus has its  own shelter, and that whole place can be evacuated in three minutes.”“When was the last time that happened?” Seki asked.“Two  years  ago,”  Benkei  said.   “The  Shikangakkō  wasn't  ever attacked, though.”“For some reason the Eschatos won't ever attack it,” Hijū explained, “They've attacked the Kōkyo, what?  Six times in the last ten years?”“Yeah.  Twice in '15,” Benkei said.Hijū set her ice cream aside and flopped back onto the tatami.  “Oh, there's  no  telling  what  the  Eschatos  think.   Seventy  years  since  they showed up, and it's still up for debate as to who they really are and why they started this war.”“One of my teachers in junior high said that the Soviet Union tried to attack Orbital City One, and that's what started the war,” Seki said.“Sputnik  wasn't  a  weapon,”  Benkei  said.   “All  it  had  was  some temperature and pressure sensors and a one-watt radio transmitter.”“Wasn't the SS-6 a ballistic missile?” Hijū asked.



“Originally, yes.  It was the first real ICBM,” Benkei said, “But it had been  modified  for  the  Sputnik  program.   It  didn't  have  a  weapons payload.”“So the Soviets said, anyways,” Hijū said.“Even if the Soviets attacked first, it still doesn't explain anything,” Benkei said.“Surely someone knows what's going on,” Seki said.  “The Eschatos have set up proxy governments in Europe and South America.”“What do you mean?  Send spies?” Hijū asked.“Well, yeah,” Seki said.“Japan has active intelligence agencies,” Benkei said.  “How do you think we get advanced warning of Eschatos raids, like we did yesterday? We've  even  captured  a  few  Eschatos  pilots.   I  sat  in  on  a  few interrogations back when I was with the 28th.  They could tell us about their own unit's operations, but they never knew anything about the big picture.”“A code of silence, like the yakuza?” Seki asked.“No,” Benkei said, and then chuckled for a moment.  “No, most of the time,  it  was hard to get  them to shut  up.   They just  didn't  know anything.”“It doesn't matter,” Hijū said.  “They attacked us, and we're going to defeat them.”  Then Hijū sat up, “Say, are you two hungry?”Benkei  was  a  little  thrown  off  by  her  sudden  change  of  topic. “Hungry?  You've been eating nonstop for the last two hours!  How can 



you still be hungry?”“I just am,” Hijū said.  “What about you, Seki-kun?”Hijū  noticed  that  Seki  looked  over  at  Benkei  before  answering. “Well, we ate earlier...”“It  was  probably  nothing  but  health  food,”  Hijū  scoffed.   Seki's confirmation was a fractional nod of his head.  “Shōta, you can't just feed him that stuff.”“There is nothing wrong with the food I made,” Benkei said.“Except it doesn't have any meat in it,” Hijū said.  “How about we go out for jingisukan?  Ever had jingisukan before, Seki-kun?”“No, I haven't,” Seki said.“You're joking,” Hijū said.  “Oh, we definitely have to now.”“Misaki, can I have a word with you?” Benkei said.Hijū  recognized  his  tone—Benkei  had  shifted  into  his  'lead instructor' voice.  What now?  “Okay,” Hijū said.They  stepped  out  onto  Hijū's  tiny  balcony.   Before  them,  the darkness of the overcast night was broken only by the lights of Shinjuku. “What is it?” Hijū asked.Benkei spoke, his voice low.  “You're getting too close to Seki-kun. Next Monday, you're going to have an entire class to take care of—”“I know that,” Hijū said.  “But didn't you tell me we needed to make sure he had connections?”“Yes,  but  we  need  to  be  careful,”  Benkei  said.   “We  can't  have favorites in the class.”



“Oh, what about Hirai-san?” Hijū teased.  “She was so in love with you.” “I never treated her special,” Benkei said.  “Sure you didn't,” Hijū said.“You know I didn't,” Benkei growled.Hijū could tell he was starting to get angry.  “Calm down, Shōta.  I know you didn't.  And you know I'm not going to let things get out of hand with Seki-kun, so just relax.”“I just don't want you to forget about the other students,” Benkei said.  “Seki-kun is not the only one we got to pay extra attention to—we've got Yoshida-kun this term.”Hijū nodded.  The typical term at the Shikangakkō was six months; Yoshida Daisuke had been there for a year, having been held back twice already.  Yoshida could synchronize reasonably well, but he just could not function as a pilot at all, it seemed.  “What do you think about teaming him up with Seki-kun?”Benkei shook his head.  “No, that wouldn't be a good idea.  If Seki-kun turns out half as good as we think he will, he will leave Yoshida-kun far behind.  That's what happened last term—Yoshida-kun just gave up. No, I've got the class organized to balance situations like that out.  Seki-kun needs to be put in a team that can keep up with him.”“Who are you going to team him up with?” Hijū asked.“Their names are Hatsutori Masao,  Ōhashi Chizuru, and Tsuchiya Rin,” Benkei said.



“Tsuchiya  Rin?”  Hijū  asked,  smiling.  “That's  Tessen's  little  sister, isn't it?”Benkei nodded.  “The same.”“Oh, wow,” Hijū giggled.  She had served with Tessen back when he was just Tsuchiya Jun jun rikui, or, as Hijū had called him, Jun-Jun.  Back then,  the boy who would become known as Tessen was awkward and clumsy, and Hijū, three years his senior, had a lot of fun embarrassing him at  every opportunity.   But he did not earn a shikona by blushing and stammering.  When it came to battle... “If she's anything like her brother, she's going to be a force to be reckoned with.  What about the other two?”“Ōhashi and Hatsutori?  Ōhashi was first in her group at basic and a nikyū jūdōka.   Her  instructors  say  she  is  a  natural  sharpshooter. Hatsutori  has a synch of fifteen point seven,” Benkei said.   “That's the highest we've had, other than Seki.”“So, we going to ramp up the difficulty in the simulations on them?” Hijū asked.“Of course,” Benkei said.  “A lot.”Hijū nodded.  In a way, it was not fair: the simulations would be harder for them than it would be for the other students in the class, but Hijū and Benkei would grade them as if they weren't.  Then again, it was a  little-known  secret  that  the  grades  the  students  made  weren't  that important.  Ultimately, Benkei, as lead instructor, would have final say as to whether any given student would be allowed to graduate or would be held back for another term.  The marks in his grade book were only one 



factor in his decision.“Got it.  I'll make the lesson plan, and I won't forget about the other students,”  Hijū  said.   “But  right  now,  we're  going  to  go  celebrate  the defense of Chiba with some jingisukan.”Benkei  gave her a worried look.   Glancing at  his  watch,  he said, “Misaki, it's 4:43 a.m.  There aren't going to be any restaurants open this early.  Not a jingisukan place, anyways.”“But I'm hungry,” Hijū said.“Let's  go  over  to  my  place,  and  I'll  make  you  some  breakfast,” Benkei said, leading the way back into the apartment.  Seki had unmuted the television; a reporter was interviewing some Rikujō Jieitai colonel Hijū did not recognize.  She was less than interested in the news, and she wasn't interested in Benkei's cooking, either.  Hijū yawned.  “You know I can't stand that stuff you eat.”“You need to start eating better,” Benkei warned her.  “And working out.  How much do you weigh?”Hijū put her hands on her hips.  “Are you saying I'm fat?”“Misaki,” Benkei said.“You're saying I'm fat,” Hijū said.“I did not say that, Misaki,” Benkei said.Hijū turned to Seki.  “Seki-kun, am I fat?”Seki hesitated.Hijū glared at him.  You should be saying no.“No,” Seki said quickly.  “Not at all.”



“Misaki, nobody said anything about you being fat,” Benkei growled. “Come on, lets go find you something to eat.”“Give me a minute,” Hijū said, hooking a finger into the waistband of her skirt.  “I'm going to change out of this uniform first.  It's starting to get a little tight around the—”  Hijū stopped short.  Did I just say that?Seki  snorted,  repressing  a  snicker.   Benkei  just  looked  at  her disapprovingly.“Shut up, Shōta,” Hijū snapped.  Then, stepping into her bedroom, Hijū fixed Seki with an icy glare.  “And I heard that, bōya.”As Benkei and Seki started to laugh,  Hijū slid her bedroom door shut.  Taking off her uniform, she knocked the clothes that hung on her mirror onto the floor and looked at her reflection critically.  I am not fat.  

So what if  I'm not stick-thin?  I still  look good.  I'll  show Shōta.  I need  

something to wear, something that'll show him.  Hijū looked around the room, and spotted the black blouse she had bought a couple months ago under her stereo.  Perfect!  Now, something 

to go with it... Plunking herself down next to the stereo, Hijū yawned.  I  

guess the sync high is wearing off.  Maybe I could just lay down for a bit  

before—She was asleep in an instant.



B O O K  T W O :  H A T S U T O R I

C H A P T E R  IMy name is Hatsutori Masao, fifteen years old.  Four months ago, I was just  an ordinary third-year  junior high school  student,  living with my parents in Yoshinogawa, Tokushima prefecture.  With my grades, I had a good chance  of  getting  admitted  to  one  of  the  more  prestigious  high schools, and from there, into a good college, maybe even Tōdai, but of course, that wasn't going to happen now.On Tuesday, May 24, 2016, I went with the rest of my class to the Jieitai  Special  Testing  Facility  in  Yoshinogawa  to  get  the  yearly synchronicity  testing.    By  law,  anyone  with  a  score  over  8  gets conscripted into the Titan Gundan; last year, I had only scored a 1.403.  It didn't seem like anything had happened: I just sat in the testing chair, the examiner and her aide made a few adjustments, and then a minute or two later, they said I was finished. So it was quite a surprise when I managed to fully sync up with the facility's testing system this year.  I even got a really high score: 15.730, 



the highest in my school.  Not just my school: that's in the top five percent of new titan pilots in all of Japan.  I had always wanted to become a video game designer, but being a titan pilot was a lot cooler.  My parents had taken it pretty hard, though—Mom started going to counseling, even—but I was excited.  What could compare to being a titan pilot?The moment I stepped out of the testing facility's exam room and rejoined  my  waiting  classmates,  I  was  transformed.   I  was  special. Everyone congratulated me.  My friends were jealous of me.  I started getting invited to go do stuff with my classmates, like singing karaoke or watching movies.  The boys that had always bullied me suddenly became my bodyguards.  The girls, who normally would not have given me the time of day, started paying attention to me.   All told, I went from pretty much a nobody to the most popular guy on campus overnight.  I  even got a letter from a secret admirer in my shoe locker at school.  It wasn't signed, but the handwriting seemed very familiar.  I bet it was Endō Shiori from the Tennis Club, who was easily the hottest girl in my class.  How cool is that?I should have asked Endō-san to go out with me.  That would have been perfect.  Of course, I didn't know anything about dating, except what I had learned from anime and manga.  I had never had a girlfriend; before I had been conscripted, it had been difficult for me to even strike up a casual conversation with a girl.  Still, I could have figured something out.The zoo would be good.   Girls  like  cute  animals,  right?   No,  too clichéd, bad idea.  The beach?  Oh, yeah.  Endō-san was just incredible in 



the boring one-piece sukumizu; I bet she would look awesome in a real swimsuit.  Like a bikini.  Yeah, a bikini.  She spends a lot of time outside for tennis practice; I wonder if she would have tan lines—
SMACK!I never noticed Hijū-sensei walk up behind me; I was oblivious to her presence until she slapped me in the back of the head with a rolled-up magazine so hard it almost knocked my glasses off.  I looked up to see Hijū-sensei glaring down at me, her eyes hidden behind her sunglasses. “I-I was l-listening to you, sensei!” I pleaded.Hijū-sensei's  frown  deepened.   “I wasn't  the  one  talking.”   She pointed to the front of the classroom, where our civilian history teacher Naitō-sensei stood, also frowning.  I felt myself turning red as a giggle rippled through the classroom.  “Stop daydreaming, Hatsutori-kun.”“Y-yes, ma'am.”  I couldn't help it, though.  Even though we were all here at  the Takagi Miharu Titan Gundan Shikangakkō to become titan pilots, we still had to take ordinary classes, like history and science.  I had always done well in school, but back in junior high, my teachers had not cared too much if I did not pay attention, as long as I kept my test scores up.  And I always made good grades.My ears burning, I chanced a glance at my teammates as Hijū-sensei returned to her place at the back of the classroom.  To my right, Ōhashi-san was still trying to keep from giggling too loudly; behind me and to the right, Tsuchiya-san was looking the other way, a plainly disgusted look on her face.  Behind me and to the left, Seki was trying hard not to smile, and 



failing.Naitō-sensei  continued  his  lecture.   “Ahem.   Well,  now  that Hatsutori-kun has decided to rejoin us—” Another round of giggles went through the class, but Naitō-sensei silenced it with a wave of his hands. “Now, now, the question was,  'When did Buddhism come to Japan?'  I mentioned it earlier, but I don't suppose you were paying attention, were you, Hatsutori-kun?”I stood respectfully before answering: “Sensei, it w-was during the Asuka-j-jidai in the sixth century.”Naitō-sensei  nodded,  and continued with his  lecture.   If  nothing else,  I  have  an  excellent  memory,  and I've  always  done well  with  my school work.  I returned to my seat, sighing in relief.  I'm not sure what I was expecting the Shikangakkō to be like, but it wasn't  this.   Basic  training had been an hour of  physical  training and eight hours of simulator drills every day for six days a week.  It was only the second day, but so far, we had not done a single simulation.  I figured we  would  have  went  straight  from  the  introduction  ceremony  to  the simulator rooms.  How are we supposed to learn how to operate a titan if we never, you know, operate a titan?Boring.  Of course, Benkei-sensei, our lead instructor, had said we would begin the simulations this afternoon, so hopefully things wouldn't stay like this forever.
* * * * *



“You're going to get all of us in trouble if you don't start paying attention in class,” Tsuchiya-san said as we found an empty table in the cafeteria. “You heard what Benkei-sensei said: if one of us gets punished, we all get punished.  And I am not going to have you screwing up my record like that.” “I d-didn't see Hijū-sensei h-hit you,” I retorted.“I think that was just a warning,” Seki said.“Why we have to take history anyways?” Ōhashi said.  “It's not like the Eschatos are going to challenge us to a trivia duel.”These were my teammates.  Tsuchiya Rin-san was pretty, I guess, if you're into girls  with flat  chests,  her  long,  wavy hair  styled into twin ponytails.  In the short time since I had met her, Tsuchiya-san had proved to be really domineering; I could tell she grew up getting everything she ever wanted.  Her older brother may be a hotshot titan pilot,  but that doesn't give her the right to treat the rest of us like we were her servants. Ōhashi Chizuru-san was a total bokukko—unlike the other girls in our class, she wore the pants version of the Rikujō Jieitai uniform instead of the much-more-popular skirt version, kept her hair short, and even actually used boku to refer to herself more than once.  Definitely not my type.  Unlike Tsuchiya-san, Ōhashi-san was friendly and outgoing, but at 167 centimeters, she was intimidatingly tall.Hey, I can't help it if I'm short.  I'm still growing, though.Seki was my roommate, and by far the easiest to deal with.  Nothing seemed to bother him.  I had expected some sort of argument to come up 



over who got the top bunk, but surprisingly, he just let me have it.  He was  into  kendō,  and  was  in  disgustingly  good  shape.   Our  morning physical training, led by Benkei-sensei (who had like zero percent body fat), had almost killed me, but Seki had barely broken a sweat.“A regular education is just as important for us as it is for civilians,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “My brother says that—”“Oh, here we go about your brother again,” Ōhashi-san said with an exaggerated sigh.“Don't be rude!  My brother received the Kyokujitsu Shō,” Tsuchiya-san snapped.  “And he's a nitō rikusa, and he has a shikona—”“I  know,  I  know,”  Ōhashi-san  replied,  waving  her  chopsticks dismissively.  “You've already told me that ten thousand times.”“Is  there  something  wrong  with  me  talking  about  my  brother?” Tsuchiya-san asked.Ōhashi-san  rolled  her  eyes.   “Other  than  you  having  a  complex about him, no.”“I do not have a complex!” Tsuchiya-san was fairly shouting now.  Everyone in the cafeteria could hear, and, hesitantly, I tried to calm them down: “Uh, w-would you two not—”“This is none of your business!” Tsuchiya-san said.“Quit being so bossy!” Ōhashi-san said.“I wasn't talking to you,” Tsuchiya-san said.“Oh,  pardon  me,  ōjosama,”  Ōhashi-san  said.   “I  didn't  mean  to interrupt your highness.”



“You would do well to try and act a little more ladylike,” Tsuchiya-san  said.   “With  that  ugly  hairstyle  and  those  pants,  you  could  be mistaken for a boy.”“You're one to talk, petanko!” Ōhashi-san said. “Urusei!” Tsuchiya-san shouted, shaking with rage.I  cast  a  nervous  glance  over  at  Seki,  who,  amazingly,  was  just ignoring Tsuchiya-san and Ōhashi-san.  He just ate his bowl of noodles, seemingly without a care in the world.  “A-ano, Seki...”“Do you have to be so noisy?”The booming voice sent a chill down my spine, and I turned to see our lead instructor, Benkei-sensei, towering over me.  He was huge, and I was so glad he wasn't on my case.  His gaze was focused on the two girls, who had both frozen, their eyes wide with dread.  No one spoke for what seemed like forever.Tsuchiya-san snapped out of it first.  “Ōhashi-san started—”“Stop,” Benkei-sensei said.  “I don't care who started it.  Team Three, lunch is over.  Let's go.”“Go? W-where?” I asked.“Be quiet and get moving,” Benkei-sensei said.And I didn't even take two bites of my lunch.  Benkei-sensei led us out to the hallway, where Hijū-sensei met up with us.  “Hey, Shōta, what's going on?”“Hijū, don't call me that here,” Benkei-sensei told her.“Sorry, Benkei, sorry,” Hijū-sensei said.



“An argument,” Benkei-sensei  said.   “They need to work on their teamwork.”I thought about mentioning the fact that Seki and I had not been arguing, but I thought better of it.  Stupid girls!  They start throwing a fit, and I get punished, too.  This is completely unfair.Tsuchiya-san  tried  to  appeal  to  Hijū-sensei.   “Sensei,  Ōhashi-san said I had a brother complex—”What a suck-up.  Just because Tsuchiya-san's brother used to serve with  Hijū-sensei,  she  probably  expected  to  get  special  treatment,  but Hijū-sensei simply ignored her.  “What are you thinking, Benkei?   Make an example out of them?”Benkei-sensei nodded.Hijū-sensei's grin turned ominous.  “Prisoners on the Beach?” she asked, in English.Benkei-sensei chuckled.  “Sounds good.”“Purisuna on za Biichu?” I echoed, mangling the words.  My English was really bad, I know.  I understood it, but I couldn't speak it very well. “W-what's—”“Quiet,” Hijū-sensei ordered.I decided to keep my mouth shut.  Hijū-sensei was hot—she had 
amazing legs—but she was scary, especially when she smiled, and she was always smiling.We stopped by Benkei-sensei's office, where Hijū-sensei collected four  pair  of  handcuffs.   Handcuffs?   Why  did  Benkei-sensei  keep 



handcuffs in his office?  And what was 'Prisoners on the Beach?'  Were we going to a beach?  What was with the crazy English, anyways?  What was going to happen to us?  None of us had any idea what the sensei were thinking—I caught Seki's attention, but he seemed just as puzzled as the rest of us, and could offer only a shrug.We ended up at the Shikangakkō's outdoor pool.  It was one of two Olympic-size pools here, which meant it was thirty meters wide by fifty long and at least two deep, and the pool and the small building with the changing rooms were surrounded by a four-meter-high chain-link fence. Benkei-sensei  unlocked the gate,  and led us inside.  “Stand in a circle, backs to each other.”We did so.“Seki-kun, switch with Tsuchiya-san,” Hijū-sensei said.“Why?” Benkei-sensei asked.“Symmetry,”  Hijū-sensei  said.   “Okay,  Team Three,  hold still  for a second.”  And then she handcuffed us together.  No one dared protest, not with  Benkei-sensei  overseeing  the  process,  his  arms  crossed  over  his chest, staring at us in the most incredibly forbidding way.  He had donned his sunglasses, which only amplified the effect.  There is just something unsettling about not being able to see a person's eyes, especially when it was a gigantic man like Benkei-sensei.Tsuchiya-san's  right  wrist  was  cuffed  to  my  left  wrist,  my  right ankle was cuffed to Ōhashi-san's left ankle, Ōhashi-san's right wrist was cuffed  to  Seki's  left  wrist,  and finally  Seki's  right  ankle  was cuffed  to 



Tsuchiya-san's left ankle.  Okay.  This is...different...I had no idea what was going on.“Okay,” Benkei-sensei said, and checked his watch.  “You have fifty-one minutes until we start today's simulation briefing.  You are going to need to work together to escape, and get to the classroom before 13:00 hours.”  He and Hijū-sensei walked out of the pool area, and locked the gate. “You can't do this!” Tsuchiya-san protested.“We can't?” Benkei-sensei asked.  “Oh, I forgot.  Here, give them the key.” “Right,” Hijū-sensei said, taking the key from Benkei, and then she pitched  it  over  the  chain  link  fence.   I  watched  in  horror  as  the  key, glinting golden in the sunlight, arched through the sky, and plunk! went right into the pool.  Tsuchiya-san let  out  a short  scream, a  mix of  surprise and utter confusion.  She started to move towards the pool, but since her ankle was shackled to Seki's, she stumbled, and yanked me off-balance, and when I tried to move to regain my balance, Ōhashi-san was moving a different direction, and she took my leg right out from underneath me, and I fell back into Seki,  and like dominoes,  we all  came tumbling down into a most  disgraceful  heap,  Tsuchiya-san  on  bottom.   “Get  off  me!”  she screamed.I couldn't move; Seki and Ōhashi-san were both on me.  “I can't!”Ōhashi-san started slapping Seki.  “Don't touch me there!”



“It wasn't on purpose,” Seki growled.  “Hey, stop!  I said it was an accident!”Tsuchiya-san was starting to cry.  “Just get off me, please!”Someone  almost  knocked  my  glasses  off.   “My  glasses!   D-don't break m-my glasses!”There was much screaming and cursing as we struggled to untangle ourselves.  We finally all got sitting up, somehow having twisted around so that we ending up facing each other, sort of.  Miraculously, my glasses were intact.  Tsuchiya-san had ended up kneeling, her skirt hiked up; I could almost see her—“Hentai!” Tsuchiya-san shouted, and she instantly tried to pull her skirt down, but when she pulled her arm back, that just pulled my hand straight  towards  her,  and  I  ended  up  with  a   handful  of  her  thigh. “Sukebe!”  She tried to slap me, but the handcuffs saved me; then she tried again with her free hand, and accidentally hit Seki, who was trying to separate us, instead.“Stop it!” Ōhashi-san said, as Seki pulled her arm.“I'm s-sorry!” I shouted, covering my head with my right arm.  “I didn't m-mean to look!”“Quit it,” Seki said.  “All of you, stop it!  I said stop it now, damn it!”Tsuchiya-san quit hitting me.  Ōhashi-san was all but sitting on Seki, but she was still.  This was the first time that Seki had raised his voice like that.  As  we  fell  silent,  the  only  sound  to  be  heard  was  the  raucous 



laughter of our instructors.  “They're so  cute,” Hijū-sensei said.  “Listen up: do not try diving in the pool—you'll drown for sure, and there are no lifeguards around to save you.  Be careful, okay?”“Forty-eight minutes.   You do  not want to be late,”  Benkei-sensei warned us,  and then the two of them disappeared back into the main building.Tsuchiya-san was crying now.“Aw, is ōjosama upset?” Ōhashi-san said.“S-shut up, Ōhashi-san,” I said.  “You're the o-one that g-got us into this mess.”“She's  the  one  that  started  it!”  Ōhashi-san  countered,  jabbing  a finger towards Tsuchiya-san, dragging Seki's arm with hers.“Ōhashi-san,  you  should  apologize  to  Tsuchiya-san,”  Seki  said, pulling their arms back.“Why me?” Ōhashi-san demanded.“Listen, we don't have time to waste on this,” Seki said.  “We need to get that key out of the pool, and fast.  Just apologize to her.”“I don't want her apology,” Tsuchiya-san sobbed.“Oh, come on,” I said.Seki sighed.  “Whatever.  Just quit arguing.  We need to figure a way out of this.”“We c-can't go into the pool,” I said.  “I-I don't even k-know how to swim.”“You can't swim?” Ōhashi-san said. “How lame.”



“Don't start,” Seki snapped.  “Is there anything we can get the key out with?”There was silence.“Great,” Seki said.“M-maybe  there's  something  i-in  the  ch-changing  rooms,”  I suggested.“Okay, let's check,” Seki said.We  managed  to  stand  up  without  too  much  difficulty,  and  we shuffled over towards the changing rooms.  Of course, Tsuchiya-san had to complain: “Wait—we can't go in there!  That's the boys' room!”“Fine,” Seki said, and began to head towards the other one.“Wait!” Tsuchiya-san said.  “That's the girls' room, you can't—”I could not help but laugh at the look of complete incredulity and exasperation  on  Seki's  face,  and  when  I  started  laughing,  Ōhashi-san started, too.  “Oya oya,” Ōhashi-san said.  “This is so lame.”Seki  took a  deep breath,  and with a  saintly  amount  of  patience, stated his case.  “Tsuchiya-san, we need to find something to get the key out of the pool.  There is nothing out here we can use.  Now unless you can think of something better, we're going to have to go in one or the other.  Understand?”Tsuchiya-san  started  to  protest,  but  not  only  was  Seki  right,  he didn't look like he was backing down, either.  Tsuchiya-san nodded her consent.We  went  inside  the  guys'  changing  room.   Getting  through  the 



doorway was a little difficult, though.  Inside was exactly what you would expect to see: benches, lockers, a table with a stack of towels on it.  “This is  weird,”  Ōhashi-san  said.   “I  kind  of  expected  it  to  be,  you  know, different.”“The only difference between boys' locker rooms and girls' locker rooms is that the girls'  locker rooms have more mirrors,” I  said.  “And girls' locker rooms smell better.”All three of the others stopped and looked at me strangely, like I had said something wrong.  “Uh, how much time have you spent in girls' locker rooms?” Ōhashi-san asked.Oh.  My face was turning red again.  I could feel it.  “No!  W-well, I m-mean...T-that's not wh-what I meant!”Ōhashi-san giggled, Tsuchiya murmured 'hentai' under her breath, and Seki rolled his eyes and led the way over to the nearest lockers.We hit the jackpot on the first try: the very first locker we opened had two wire clothes hangers in it.  “Perfect,” Seki said.“We're going to need more than that,” I said.  “At least four or five.”“We need to make sure to replace these later,” Tsuchiya-san said.“We will,” Seki said.It did not take long to collect a half-dozen clothes hangars and an unexpected boon, a small magnet.  Returning outside, we hurriedly set about straightening them out and connecting them together to form a three-and-a-half-meter-long piece of wire, one end of which Ōhashi-san 



twisted into a short hook to hold the magnet we had found.We  bunched  together  at  the  pool's  edge,  and  carefully,  Seki extended the contraption out into the water.  We were lucky the water was crystal-clear: I could just barely see the key at the bottom, glinting in the sunlight.  Seki landed the magnet right on the key, but when he pulled it back, the key did not move.“What?” Ōhashi-san said.“Seki, p-put the m-magnet on it,” I said.“I did,” Seki said.“Then why didn't the key come up?” Tsuchiya-san asked.“I don't know,” Seki said.“Maybe the m-metal in the key i-isn't ferruginous,” I said.“Isn't what?” Ōhashi-san asked.“M-magnetic,” I said.“Just say magnetic, then,” Ōhashi-san said.“It doesn't matter,” Seki said.  Moving quick, he withdrew the wire, took the magnet off, adjusted the end a little, and then tried to hook the key directly, but to no avail.  “Damn.”“Let me try,” Ōhashi-san said, and we all rotated so that she would be closest to the water.  She managed to drag the key to the side of the pool,  but she couldn't hook it to pull it  out.   “There's nothing to hook onto.”I looked at my watch.  “I-it's 12:23, guys.”“This isn't going to work,” Ōhashi-san said.



With the clock ticking, we sat and desperately tried to think of a new strategy.  Draining the pool was a dead end—the valves to drain the pool  were covered and locked.   Seki  and Ōhashi-san tried picking the locks with the clothes hangars to no avail.  12:32.  Seki's calm demeanor was starting to crack as he once again returned to trying to fish the key out with the clothes hangars, and Tsuchiya-san looked like she was going to start crying again.  Ōhashi-san had given up.  She just sat there laughing fatalistically. “We're doomed.”I didn't have any ideas, either.  The handcuffs were starting to get to me.  If the joint at the base of my thumb was smaller, I probably could just slip the damned thing off—that's it!  “I got a-an idea!”The others turned their attention to me as I tried to slip my hand out of the handcuff, and I did not have to explain further.  It was clearly impossible to get out of the cuffs around our ankles, but we might be able to our hands free.Unfortunately, neither me nor Seki could get free—our hands were just too big.  Ōhashi-san, too, could not free herself.“I'm almost free,” Tsuchiya-san said.We watched at Tsuchiya-san tried to squeeze her hand through the handcuff, but it was just a little too tight.“We need some kind of lubricant, like soap or something,” I said.“Hurry,” Seki said, and we rushed back into the locker room, where the first thing of the sort that we found was a jar of petroleum jelly.  



Tsuchiya-san started to protest once again: “You're not—”“Yes,  we are,”  Seki  said,  and without  further  ado,  he slathered a huge handful of the jelly on her wrist.“Eww, gross,” Tsuchiya-san said, but her complaint was summarily ignored.“Here, gimme some,” Ōhashi-san said, and took some and began her own efforts to escape anew.“I j-just want to know why s-someone had some petroleum j-jelly in here,” I asked.“Swimmers use it to prevent chafing,” Ōhashi-san said.  “I used to be on the Swim Team my first year of junior high.  You put it around your neck, under your chin, on your underarms, in between your—”“Too much information,” Seki said.Grimacing  in  pain,  Tsuchiya-san  managed  to  slip  free  of  the handcuffs,  and everyone cheered.   However,  even with the help of the petroleum jelly,  the rest of us still  could not manage to escape.   Hijū-sensei  knew how to put handcuffs on people.   I  wondered where she learned that, and just as quickly decided I did not need nor want to know. Now, instead of an extremely awkward circle, we formed an only moderately  awkward  line.   “12:37,”  I  reported.   “Only  t-twenty-three minutes.”“We've got to get that key,” Ōhashi-san said.Again, silence fell.Tsuchiya-san finally spoke up.  “I have an idea.”



“Let's hear it,” I said.“Yeah, come on,” Ōhashi-san said.Tsuchiya-san glanced over at Seki nervously.  “We go in the pool, and I reach down and grab the key.”Go in the pool?  That did not sound like a good idea at all.  “A-all of us?” Seki shook his head.  Apparently he and Tsuchiya-san were on the same  wavelength.   “No,  just  me  and  Tsuchiya-san  will  have  to  go  in, because our ankles are connected.”“Great  idea,  Tsuchiya-san,”  Ōhashi-san  said  sarcastically.   “That's hardly fair to Seki-kun.”“It can't be you two,” Seki said.  “Hatsutori can't swim.  I don't care. Let's just get this over with.”This still sounded dangerous.  “But Hijū-s-sensei told us not to—”“We're not going to dive in,” Seki said, removing his shoes.  “We're just going to lower ourselves in from the side.  Ōhashi-san will hold onto me, I'll hold onto Tsuchiya-san, and you'll stand ready to help pull us out.”I guess there wasn't much danger that way, but it still worried me.  I don't like the water.  Not at all.It was October, and the water was cold—Tsuchiya-san whimpered as she lowered herself in, and even Seki clenched his teeth.  Hanging onto the edge of the pool, Seki gave some last-second instructions.  “Don't fall in,  Ōhashi-san.  Hatsutori, when Tsuchiya-san comes up, help her out,” Seki said.



“Right,” Ōhashi-san said.“This is d-dangerous,” I said.“Too late to complain now.  Go,” Seki told Tsuchiya-san.Tsuchiya-san nodded, and then she took a deep breath and plunged beneath  the  surface.   Seki,  too,  submerged,  all  save  for  the  hand still chained to Ōhashi-san.  Underwater, he held onto Tsuchiya-san's hand as she  fished  around  the  bottom.   Tsuchiya-san  sprang  back  up  to  the surface, the key clenched in her right hand.  “I got it!”Yes!   “Come  on!”  I  said,  and  helped  pull  her  out  as  Ōhashi-san helped Seki, but as I leaned forward to grab Tsuchiya-san's hand, Ōhashi-san  stepped  back,  and  for  a  second  time,  pulled  my  foot  out  from underneath me.  Plunging face-first towards the water, I screamed and flailed, trying desperately to latch on to anything that might stop my fall.I couldn't help it.  I can't swim.  Not even if I didn't have one of my legs handcuffed to Ōhashi-san.  The few times they made us swim back in physical education class, I always had to use a kickboard, and even then I almost drowned.Twice.Fortunately, I didn't go in.  I  landed on Tsuchiya-san, and as Seki grabbed my arm, I pushed myself back, splashing one hand in the water and  the  other  hitting  Tsuchiya-san  in  the  back,  flattening  her  to  the concrete with an audible splat.  Frantically, we scrambled back from the water's edge, gasping and cursing.All of us were shaking.  Seki and Tsuchiya-san due to the fact that 



they were soaked in icy cold water, me because I had just had a near-death experience, and Ōhashi-san because she had found the whole thing to be utterly hilarious, and was trying not to laugh out loud.  “Baka!” Tsuchiya-san shouted, slapping me.“S-sorry!” I said.  “Ōhashi-san knocked m-me off b-balance!”Ōhashi-san held her hand up.  “Hey, don't blame me!”“It doesn't matter!” Seki shouted.  “Here, unlock us.”“All  right,”  Tsuchiya-san said,  and her hand shaking,  she reached down to the handcuff around her ankle and— “What?”“What what?” I said.Tsuchiya-san looked up at us in shock.  “This...this isn't a handcuff key.” “What?” Seki, Ōhashi-san, and I shouted simultaneously.Tsuchiya-san held the key up for all to see.  It was an ordinary key, plated with some golden metal, like the kind which would go to a padlock or something like that.  It was clearly not a handcuff key.  There was no way it  would  work.   Aghast,  we sat  there,  staring  at  the  key  we had struggled  so  hard  to  obtain.   It  was  not  the  key  we  needed.   It  was worthless.  Worthless!“Hijū.” Seki spoke her shikona like a curse.“I hate this place,” Tsuchiya-san said, shivering.Ōhashi-san just started laughing again.I replayed the events in my mind.  Come to think of it, I did not see Hijū-sensei  with a key when she was shackling us together.   The only 



person with any keys was Benkei-sensei, who used a key to— “That's the k-key to the fence!”“What?” Tsuchiya-san said.“Here,” I said, standing, and took the key from Tsuchiya-san.  We moved over to the gate, and sure enough, the golden key unlocked it.“But  we're  still  handcuffed  together,”  Tsuchiya-san  said.   “It's  so cold.  I'm going to get sick like this.”“Where can we find a handcuff key?” Seki said.“What  about the guards at  the front gate?”  Ōhashi-san chuckled, wiping her eyes.“Maybe.  But we're running out of time.  Let's go!” Seki said.We only fell eight times in our dash to the Shikangakkō's front gate—sorry, I'm no good at the three-legged race, either—and obviously, the soldiers stationed there, all men in their twenties, had seen us coming, for they were beside themselves with laughter.  One was a santō rikui, and when we saluted him, Ōhashi-san slapped herself in the face with Seki's hand, which was still attached by the handcuffs.  “Ow,” she said.That just set the other soldiers off again.  One got a camera, and we got  to suffer  the additional  indignity  of  having our photograph taken. Seki,  through  clenched  teeth,  managed  to  say,  “Please,  sir,  could  you unlock these handcuffs?” The santō rikui could not stop laughing, and just waved his hands towards us.  A rikushichō came forward, and thankfully, he produced an appropriate key and finally,  finally freed us from Hijū-sensei's accursed 



handcuffs.With a final salute, we ran from the front gate, the other soldiers' laughter following us.  “How much time?” Seki growled.I checked my watch.  “Nine m-minutes.”“Run!” Seki said, and led the way towards the dormitory building.It did not take Seki very long at all to get into a fresh uniform, but Tsuchiya-san seemed to take forever, even with Ōhashi-san helping her. Seki and I waited in the hallway outside their room.  “Hey, Seki, w-we should go ahead t-to the classroom—”“It wouldn't change anything,” Seki said.  He stood motionlessly, his face a mask of barely contained fury.  “If they're late, we all get punished. 
Again.  If that happens...”This is bad.  He was pissed.  I couldn't take it anymore; I pounded on the door.  “What's taking so long in there?”Ōhashi-san came to the door.  “She's almost done—her hair took forever to dry!”“B-but we've only g-got two minutes!” I said.“I'm  ready,”  Tsuchiya-san  said,  bolting  out  the  door  so  fast  she almost knocked me down.The 'no running in the hallways' rule was completely ignored.Of  course,  I  was  the slowest  runner.   Ōhashi-san made it  to  the classroom first, then Seki.  Even Tsuchiya-san was faster than me, and she was  wearing  a  skirt.   The  three  waited  just  outside  the  door,  waving frantically  to  me  as  I  caught  up,  and  finally,  Team  Three  entered  the 



classroom together, a whole eleven seconds before the clock turned over to 13:00 hours.We  were  greeted  by  a  mix  of  groans  and  cheers  from  our classmates,  and  I  saw  Hijū-sensei,  grinning  from  ear  to  ear,  collect  a fistful  of  yen  from  Benkei-sensei,  who  just  shook  his  head,  a  similar expression of amusement on his face.  “Okay, Team Three, what did you learn from all this?” Benkei-sensei asked as he came to the front of the class. Ōhashi-san rolled her eyes.   “That we're a team and we need to work together in order to succeed.”“Wrong,” Hijū-sensei said.Huh?  I  looked at  the others,  and it  was clear they were just  as confused as I was.  Well, Seki wasn't.  He just glared at Hijū-sensei.“Perseverance in the face of adversity?” Tsuchiya-san ventured.Hijū-sensei just shook her head.  Benkei-sensei said, “Try again.”I was lost.  “D-d-don't argue in the c-cafeteria?”“Nope,” Benkei-sensei said.“That you two are sadistic?” Seki said.Did he just say that  out loud?  I looked over at Seki, my jaw slack. He  stared  unflinchingly  at  Hijū-sensei.   On  the  other  side  of  him, Tsuchiya-san and Ōhashi-san just stared at him with equal incredulity. The class was silent.  What was he thinking?  This was going to be bad.  Really bad.  I stood there and awaited the end.



For her part, Hijū-sensei met Seki's gaze with complete sangfroid, and then turned to Benkei-sensei and smiled.  Benkei-sensei chuckled, and Hijū-sensei  turned back to Seki.   “Well,  we  are,  but that's not the point,” Hijū-sensei said.  “The point is, you're all pilots, and your team is like family.  You take care of each other.  You back each other up.  And if there is a problem between you, you  take care of it in private.  You are pilots.  Don't be yelling at each other where everyone can hear you, like a bunch of kindergarteners.  That's so immature and disgraceful.  That's not the way we roll in the Titan Gundan.  Right, Benkei?”  Benkei-sensei nodded,  and Hijū-sensei  turned her  attention  to  the rest  of  the  class. “That goes for everyone.  Got it?”“Hai,” everyone responded, except for us in Team Three.  Personally, I  didn't  get  it.   We  went  through  all  that  because  they  don't  like  us arguing in public?“Congratulations, though,” Hijū-sensei added.  “You're the first team that  managed to escape on your own.”   Then she held up the money Benkei-sensei had handed her.  “And you earned me ten thousand yen, so I owe you guys one.  Take your seats.”“All right, then,” Benkei-sensei said.  “Now let's get started.  For our first simulation, we're going to start off with something basic...”As  Benkei-sensei  began  explaining  what  sort  of  simulation  we would be facing, I could not help but think that our instructors were a couple of really scary people, especially Hijū-sensei.  Were all titan pilots like them?  



The Shikangakkō was nothing like I had imagined.  The rules here were a lot different from back in basic training, and it did not feel much like a military facility.  I had always heard that the Titan Gundan formed their own subculture within the Rikujō Jieitai,  but this was completely unexpected.It wasn't the last completely unexpected thing to occur, either.
C H A P T E R  I IIf you're going to be sick, keep the faucet running.  That way you won't clog the drain.During basic training, we spent virtually all day doing simulations, but it wasn't like we were synced up the whole time.  Usually, we would start  with a short  mission briefing where the instructor would tell  us what the simulation would be like and what would be expected of us; then we would run the simulation, which would take about ten or fifteen minutes;  and  after  that  the  instructors  would  debrief  us  on  our performance for thirty to forty-five minutes.   Finally,  we would take a break before repeating the process.  Not  so  here  at  the  Shikangakkō.   Benkei-sensei's  pre-simulation briefing had not lasted about five minutes, then he had dismissed us to change, for the first time, into our pilot's jumpsuits, replete with tactical boots, gloves, and helmets that felt like they weighed more than any one-and-a-half kilograms.  The class reconvened in one of the Shikangakkō's 



large simulator rooms, which featured the newer full-motion simulator pods. The simulation had started at 13:12.  As I stood in the men's room, trying to wash the taste of vomit out of my mouth, it was 14:49, and the simulation was still running.  I had to get back—although I had synced out,  the simulation wasn't  paused.   Seki,  Tsuchiya-san, and Ōhashi-san were still in there, defending my inert titan.  Tsuchiya-san had taken a break already; Ōhashi-san had as well.  This was my second.  I did not want to go back and sync back in.   Not in the least.   Getting sick had drained every bit of energy I had out of me.But I knew I couldn't stay here forever, regardless of how bad I felt. I rinsed out my mouth one last time before putting my helmet back on.  It was still connected to the simulation's communications net; immediately I could hear my teammates were under attack.<Right!  Right!  He's on the right!> Tsuchiya-san said.<I see him, I see him!> Ōhashi-san said.<Focus on H-72 and -75!  Don't let them flank us!> Seki said.Tsuchiya-san: <What do you think we're doing?>Ōhashi-san: <This is a bad spot!  We've got to move!>Seki: <Chikushō!  Hatsutori!  Where are you?>“I'm c-coming!”  I ran out of the restroom.<Move it!> Tsuchiya-san shouted.In the hallway outside the simulator room, I saw one of the girls from Team Two, sitting with her knees pulled up to her chest, her helmet 



sitting on the floor next to her.  I couldn't remember her name, nor could I see her name tag.  Her face was lowered, but I could tell she was crying. I  stopped, trying to think whether or not I  should say something, and what I would say if I should, when Tsuchiya-san started screaming at me. <Hatsutori-baka!  Get in here now!  Your titan is taking hits and we are not  

going to flunk this!  Do you hear me?  Get back to the simulation now!>“H-hai!” I felt sorry for the girl, but there was nothing I could do for her.   Running into the simulator room, I  weaved the way through the rows of simulator pods to reach the one I was assigned to.  Around me, the  other  pods  shook  and  twisted  on  their  hydraulic  supports,  the movements sometimes smooth and graceful, but much more frequently rough and violent.<75  is  down,>  Seki  reported  as  I  climbed  up  the  ladder  to  the simulator pod's cockpit.<Good shot!> Ōhashi-san cheered.I climbed into the cockpit and got situated, buckling myself into the seat.  As the hatch closed, I cinched up the straps to the safety harness as tight  as  I  could  stand  them,  and  then  used  the  physical  controls  to activate the synchronicity operating system.  “Echo 3-5, this is Benkei.  Are you ready?”“H-hai, sensei,” I said.Benkei-sensei: “Stand by.”I braced myself as the hydraulics activated.  The cockpit shuddered, but it wasn't very bad at all, reminiscent of a bus going over a set of train 



tracks a little too fast, and then I could feel the operating system in my mind.  All I had to do was close my eyes and focus on the sensation—Standing on the battlefield, I was a fifteen-meter-tall bipedal war machine.  I felt heavy, just like you would expect if  you were made of titanium, steel and ceramics.   I  saw the battlefield through mechanical eyes,  everything  impossibly  crisp  and clear,  a  ring  of  status  readouts, position markers, and targeting information hanging unsupported in the air.   I  was aware of  the damage my titan had taken:  not  only did the readouts describe the damage with graphs and numbers, I could feel the damage, a sensation similar to pain, only not so...painful.  To the northwest,  the battle was raging.   Seki,  Tsuchiya-san,  and Ōhashi-san  had  formed  a  defensive  line  about  four  hundred  meters ahead of  me;  another kilometers or  so beyond that  four Hoplite-class Eschatos hovered above the crest  of  a  hill,  raining their  energy blasts down upon them.  For a moment, I was too disoriented to do anything, but  an  energy  blast  crackled  past,  not  five  meters  from  me, overwhelming sections of my visual display, causing them to display only static for a moment.   I dashed towards my teammates, keeping as low as I could.<About time!> Tsuchiya-san shouted.  <We got to move east to Grid  

54-AG, and fast!>Seki: <Ōhashi and I can hold them.  Tsuchiya, Hatsutori, run for it!>We had been getting instructions to change position about every ten minutes ever since this simulation had started.  At each new location, 



there would be Eschatos either approaching or already there, waiting for us.   As I  took cover behind a shield tower near Ōhashi-san's position, Tsuchiya-san fired off one last burst from her 45mm rifle towards the Eschatos on the hill, and then dashed to the east.  <Come on, baka!  Run!><Right!>  Running was awful: the titan's cockpit lurched violently as my eighty-tonne frame pounded across the simulated countryside at well over ninety kph, plowing through trees as easily as a human might run through tall grass.  I think all the running is what made me sick before; it certainly wasn't helping now.Ahead of me, Tsuchiya-san was outpacing me, but then, suddenly, she skidded to a halt.  <Contact!> she shouted, dropping to the ground.I ducked and ran up beside her.  Three new targets had appeared on my head's-up display.  These were Matador-class: like the Hoplites, they used ranged weapons, but they usually had better maneuverability and would get a lot closer before attacking.My display showed that Tsuchiya-san was targeting M-62 on the left of the group, so I picked one of the others, dropping to a kneeling stance to fire my 45mm rifle at  M-64 on the right.   Out of the twelve Eschatos Team Three had destroyed in this simulation so far, I could only claim one of them.  They were a lot tougher  than the ones we faced in basic—they  moved  faster,  shot  more  accurately,  and  could  take  more damage before being disabled.  I had two thousand yen riding on the outcome of this simulation—Takahashi from Team One, Chōda and Sakurai from Team Four, and Seki 



and me had each wagered two thousand on which of us would end up with the highest score on this simulation.  Also, Hijū-sensei had warned that  the  team  that  did  the  poorest  would  get  to  have  a  'Romantic Dinner'—and between the crazy English she used and the way she and Benkei-sensei  laughed about  it  afterwards,  I  did  not want  to  find out what she meant.  As the Matador ducked and weaved through the trees, throwing off my aim, I feared the worst. Ōhashi-san: <The group at 52-AI are running!>Seki: <Stay on them!>Tsuchiya-san: <No!  Ignore them!  You two get over here!>Seki: <We can take them!>Ōhashi-san: <Quit bossing us around, Tsuchiya!>No, this wasn't going to work at all.  This was no time for those two to start bickering again!  <S-stop arguing!  We got to work t-together!>Seki: <Ōhashi is the team leader.>Ōhashi-san: <I told you I don't want to be the leader!>Tsuchiya-san:  <Fine!   Then I  am!   Echo 3-1 and 3-2,  move to  my  

position, now!>Ōhashi-san: <Shouldn't it be Seki-kun?  He's—>Seki: <We'll worry about that later!  Coming your way, Echo 3-3.>M-64 turned right into my five-round burst of 45mm high-explosive anti-Eschatos rounds, but even though four of the rounds hit solidly, it merely slowed M-64 down for a second.  A second was plenty; I lined up my shot, and braced against the 45mm's recoil.  I squeezed the trigger, 



and this time, flames burst out of M-64's torso, and a half-second later, it exploded in a fireball that billowed a hundred meters into the sky.  <I got  

one!  I got one!>Another fireball went up to the left.  <M-62 is down,> Tsuchiya-san said, and then she leapt to her feet and ran forward.  <3-5, target M-63!>I  ran  after  Tsuchiya-san,  angling  to  the  south  as  she  advanced, triangulating the sole remaining Eschatos like we had learned in basic, but M-63 took to the air, retreating to the east far faster than we land-bound titans could follow.  Tsuchiya-san did not pursue it for long.  <Hold 

for a second, Hatsutori-kun.  We'll wait for Seki-kun and Ōhashi-san.  How's  

your ammo?>I hadn't even been paying attention to that.  The 45mm rifle had a 120-round  helical  magazine,  and  I  only  had...  <Thirty-five  rounds  left.  

Whoever is in charge needs to call for a resupply!><You're just trigger-happy.  Seki, Ōhashi?> Tsuchiya-san asked.Ōhashi-san: <I've got fifty-six.>Seki: <Eighty-eight.>  I couldn't believe that—he had scored over half of our team's kills, and he had only fired thirty-two times?<I've  got  sixty-eight,>  Tsuchiya-san  said.   <Benkei-sensei  said  we 

only get one resupply, and we might need it later.><Surely this simulation can't last much longer!> Ōhashi-san said as she and Seki approached.<You said that an hour ago,> Tsuchiya-san reminded her.



<Echo  3,  this  is  Benkei.   Your  team  needs  to  move  to  54-AG  and 

engage the enemy there posthaste.  Do you copy?><Hai,> Tsuchiya-san responded.  <Echo 3-3 out.>  Then she turned to face me.  <If  we get docked points for not getting there on time, it's  

going to be your fault.><Come on,> Ōhashi-san said, and began running to the east, where Grid 54-AG waited for us.  Tsuchiya-san followed close behind.Seki stopped me, and then detached the magazine from his rifle. <Swap me.  You need this more than me.><You sure?> I asked him.Seki: <Just take it.>Tsuchiya-san: <Hurry up, you two!>I detached the magazine from my own rifle, and traded him.  Just like he said, there were eighty-eight rounds remaining.  Eight kills with only thirty-two rounds fired?  Incredible.  Seki instantly took off, reloading his rifle with my magazine as he did so.  I was nowhere near that coordinated—had I tried reloading while running, I surely would have dropped the magazine or fell on my face.  Or both.  By the time I had gotten Seki's magazine loaded into my rifle, he was already a couple hundred yards away.Once again, I was bringing up the rear.<I'm in 54-AG,> Ōhashi-san said.  <There's a town here—no sign of  

the enemy.><Any cover?> Tsuchiya-san asked.



<Shield  towers,>  Seki  replied,  highlighting  the  clusters  of  shield towers on the corners of the town.We took up defensive positions at the nearest cluster.  Tsuchiya-san reported in: <Benkei, this is Echo 3-3, we have arrived at 54-AG, no sign of  

the enemy.>Benkei-sensei: <Hold position, Echo 3.><Guys, I gotta sync out,> Ōhashi-san said.  <I'm starving.  I didn't get  

to eat anything.>Tsuchiya-san: <That's your own fault!>The thought of eating reminded me of my nausea.Seki: <Let her.  We can handle this.>Ōhashi-san: <Please?  I'll just run down to the break room and get  

something from the vending machine—I'll be back in two minutes!>Tsuchiya-san: <Fine.  Hurry.>Ōhashi-san: <Anyone else want anything?>Seki: <Just go!><Okay,  okay!>  Ōhashi-san's  titan  was  highlighted in  my display, indicating that it was now inactive.  <This  is  insane,>  Tsuchiya-san  said  as  we  waited,  watching  the horizons for any sign of  the Eschatos.   <It's  been two hours since this  

simulation started—><An hour and forty-six minutes,> I corrected her.<Urusei!> Tsuchiya-san snapped.   <My head is  killing me.   When 

Ōhashi-san gets back, I need to sync out—>



<Seki should get a break next,> I said.Seki: <I'm okay.  Stay focused.  There's another wave on the way.>Tsuchiya-san: <Ōhashi-san, you hear that?  Hurry up!  Hey, are you  

even listening?>Apparently not: Ōhashi-san did not respond.  Just as Seki predicted, another wave approached from the north: three Hoplites, and three Vikings.  <Contact with the enemy, six Eschatos  

at six thousand five hundred north,> Tsuchiya-san called out.  <Seki, you 

take H-81; Hatsutori, H-82.><Got it,> I said, focusing my attention and my aim on H-82.  * * * * *
In the end, my hopes the simulation ending quickly proved to be in vain: it was 17:11, four hours after we began, when Benkei-sensei declared all units could stand down.  Four hours of virtually non-stop battle.  I  hurt. Practically crawling out of the simulator pod, my legs were wobbly, I felt like  I  had been punched in  the  stomach repeatedly,  my head felt  like someone was jabbing icepicks into my eye sockets, and the whole world was rocking to and fro like a boat on a stormy sea.Holding on to the access ladder for support, I looked around the simulator bay,  and saw that the rest of my classmates were in similar states.  Ōhashi-san, climbing down, missed the last step and fell, sitting down hard on the cold, unforgiving deck.  



I ran over to her...well, to be honest, I staggered over to her.  Moving quickly or gracefully were skills far beyond me at the moment.  “Ōhashi-s-san, are y-you okay?”Ōhashi-san waved dismissively.  “Yeah, I'm okay.  I just slipped.”“Are  you  sure?”  Tsuchiya-san  asked  as  she  came  over.   “You fell pretty hard.”“I'm fine,” Ōhashi-san said, but she didn't sound fine.  We helped Ōhashi-san to her feet.  “I've had worse happen.”<What happened?> Seki asked.Seki was still synchronized with the simulator system; I only heard his synthetic 'voice' over the headset built into my helmet.  I looked over at his simulator pod.  “Ōhashi-san f-fell.”“Don't worry about me,” Ōhashi-san said.  “I'm just glad that stupid simulation is over.”“You can sync out now, Seki-kun,” Tsuchiya-san said.<I'm trying,> Seki replied.“Trying?”  Ōhashi-san  echoed.   “Baka,  just  don't  focus  on  the signals.”Seki: <I can't.>“How can you not?” Tsuchiya-san asked.I had never heard of anyone have any difficulty syncing out: I had a hard time not dropping out of sync involuntarily sometimes, like when I sneezed or if I accidentally bit my lip.  “S-Seki, try—”“One of you get up there and help him,” Hijū-sensei said.



I  jumped—once  again,  I  had  not  noticed  Hijū-sensei  approach. There was a pause, and Tsuchiya-san, Ōhashi-san, and me just looked at each other.  I suppose we were all expecting one of the others to go.  As much as I  loathed the prospects of climbing the ladder to his cockpit, Ōhashi-san had just taken a pretty hard fall, and Tsuchiya-san looked just terrible.  I figured that it should be me.  “I-I'll go,” I said.  “Wh-what do I do?” “Whatever it  takes,” Hijū-sensei  said.  “Slap him, pinch him, stick your finger up his nose, it doesn't matter.  Just go.”She  was  serious.   “O-Okay,”  I  said,  and  taking  a  deep  breath,  I climbed up.  It wasn't a particularly strenuous climb, but I was so wore out... “Hit  the red button,  grab the handle,  twist  and pull,”  Hijū-sensei said. I  knew  that—one  of  the  few  things  Benkei-sensei  had  covered during  the  pre-simulation  briefing  was  how  to  open  up  one  of  the simulator pods from the outside, and I hadn't been daydreaming then.  I opened the hatch, and looked inside.Seki sat strapped into the pilot's seat, his eyes open, staring blankly in  my direction.   He  was  breathing  heavily,  and  his  face  was  flushed. There was partially dried blood all over his face.  “Hijū-sensei, h-he's had a n-nosebleed,” I called back.  “A bad one.”It was Benkei-sensei's deep voice that responded.  “Get him out of there, Hatsutori-isshi.” 



Benkei-sensei  calling me by rank was ominous.   I  couldn't  recall ever hearing either Benkei-sensei or Hijū-sensei calling any of us by rank before.  “Seki,” I said.  “C-come on.  The simulation is over.”Seki: <I know, damn it.>I wasn't about to do any of the things Hijū-sensei had suggested, so I just leaned in and grabbed his sleeve at the wrist and shook it.  Nothing happened.  I shook harder.  Nothing.“You weren't kidding, Hatsutori.”  Ōhashi-san had climbed up after me,  and  even  though  there  was  barely  room  for  me  to  lean  into  the cockpit, she squeezed in beside me.  “Here, let me try.”<Try what?  What are you doing, Ōhashi-san?> Seki asked.Ōhashi-san leaned further in, supporting herself with one hand on Seki's  knee,  and with  the  other  hand,  she  pinched his  nose  shut  and covered his mouth, preventing him from breathing.  “We did this to each other all the time in basic.  Makes them drop out instantly.”She  didn't  seem the least  bit  bothered by the blood.   “That's  g-gross,” I said.“I'm wearing gloves,” Ōhashi-san said.<Tell  me  what  you're  doing!   Hatsutori,  what's  she  doing?>  Seki asked.“You c-can't tell?” I asked.  When a pilot synchronizes, the sensory inputs from the titan mostly replace the sensory inputs from their body, but  the  pilot  still  is  slightly  aware  of  what  is  happening  to  them—although muted, they still see and hear and feel.  I have to close my eyes 



in  order  to  synchronize;  when  I  got  hit  in  the  simulation  and  the simulator shook, it was hard to stay synced up.We waited.  Almost a minute had passed, and Seki had not so much as blinked.  “What the heck?” Ōhashi-san said, adjusting her grip.  “Hijū-sensei, this won't hurt him, will it?”Suddenly, Seki's entire body twitched violently,  his arms pushing Ōhashi-san away.  Her hand slipped off his knee and as Ōhashi-san fell face-first into his lap, her arm pulled back and she elbowed me in the face.  Involuntarily, I straightened up, hitting my head on the top of the cockpit—fortunately, I was wearing my helmet.    “Get off of me!” Seki yelled, gasping for air.“Don't  freak  out,”  Ōhashi-san  said,  pushing  herself  out  of  the cockpit.  “Yeah, Seki,” I said.  “We w-were only t-trying to—”I was going to say help, but Seki fixed me with a look of pure rage, as  if  he  were  on  the  verge  of  punching  me.   I  held  my  tongue  and extracted myself from the cockpit as quickly as I could.The  entire  class  had  assembled  around  Seki's  simulator  pod. Benkei-sensei  and  Hijū-sensei  were  there,  too,  and  both  looked  very angry.  As I climbed down, Benkei walked up to me.  “Look at me.”Nervously, I looked up.  “What happened here?” he asked, gesturing to my mouth.I reached up and felt my lip—it was sore and starting to swell.“That was my fault, sensei,” Ōhashi-san said.  “I elbowed him.  Sorry, 



Hatsutori.”“D-don't worry about it.  It d-doesn't hurt or-or anything,” I lied.Benkei-sensei just nodded and said nothing.Finally, Seki climbed down out of the cockpit.  When he turned to face everyone, his bloodied face elicited a gasp from the class.  “Are you okay, Seki-kun?” Nakamura-san from Team Two asked, her voice barely a whisper. Seki did not respond.“Teams One,  Two,  and Five,  hit  the  showers,”  Benkei-sensei  said calmly.  “Report back to the classroom.”For a second,  nobody moved.   “He said hit  the showers,  people! 
Move it!” Hijū-sensei shouted, and  that cleared the room in a matter of seconds.  Once everyone else was gone, Benkei-sensei turned to Seki.  “We were wondering why you were having such an easy time.  You didn't take the prescriptions.”For once, Seki wasn't looking them in the eye as he replied.  “I don't need to take—”“Damn it, Seki-kun,” Hijū-sensei snapped.  “You promised us that we didn't need to tell you to take your medicine!  That was, what?  Three days ago?  Did you even open the damn bottles?”“Hijū,” Benkei-sensei said.  “That's enough.  Seki,  you understand why we had you put on these medications, don't you?”Seki nodded.  



The rest of us were silent—there was no way I was going to make a sound,  not  with  Benkei-sensei  and Hijū-sensei  as  angry  as  they  were right now.  I didn't even know what was going on, exactly.“Ōhashi-isshi,” Benkei-sensei said.  “You're the team leader—”Ōhashi-san shook her head.  “No, sir, I'm....” she started to protest, but under Benkei-sensei's withering gaze, her voice drifted off.“You  are the  team  leader,”  Benkei-sensei  told  her,  his  tone permitting no argument.  “Seki-isshi is on a regimen of calandatine, five hundred milligrams twice a day with food, plus a thousand milligrams of alebetinol  immediately  before  he  synchronizes  for  a  simulation.” Calandatine?   Albetinol?   I  had  never  heard  of  those  drugs  before. Benkei-sensei  continued:  “As  team  leader,  Ōhashi-isshi,  it  is  your responsibility to watch out for the health of your subordinates.”“Yes, sir,” Ōhashi-san said, nervously looking over at Seki, who just looked away, clenching his teeth.“This is a serious health issue,” Hijū-sensei told Ōhashi-san.  “I think you have a pretty good idea of how serious.”Ōhashi-san nodded.  “Yes, ma'am.”“Take care of your team,” Benkei-sensei told her, and then looked around at the rest of us.  “All of you, take care of each other.”  Finally, he fixed  his  gaze  on  Seki.   “Do  not  let  this  become  an  issue  again. Dismissed.”Seki wasted no time in leaving the simulator room, and the rest of us hurried after him.  “Hey, Seki, wait up,” Ōhashi-san said as we followed 



Seki down the hallway.  “Hey, I said wait up!”Seki turned and fixed Ōhashi-san with an icy gaze.  “Oh, so you want to be the leader now, huh?”Ōhashi-san was taken aback.  “No!  It's not like I had a choice!  I can't help my name comes before everyone else's!”“Seki-kun, what's this all about?” Tsuchiya-san demanded.  “What were those drugs Benkei-sensei mentioned?”“They didn't have any right to involve you,” Seki growled at us.Tsuchiya-san scoffed.  “Well, obviously you can't be trusted to take care of it yourself, breaking your promise—”“I never promised anything!” Seki said.  I'm no good with confrontational situations like this,  but we had gotten in trouble before for arguing among ourselves in public.  “H-hey, let's not d-do th-this out here—”“Hatsutori-kun  is  right,”  Tsuchiya-san  said,  lowering  her  voice. “We'll talk about this later, when we get back to the dorm rooms.”“Whatever,” Seki said, and continued on into the boys' locker room.“What's  wrong with him?” Ōhashi-san asked.   “He's like a totally different person now.”I shrugged helplessly.  I certainly did not know what was wrong.“Do either of you know what those drugs are for?” Tsuchiya-san asked.  “I've never heard of either of them.”“It might be blood pressure medicine,” Ōhashi-san said.  “My jūdō instructor was prone to nosebleeds because of his high blood pressure.”



I  nodded.   “My  f-father  is  the  same  way.   But  I  th-thought  his 
medicine g-gave him the nosebleeds.”“But you know, Seki had a point,” Ōhashi-san said.  “Benkei-sensei and Hijū-sensei shouldn't be involving us with this.  It's like an invasion of privacy, don't you think?”She had a  point,  but...  “B-but  we're  supposed to  be l-like  family, aren't we?  Like Hijū-sensei t-told us earlier,  we're supposed t-to back each other up, and...”  I stopped: Ōhashi-san and Tsuchiya-san were just looking at me blankly.  “W-well, that's wh-what I understood, anyway...”“We will talk about this later.  Let's hurry up and get back to the classroom,” Tsuchiya-san said.“Yeah.  Last thing we need today is to be late,” Ōhashi-san said, and the two of them entered the girls' locker room.In the boys' locker room, the other boys were giving Seki a wide berth.  Mustering up my courage, I walked up to him and said, my voice low, “I'm s-sorry, Seki.  I'm n-not trying to b-be nosy—”“I know,” Seki said.He was still  angry,  but at  least it  didn't  seem like his anger was directed at me.  I sighed in relief.  “I'm so g-glad that s-simulation is over! I d-don't think all our simulations in b-basic put together were as long as th-that one.  It s-seemed to last forever, d-don't you think?”“I didn't notice.”  Seki finally looked over at me, and then, his voice low, asked, “Has anything...strange ever happened to you, when you were synced up?”



“Strange?” I asked.  “L-like what?”Seki shook his head.  “Nothing.  Don't worry about it.”Don't worry about it—ha!  Seki's question would bug me for a long time.  How could I point to any one part of being synced up as 'strange'? To be honest, everything about it was strange.  No, it wasn't just strange, it  was flat-out  unnatural.   The first  few times I  had synced up,  it  had terrified me; even still I have a bit of apprehension.  If there was something even stranger than all this, I absolutely did not to know anything about it.
C H A P T E R  I I I“I c-can't believe that Takahashi refused to p-pay up.”  The tray full  of food in front of me did not look the least bit appetizing; the simulation had  ended  almost  an  hour  ago,  but  I  still  felt  nauseated.   The  mere thought of eating anything right now just turned my stomach.  “So, what was the bet?” Ōhashi-san asked, in between mouthfuls. She had taken almost twice as much food as any of the rest of us, and had already devoured half of it.  Ōhashi-san wasn't skinny, like Tsuchiya-san, but she wasn't fat, either.  She must have a very fast metabolism.“Takahashi,  Sakurai,  Chōda, Hatsutori, and I all  bet two thousand yen we would get the highest score on the simulation,” Seki answered. He,  too,  was  eating,  albeit  slowly,  disinterestedly.   He  had  taken  his medicine, but so far had refused to say anything about it.  “Sakurai and 



Chōda paid up, but Takahashi said that since Team Two got the highest score, he hadn't lost.”“That's stupid,” Tsuchiya-san said.   She was eating lightly,  having made  the  comment  about  being  on  a  diet  to  lose  weight.   I  didn't understand that at all.  Tsuchiya-san couldn't weigh more than forty kilos. “My brother says that it's bad luck not to pay your gambling debts.”Ōhashi-san rolled her eyes.  “Oh, here we go about your brother again—”I saw the glint of anger in Tsuchiya-san's eye.  Oh, no.  No no no no no.  There was no way I could endure another disciplinary action like 'Prisoners on the Beach' today.  “P-please, you t-two, we're g-going to get in t-trouble again!”“Oh, right,” Ōhashi-san said, nervously looking around to make sure the instructors weren't around.  Then she gave Tsuchiya-san a sheepish grin.  “Gomen, gomen.”Tsuchiya-san  was  visibly  annoyed,  but  she  wisely  chose  not  to escalate the situation.  “It doesn't matter that the team with the highest score wasn't represented in the bet.  Takahashi-kun should pay up.  You two should talk to Benkei-sensei and Hijū-sensei about this.”“No,” Seki said.“W-why not?” I asked.  “It's n-not like we're going to get in t-trouble for gambling—they were b-betting on whether or not we'd m-make it to class on time earlier!”“I just don't think it would be a good idea to bug them about every 



little thing,” Seki said.  “If he's not going to pay up, then we just won't gamble with him any more.  It's as simple as that.”“You're  just  upset  at  Hijū-sensei,”  Ōhashi-san  said.   “So  what's between you and her?”  When Seki did not respond, Ōhashi-san poked him in the arm with the blunt end of her chopsticks playfully.  “Come on, we all saw you two flirting after P.E. this morning.”Huh?   Seki  and  Hijū-sensei  flirting?   I  guess  I  was  too  busy struggling through the exercises and wheezing to notice at the time.  I looked over at Seki; his jaw was clenched.  He did not look up at Ōhashi-san as he answered, “We were not flirting.”“Ōhashi-san, quit being rude,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “Implying one of our  instructors  would  have  such  a  relationship  with  a  student  is completely disrespectful.”“You people are no fun,” Ōhashi-san said.We ate in silence.  Well, they ate in silence.  I tried to eat some of my noodles, but my stomach rebelled.  Nope.  Not going to work.“So,” Ōhashi said, “What are we going to do after this?”The rest of us just looked at Ōhashi-san blankly.  Yesterday, we had been tied  up until  late  with  all  the  entrance  ceremonies;  with all  the hustling about, I hadn't had occasion to socialize with my teammates.  I wouldn't  have  minded  hanging  out  with  them  and  doing  whatever, but...ugh.  I just wanted to crawl into bed and forget all about today.  “I'm g-going to go back to my q-quarters and crash.”“Weakling,” Ōhashi-san said.



“We still have homework to do,” Tsuchiya-san said.“What time is lights-out?” Ōhashi-san asked.Seki shook his head.  “There is no designated 'lights-out' time.  As long as we make it to physical training by 07:00, they don't care how late we stay up.”“Really?” Tsuchiya-san said.“That's what Hijū  and I were talking about this morning,” Seki said.“Sure you were,” Ōhashi-san said.“You need to get up earlier, anyway,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “We were almost late this morning.”“You could have gone ahead,” Ōhashi-san said.“Yeah, b-but if one member of the t-team messes up, we will all g-get disciplined,” I said.“Exactly,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “So I think we should all be up and ready by 06:30 at the latest.”“That won't be a problem for me,” Seki said.  “I was planning on getting up around 05:30 so I  could practice my kendō before physical training.”“You can't be serious,” Ōhashi-san said.  “Five thirty in the morning just to play swords?”“I've always gotten up that early,” Seki said.  “And it's not 'playing swords.'”“Why waste your time with kendō?” Ōhashi-san asked.  “You don't think your titan is going to be armed with a gigantic katana like in some 



stupid anime, do you?”“That w-would be cool, though,” I said.Ōhashi-san just rolled her eyes at me.  So did Tsuchiya-san, except she looked twice as disgusted.“Martial  arts  is  about  self-discipline,  not  practicality,”  Seki  said. “Besides, real pilots sometimes do use swords.  Like Ichigiri.”“Who?” I asked.“Baka,”  Tsuchiya-san  said.   “Don't  you  ever  pay  attention  to  the news?  Ichigiri was the pilot who took the sword off of a Matador and destroyed six other Eschatos with it.  That's how he earned his shikona. My brother was trying to get him transferred into his unit after Ichigiri's unit  was destroyed fighting Lucifer last  month,  but  he went to Hyūga instead.”“Isn't Hyūga where Kishin is stationed?” I asked.“Correct,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “My brother says that whenever there is  only  one survivor of  a  unit,  Kishin has  them transferred to  Hyūga. There are a lot of pilots with shikona at Hyūga—Kishin, Ichigiri, Torako, Inferuno—”“Torako?” Ōhashi-san echoed.  “What kind of shikona is that?”I had to agree with Ōhashi-san.  Torako is an ordinary girls' name, and not a particularly uncommon one, either.  Every shikona I had ever heard was more impressive than that.   The shikona of the Seven Gray Knights  were  perfect  examples:  there  was  Akatachi,  the  Red  Sword; Sogekihei, the Sniper; Satsubatsu, the Savage; Senjōhime, the Princess of 



the  Battlefield;  Tatsumaki,  the  Tornado;  and  finally  Kishin,  the  Fierce God.  Hijū meant Soaring Eagle, Benkei meant Strong Man.Torako meant Tiger Girl, but it was a common name.  I had known three different girls in elementary and junior high named Torako.  Not quite the same.“I don't know,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “She's supposed to be one of the best pilots there is.”“Th-that isn't her real name, is it?” I asked.Tsuchiya-san  shook  her  head.   “No.   Her  real  name  is  Enokido Harumi, I think.”“Still, I think it's better to learn jūdō,” Ōhashi-san said.  “That's what Kishin used to fight Seraph at Aomori.”“No, he didn't,” Seki said.“Yes, he did!” Ōhashi-san said.“I've n-never heard it s-said that Kishin k-knew jūdō,” I said.“Me neither,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “Where did you hear that?”“My jūdō instructor,” Ōhashi-san said.  “His ex-girlfriend was good friends with a  woman who was stationed with Kishin back before he transferred to Hyūga.”Was she serious?  Her jūdō instructor knew somebody who knew somebody who knew Kishin, and that somehow granted him knowledge of Kishin's talents?  I looked at Tsuchiya-san and Seki, but it was obvious that neither of them placed much confidence in the veracity of Ōhashi-san's jūdō instructor.



“What?” Ōhashi-san asked, looking from one of us to the next.Smirking, Seki stood, picking up his tray.  “Let's go back and get our homework out of the way.”
* * * * *

“Show me your medicine,” Tsuchiya-san said to Seki.The  four  of  us  were  in  Tsuchiya-san  and  Ōhashi-san's  room, working on the English homework we had been assigned earlier today. Seki, Tsuchiya-san and me sat around the table, our textbooks arrayed in front of us, while Ōhashi-san sat on her bunk, her books in her lap.  We had already  completed our other  assignments,  and were  almost  done with the English.Seki's jaw clenched at Tsuchiya-san's brusque demand, and for a moment,  I  feared  that  the  situation  would  blow  up  into  another argument.  At least we weren't still in the cafeteria—surely we wouldn't be reprimanded for arguing in our quarters?  I tried to think of some way to diffuse the situation, but surprisingly, Seki said nothing.  He just stood, went  over  into  the  room  he  and  I  shared,  and  returned,  setting  two orange bottles with white caps in the center of the table before sitting down again.Tsuchiya-san  sighed  in  relief—she  had  been  expecting  a confrontation, too—and picked up the bottles.  Holding up the larger one, she haltingly read the label.  “'Calandatine.'  What is this for?”



“Don't be so nosy, Tsuchiya-san,” Ōhashi-san said.“If  I'm  going  to  be  held  responsible,  I  have  a  right  to  know,” Tsuchiya-san said.“It's a synchronicity inhibitor,” Seki said.A  synchronicity  inhibitor?   Those  were  illegal,  big  time  illegal. Every other week, it  seemed, there was some story in the news about some kid's parents getting arrested for trying to buy such drugs, so that they could pump their kid full of them before their yearly synchronicity testing and thus let their kid's ability go unnoticed.  Ōhashi-san hopped off of her bunk.  “But aren't those illegal?”Seki shook his head.  “Not with a prescription from a Jieitai doctor.”“I don't understand,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “Why did they prescribe these for you?”“You saw,” Seki said.“You mean h-how you were having trouble s-syncing out?” I asked.Seki nodded.“How  are  you  supposed  to  sync  in  at  all  if  you're  taking  these inhibitors?” Ōhashi-san asked.“The dose isn't high enough to prevent it,” Seki said.  “It just drops my effective synchronicity score by six or seven points.”“Six or seven points?” I echoed.  “What is your synchronicity score, anyways?”“I bet it's high,” Ōhashi-san said.  “Let me guess—sixteen?”“I h-have a sixteen,” I said.



“Oh, nobody cares about you,” Ōhashi-san said.  “Come on, Seki, am I right?”Seki shook his head.“Seventeen?” Ōhashi-san ventured.Seki pointed upwards.  His score was higher than seventeen?  This was a blow to my ego:  I  had always felt  special  with my 'so-high-it's-unheard-of' synchronicity of sixteen.“Eighteen?” Ōhashi-san said.Seki continued pointing upwards.“Higher than eighteen?” Ōhashi-san said.   “Come on, just tell us.”“Twenty-five,” Seki said.Not possible.“You're joking,” Ōhashi-san said.  “Nobody has a score that high.”Tsuchiya-san nodded.  “She's right.  My brother's been a pilot for six years now, and he only has a score of twenty.”Seki shrugged.  “Don't believe me if you want.”“Seki,  do  you  really  have  a  synchronicity  score  of  twenty-five?” Ōhashi-san asked.“Yes,” Seki said.  He sighed, and then explained a little further.  “I synchronize too deeply with the system, and it's hard for me to sync out. I  had  this  problem  during  basic,  but  I  thought  I  had  gotten  it  under control.”He seemed to be telling the truth, but that was just too incredible. In basic training, everyone always said that a sixteen was very high and 



anything higher than that was extremely rare.  The only people I  ever heard of with synchronicity scores over twenty were veteran pilots with shikona.   Then again,  he had been able  to stay  synchronized for  four hours straight, without even the briefest of breaks.  “So, wh-what's the o-other one?” I asked.“Albetinol,” Tsuchiya-san said.“It's for my blood pressure,” Seki said.  “When I'm synced up, it goes up.” “The nosebleed,” Ōhashi-san said.Seki nodded.Tsuchiya-san opened the bottle of calandatine, and then looked up at Seki sharply.  “You still haven't taken any!”  She held the bottle out for us to see—it was still packed with cotton.  “Seki-kun, I am not going to get into trouble on account of you.”Ōhashi-san said, “Oh, it's okay for him to get into trouble on account of you, though.”“That was your fault!” Tsuchiya-san said.“You were the one yelling,” Ōhashi-san said.Here we go again.  “O-Ōhashi-san, Tsu-Tsuchiya-s-san, s-stop it!”“Oh, sh-shut u-up, H-Hatsut-tori,” Ōhashi-san said.I  knew I stuttered occasionally,  but it  always ticked me off when people made fun of me about it.  “D-don't mock m-me!”“Urusei!”  Seki  shouted,  slapping  the  table  so  hard  our  books bounced up off  of it.   Without any warning,  he snatched the bottle of 



calandatine from Tsuchiya-san.  The rest of us fell silent as he stood, and took  one  of  the  pills  from  the  bottle.   Popping  it  into  his  mouth,  he grimaced as he swallowed it without drinking anything.  “Look, I'm sorry this  became  such  a  problem.”   He  bowed  apologetically.   “I  will start taking my pills when I'm supposed to.”Seki's had gained our attention with his little outburst.  “But we all heard  what  Hijū  and  Benkei-sensei  said  during  the  debriefing.   We absolutely  have  to  stop  bickering  among  ourselves  if  we  want  to graduate.”That  was  true,  but...  “O-Ōhashi-san  is  the  one  s-starting everything!”“No, I'm not!” Ōhashi-san shot back.“No!  Do not start this again!” Seki shouted.  “Do you want to get stuck with stuff like that Prisoners on the Beach again?”“Absolutely not,” Tsuchiya-san said.“It's not my fault you are all so thin-skinned,” Ōhashi-san said.“Ōhashi-san,  I  don't  think  you  realize  how  rude  you  sound sometimes,” Seki said.  “I mean, we barely know each other.  How would you like it if some stranger came up to you and started smarting off to you?”Ōhashi-san was silent; she knew Seki had a point.Tsuchiya-san nodded.  “Seki-kun's is right.  We need to get to know each other better.  My brother always says that teamwork grows out of friendship and respect.  So, what do you suggest we do to get to know 



each other better?”Seki sat back down, rubbing the back of his neck.  “I don't know.”Well, that was unexpected.  He seemed like he had it all figured out for a second there.Ōhashi-san laughed.  “Oh, brilliant.”“W-well, I have an i-idea,” I said.“Let's hear it,” Tsuchiya-san said.I'll admit it wasn't the greatest idea, but... “Well, y-you know how in a-anime, whenever there is an exchange s-student—”“In anime?” Ōhashi-san said, barely containing laughter.  “You got your idea from anime?”“Ōhashi-san, you're doing it again,” Seki said.“Doing what?” Ōhashi-san said.“Being rude,”  Seki  said.   “Unless  you have something positive to contribute, shut up.”  For a moment, it looked as if Ōhashi-san was going to protest, but she just flopped back onto her bunk.  “Whatever.”Seki turned to me.  “Hatsutori, you were saying?”They were going to laugh at me for sure.  “No, n-never mind.”“Just say it,” Seki demanded.“P-promise not to laugh,” I said.“I'm not going to laugh,” Seki said.“You, too,” I said to Tsuchiya-san.“I promise,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “Now tell us what your idea was!”



I looked over at Ōhashi-san, but she was feigning disinterest.  Well, I opened my mouth.  I might as well say what I was going to say.  I cleared my throat.  “You know, i-in school, whenever someone transfers into the class  m-mid-term,  they  always  have  the  transfer  s-student  introduce themselves t-to  the  class,  and then e-everyone in  the class  asks them questions?  I m-mean, it never happened l-like that at my school, but I've s-seen it happen l-like that a bunch of times i-in anime.  M-maybe that would...”  My voice trailed off.  Nobody was laughing, but hearing myself say that, it sounded very corny.“We never did that at any of my schools, either,” Tsuchiya-san said. “I  always  just  showed  new  students  around  for  a  day  or  so  and introduced them to everyone—I was the iinchō.   Transfer students are rare, anyways.”“I can totally see you as the iinchō,” Seki said.“What do you mean by that?” Tsuchiya-san asked.“Nothing,”  Seki  said.   “Well,  I  don't  have any better ideas.   What about you two?”Ōhashi-san shrugged.  “Whatever you all want to do.”“I'm  okay  with  that,  but  no  asking  embarrassing  questions,” Tsuchiya-san said, and she was looking straight at me when she said it.“Wh-what do you mean by that?” I asked.“You're...an otaku,” Tsuchiya-san said.  “You're probably going to ask my measurements.” “Nobody will ask stuff like that,” Seki said.



“Who goes first?” Tsuchiya-san said.“It's Hatsutori's idea, make him go first,” Ōhashi-san said.“I think Ōhashi-san should go first,” Tsuchiya-san said.“We play janken to see who goes first,” Seki said.“No, I think we should vote,” Tsuchiya-san said.“I agree with Seki—Janken would be fairer,” Ōhashi-san said.I always lost when I played janken, and I did not want to go first.  “I s-say we vote.”We  all  fell  silent.   I  was  surprised  that  there  was  neither  any objection  to  my  suggestion  nor  any  ridicule,  but  now  we  were deadlocked on who would go first.  It was all just so...silly.  As much as I dreaded it, I figured I might as well take responsibility.  “Well, I g-guess I should go first.  L-like Ōhashi-san said, it was m-my idea.”“Then go ahead, introduce yourself,” Tsuchiya-san said.I took a deep breath to steady my nerves.  Why did I have to open my mouth?  “W-well,  my n-name is Hatsutori Masao, fifteen years old. I'm  from  Y-Yoshinog-gawa,  Tokushima  prefecture.   Ah,  I-I  really  don't know what else t-to say...”“Then it's question time!” Ōhashi-san said.  “So, you're an otaku—do you prefer 2-D girls or 3-D girls?”Yes,  this  was  a  terrible  idea.   As  I  felt  my face  begin  to  burn,  I wondered, What had happened to not asking embarrassing questions?



C H A P T E R  I VThere was a vending machine that sold Ramune in the basement of the northwestern stairwell of the dormitories.  The day I had arrived here, I had  gotten  lost,  and  found  it  by  accident.   Nobody  ever  used  that particular stairwell, it seemed; there were two doorways there, but both were chained shut and looked as if they hadn't been used in decades.  It was the perfect little hideaway: it was unlikely anyone would find me, and  there  was  a  vending  machine  that  sold  eight  different  flavors  of Ramune.  I just couldn't stand being around my team any longer.  Especially Ōhashi-san.   I  wish  we  could  change  teams,  but  I  already  knew  that wasn't going to happen.  Yesterday, Benkei-sensei had said that we could switch teams...if we could beat him in an arm-wrestling match.  Right. Benkei-sensei was solid muscle, and I was...not.It would be nice if I could have been teamed with Nakamura Ryōko. I  met  her  Saturday,  three  days  ago,  when  I  first  arrived  at  the Shikangakkō.  She was very friendly and approachable and cute and had a nice figure.  Well, as far as I could tell she had a nice figure: the frumpy Rikujō Jieitai uniforms kind of made it hard to tell.   Maybe she'll  start wearing a shorter skirt, like Hijū-sensei.  That would be cool.  In  any  case,  Nakamura-san  had  been  helping  the  instructors welcome  new  students,  and  while  giving  me  a  tour,  struck  up  a conversation, pretty much out of the blue, asking about my hometown and my family and my instructors at basic, and more than anything, was 



actually interested in what I had to say.  Compare that to my teammates: Tsuchiya-san treated me like I was beneath her notice, Ōhashi-san just harassed and insulted me, and Seki didn't even seem like he noticed I existed most of the time.Back when I was a civilian, being found to be synchronous made me special,  and the attention that brought felt really good.  I guess it was finally sinking in that now, everyone around me was synchronous, too.  I was, once again, ordinary.  Once again, I was just one more guy in class—Footsteps.Oh, no, someone was coming down the stairs.  Startled, I looked up, but  I  could  not  see  anything.   An  irrational  fear  of  being  found overwhelmed  me,  and  I  looked  around  for  some  place  to  hide.   The vending machine was against the side wall, with a gap of maybe thirty centimeters on the side.  Quickly I squeezed into the gap.  Even if the person came up to the vending machine to buy something,  they were unlikely to find me.  All I had to do was keep quiet.I followed the sound of the footsteps as the person descended the stairwell, and walked up to the vending machine.  I was pretty sure it was a girl—the footsteps did not sound like a guy.  I listened to the sound of coins being inserted, buttons being pressed for a selection, the clinking of the bottle as it was delivered, the fizz of the soft drink as it was opened—Then Hijū-sensei poked her head around the side of the vending machine and asked me, “What are you doing?”With a yelp of surprise, I jumped, or would have if I wasn't wedged 



in  between  the  vending  machine  and  the  wall,  almost  dropping  my Ramune in the process.  As Hijū-sensei glared at me, I tried to explain, but unfortunately, I couldn't seem to make out any coherent sentences.“Hatsutori-kun,”  Hijū-sensei  said,  holding up her  hand to  silence me.  She was trying very hard not to laugh.  “Just...get out of there.”I  extracted  myself.   I  was  covered  in  dust  and  cobwebs,  but  I decided I  better not  draw attention to that  by trying to dust  it  off.   I snapped to attention.Hijū-sensei was biting her lip to keep from smiling.  She casually flicked a particularly large ball of dust off my shoulder.  “Okay, why were you hiding back there?”I swallowed nervously.  “B-because I-I-I...”“Relax, you're not in trouble,” she said.  She held up her bottle of Ramune.   “If  these things were off-limits,  we wouldn't  have put them where anybody could find them.”That was a relief.  Still, being the focus of Hijū-sensei's attention for any reason was unnerving.  I wished she would stop smiling: it was really starting to scare me.“Where's the rest of your team?” Hijū-sensei asked, and then, before I could answer, she peeked back behind the vending machine once more, as if she expected them to be back there, too.I averted my eyes downwards before answering.  Don't look at her legs, Masao!  “B-back in the room, I guess.”  Hijū-sensei wasn't wearing regulation-issue black leather shoes with her uniform; she was wearing 



sneakers, white sneakers, with blue and silver stripes on them.  It seemed weird that an officer would not be—oh, wait, she's an officer.  “I mean, I believe they're back in the room, ma'am.”“Something wrong with my shoes?” she asked.I changed my point of focus to my own shoes.  “N-no, ma'am!”She sighed.  “Come on, Hatsutori-kun, just talk to me normally.”I nodded.  “Yes, ma'am.”For the second time today, Hijū-sensei smacked me up the side of my head.   “Come on,  you're not  a  grade-schooler,  you're a titan pilot! Look me in the eye when you're talking to me.”I looked up.  Hijū-sensei was just regarding me coolly.  Her voice calm again, she asked, “So, why don't you tell me why you're hiding down here and not back with your team?”“Well...” I started to look away, but I noticed the annoyance return to Hijū-sensei's face.  I couldn't quite bear to look her in the eye—that was just too uncomfortable—but I could keep my line-of-sight locked straight forward.  That is to say, I was staring at her forehead.  “We're j-just...I d-don't know how to s-say this...”Hijū-sensei crossed her arms.  “Not getting along, huh?”I nodded.  “Y-yes, ma'am.”“They picking on you?” she asked.I nodded.  “Well, n-not all of them...”“Ōhashi-san,”  Hijū-sensei  said.   Was  she  psychic?   Leaning  back against the vending machine, she took a drink from her Ramune, which 



was cut  short  as  the glass  ball  in  the neck got  stuck.   “You have any siblings?”“One sister, two years older than me,” I said.  My sister's name was Ayame, or Aya-nee, as I called her.  When I went back to visit my family after basic, Aya-nee had given me the warmest hug ever and told me that she was proud of me...and then called me  monkey boy.   So I called her horse-faced and started making neighing sounds.  She threatened to pop my head like a pimple.  I reminded her that she had lots of practice with the pimples on her own face.  We ended up wrestling.  Mom and Dad didn't bother intervening; they thought it was funny.  That's just the way my family was, I guess.  “Focus, focus,” Hijū-sensei said, bopping me on the forehead.“Sorry, ma'am,” I said.“Well,  Ōhashi-san  has  two  brothers,  one  older  than  her,  one younger,” Hijū-sensei  said.   “For various reasons, her father raised her and her brothers as a single parent, so maybe it isn't that strange that she's such a tomboy.  And Tsuchiya-san—”I finished the sentence for her.  “Has a b-brother.  I know, ma'am, she's m-mentioned him...a lot.”“Yeah,  that  girl  is  really  proud of  her oniichan,”  Hijū-sensei  said. “You know, I used to serve with him, back before I got this job.”According  to  Tsuchiya-san,  her  brother  was  a  god  among  titan pilots, but...  “Wh-what was he like, ma'am?”“Oh, he's a total cutie,” Hijū-sensei said, sounding more like a boy-



crazy schoolgirl than a veteran warrior and military officer.  “He made me want to just run up and tackle-hug him, especially when he blushed, so I did.  I used to have so much fun embarrassing him...”That was not what I meant.Hijū-sensei,  seeing  my  expression,  grinned  sheepishly.   “You probably didn't want to hear that, huh?”No.   Must  change subject.   “Wh-what  about  Seki?   What's  his  f-family like?”Hijū-sensei's smile disappeared.  “He doesn't have any.  He grew up in an orphanage.”“What?”  I  asked.   True,  Seki  had  never  mentioned  parents  or brothers or sisters or anything like that,  but then again, he had never mentioned much of anything.  “He's an o-orphan?”Hijū-sensei nodded.  “He's never known what having a family is like, and he's painfully aware of it.  Now, Hatsutori-kun, listen to me.  I'm not telling you all this just to gossip.  These people are your teammates.  You have got to build some kind of rapport with them.  Getting to know them is half the battle.”“Yes, ma'am, w-we figured th-that out,” I said, and then I related to her an  account of our failed attempt at getting to know each other.   I must have spent five minutes talking.  I didn't mean to tell her everything, but it all just sort of came out on its own.“Masaka,” Hijū-sensei said, shaking her head.  “Okay, you know how I said getting to know them is half the battle?”



I nodded.“The other half of the battle is not letting them walk all over you,” Hijū-sensei  said.   Her  bottle  of  Ramune empty,  she  tossed it  into  the recycling bin.  “Stand up for yourself.  Sure, you don't know them, but the only reason they are treating you the way they are is because they don't know you, either.  Let them know what they can and can't get away with.”This  sounded  like  good  advice,  but...  “So,  how c-could  I  have  h-handled that better?”“Just  say  whatever,  but  say  it  with  confidence.  She  asks  a  rude question like that—throw it back in her face,” Hijū-sensei said.  “Say you like anime girls because you can hit the mute button.  Say you like real girls, and it's a pity she ain't one.  Say you like guys.”I can't believe she just suggested that.  “Uh, no.”Hijū-sensei  laughed.   “You  get  what  I'm  saying.   Just  think  to yourself: what would Kishin do?”That was an interesting suggestion, but...  “I r-really don't think p-punching her in the face would help.”Hijū-sensei  laughed.   “Okay,  true.   She's  big-time into  jūdō—you might  not  survive  the  encounter,”  Hijū-sensei  said.   “But  really,  what Kishin would do is the  unexpected, and he would do it with such utter and  complete  self-confidence  that  nobody would  dare  challenge  him, even if he didn't have the slightest idea what he was doing.  Now, you still have that money you won?”That was an abrupt change of topic.  “What?” 



“The money you won in the bet,” she said.  “You have it on you?”“Y-yes, ma'am...”  I wasn't following her at all.“Wallet,” Hijū-sensei said, holding out her hand.“Wh-why?” I asked.Hijū-sensei smiled her scary smile.  “Now.”I was reminded of how, long ago, I had been forced, on occasion, to hand over my lunch money to the schoolyard bullies.  Hijū-sensei took my wallet, stepped over to the vending machine, and bought a bottle of Ramune, lemon-lime flavor.  And a second bottle.   And a third.  And a fourth.  She handed my wallet and the four bottles of Ramune to me; I had to throw away the bottle I had bought before she had shown up to hold them all.  Oh, well, it was almost empty anyways.  “W-what's this for, ma'am?”Hijū-sensei explained: “You got mad and ran off.  They're expecting you to come back still all upset, or to have to come looking for you.  Nope. Not this time.  You're not a little kid.  You're a pilot.  Go back to your team, and act  like nothing happened before.   Just   say you found a vending machine  that  sold  Ramune,  and  you  thought  they'd  like  some.   Then apologize for not knowing what flavor they like best.  Don't apologize for anything else, but absolutely do not forget to apologize for not knowing what flavor they like.  You got that?”I understood what she was telling me to do, but I really didn't get 
why.  “N-not really, sensei.”Hijū-sensei patted me on the shoulder.  “Just trust me on this one, 



Hatsutori-kun.  Now go.”I  bowed.   “Th-thank  you,  sensei,”  I  said,  and  then  headed  back upstairs.I  hesitated  at  the  door  to  the  quarters  that  Tsuchiya-san  and Ōhashi-san shared, partially because I was trying to rearrange the bottles of Ramune so I could knock without dropping them, but mainly due to a moment  of  doubt.   No.   There  was  no  room  for  doubt.   Utter  self-confidence, even if it kills me.  I knocked.The  door  opened.   Tsuchiya-san  stood  there,  started  to  say something, and then looked down at what I carried.  “What's that?”
I can do this.  I walked into the room.  “Hey, I, uh, f-found a vending machine  that  sells  R-Ramune,  so  I...I,  uh,  thought  I'd  b-buy  everyone some.”   I  offered  Tsuchiya-san  one  of  the  bottles,  and  she  took  it,  a puzzled look on her face.  Seki and Ōhashi-san were sitting at the table; I set a bottle down in front of each of them.  “Um, I, uh, I'm s-sorry I don't know what flavor you l-like.  I hope l-lemon-l-lime is okay.”Silence reigned.  They just stared at the bottles.  This was bad, this was so bad...no, confidence!  I had to believe this would work.  Kishin was the greatest titan pilot ever.  What would he do?  Punch them in the face. Heh heh.  Heh heh heh.  This is crazy, this is crazy... I opened my bottle, took a quick swig, and then looked around at my teammates.  “Ah!  Wh-what's wrong?  Don't tell me y-you've never had Ramune before!”Ōhashi-san looked up at me, and I could tell by the look on her face she was remembering earlier and felt terrible.  “No, Hatsutori-kun, this is 



great.  Really.  Thanks.”Wow.  It worked.“Yeah, thanks,” Seki said, opening his.  “But to be honest, I prefer the strawberry.”“I like the melon flavor best,” Tsuchiya-san said, sitting down.Just go with the flow... “I'll r-remember that next time.”“You ought to at least thank him,” Ōhashi-san said.“Oh,”  Tsuchiya-san said,  and then turned to face  me and bowed. “Thank you, Hatsutori-kun.”  I just waved dismissively.  “Don't worry about it.”  Inwardly, though, I  could not believe what  I  was seeing.   The whole mood in  the room seemed totally different.   By spending a few hundred of my yen, Hijū-sensei had conjured up some kind of magic: I mean, Ōhashi-san actually  

stood up for me!  This was amazing.  My respect for Hijū-sensei increased tenfold.   All  I  had  to  do  was  do  the  unexpected,  and  do  it  with  self-confidence, even though I didn't know what I was doing...Wait a second.  Was Hijū-sensei's advice born of her training and experience, or did she just make up the whole thing on the spot, glossing over a foolhardy scheme with a façade of confidence, all the while having no idea whether it would work or not?You know what?   I  really  don't  think it  matters.   As  we sat  and drank our Ramune, I could tell that the ice that was holding Team Three back was breaking.



C H A P T E R  VFinally, we were getting a break.  It felt like a month since classes had started at the Takagi Miharu Titan Gundan Shikangakkō, but according to the calendar on my watch, it was only the ninth of October, which means that it had only been six days since  we  had  all  sat  through the  endless  succession  of  speeches  that marked the beginning of our training to become a titan pilot.And the training...  Junior high was nothing like this.  Basic training was not even close.  Every day was a struggle just to finish the scheduled training events,  much less  excel  at  them,  and Benkei-sensei  and Hijū-sensei had not limited their tortuous regime to the daytime hours, either. Last Friday morning, at about two a.m., we had all been awoken by ear-piercing sirens,  and then immediately  stuck in  a  two-and-a-half-hour-long battle simulation.  That probably would have been the least difficult sim they had given us,  except for the whole middle-of-the-night/being half-asleep business which had turned it into a nightmarish exercise in frustration.  To make matters worse, we were still expected to be up and ready for morning PT with Benkei-sensei at 07:00 hours.  Seki was right: Benkei-sensei and Hijū-sensei were sadists.But that's in the past.  Today I got to sleep in (until almost eight a.m.!), there was no PT, and we could do whatever we wanted.  None of the others wanted to stay at the Shikangakkō all day, and as much as I wanted to sleep until mid-afternoon, I wanted to get away from this place much more.



So we the members of Team Three gathered at the subway station west of the Shikangakkō a little before nine.  It had rained overnight; it was still cloudy out, but according to Benkei-sensei, who we had seen as we were leaving the Shikangakkō, it was supposed to clear up before the day was out.This was the first time I had seen either Chizuru or Rin-chan wear something other than their Rikujō Jieitai uniforms.  Chizuru wore a gray hoodie, faded jeans with torn knees, and sneakers—so predictable for a bokukko like her.  Rin-chan wore a dark red top, a short black pleated skirt,  black over-the-knee socks, and a pair of stylish black sunglasses that must have cost ten or twenty thousand yen.  I really hope Rin-chan didn't notice me gawking, because her impeccable zettai ryōiki was really pressing my moe moe button.Oh, yeah: we all call each other by our personal names now.  That was Chizuru's idea—we couldn't exactly bond as a team if we were all stuffy and formal around each other, could we?  So instead of me saying Tsuchiya-san, Ōhashi-san, and Seki,  I now call  them Rin-chan, Chizuru, and Akira.   I  would call  Chizuru 'Chizuru-chan'  but  she threatened to punch me if I did, and I haven't figured out if she was serious or not.  They all call me Masao.Akira  still  wore  his  regulation-issue  uniform  shirt  and  trousers, because he did not own any civilian clothes.  I had overheard him saying “I  threw  all  those  hand-me-downs  away”  once  when  talking  to  Hijū-sensei, and I assume he was referring to the clothes they had given him at 



whatever orphanage he had been raised at.  Figuring that was a touchy subject, I had not pressed for details.  Akira had forgone the name tag, rank  insignia,  and  necktie,  though,  so  he  almost looked  like  he  was wearing civvies.But not quite.Me?  Jeans, a t-shirt, and the awesome black leather jacket one of my uncles had bought me last year, which was a little big on me now—I guess all the PT had taken off a few kilos.  “So, where are we going to go?” Chizuru asked as we descended the stairwell into the subway station.I had been looking forward to this sort of opportunity for a while now, and I instantly spoke the name of the otaku's Mecca: “Akiba.”“Shibuya,” Rin-chan said, at almost the same time.Shibuya?  Ugh.  I  did not want to stand around all  day and wait while she shopped for clothes.  Rin-chan would probably make me carry all the stuff she bought.  I looked over to see her glaring at me, but rather than feeling intimidated, for some reason I found it kind of charming.  No, no, no, no.  It would just be too embarrassing if she found out I thought she was cute.  I put on my best angry face and matched her glare.“We are not going to waste all day in Akihabara,” Rin-chan said.“Well, I d-don't want to spend a-all day clothes shopping,” I said.“You really ought to start wearing nicer clothes,” Rin-chan said.  “Ah, gomen nasai—I meant, 'clothes that didn't look like a vagrant rejected them.'”



That was kind of harsh.  What was her problem?“Here they go again,” Chizuru said, shaking her head.“There's n-nothing wrong w-with my clothes!” I said.  She might be cute, but when Rin-chan got aggravated...watch out.“Stop it,  you two,” Akira said.   “I'm not putting up with you two bickering like you're a married couple again.  Not today.”I felt myself blush; it wasn't like that at all.  Really, it wasn't.  “You two always  take  each  other's  side,”  Rin-chan said  to  Akira. “And when it comes to clothes, you're in worse need than he is.”Akira  nodded,  acknowledging  the  point.   “Yeah,  I  know.   Sorry, Masao, but I was kind of hoping to buy some decent civilian clothes today. We can go to Akihabara next week.”Wait another whole week before I could finally check out Akiba to my heart's content?  That seemed an unbearably long time, but against both  Akira  and  Rin-chan,  I  had  no  chance  of  winning  this  argument. “Ugh.  I h-hate shopping for clothes.  A-akihabara next week f-for sure?”“Yeah,” Akira said, and then turned to face Rin-chan.  “Right?”“Whatever,” Rin-chan said dismissively.“Does anybody care what I want to do?” Chizuru asked.No  one  answered  her  question.   We  showed  our  passes  and boarded the line to Shibuya in silence.
* * * * *



“Don't worry, Seki-kun, I know all the best shops here in Shibuya,” Rin-chan said, leading the way through the city.  Her ill mood had not lasted long; she actually seemed like she was enjoying herself now.  This was probably  the  first  time it  clicked in  my mind that  Rin-chan was  only thirteen, two years younger than me.  “Me and my cousins used to come here all the time.  My niisan, too—I'll take you to the places he got his clothes at.  You'd look really good in the type of clothes he liked.”Of  course.   A  sentence  from  Rin-chan  would  not  be  complete without some mention of her older brother.“I don't want to spend all my money,” Akira said.  “These shops look really expensive.”I thought so, too.  This section of Shibuya just screamed Rich people 

only, and I felt terribly out of place.  If I had known we were coming here, I might have worn a nicer shirt.  Everyone we passed on the street was well-dressed; my  Kidō Senshi Gandamu t-shirt was one of my favorites, but it wasn't very classy.“That's just the price of fashion,” Rin-chan said.Yes, Rin-chan, please be as snooty as possible—it will make us all feel a lot better.She led the way into a little shop that catered more to trendy young men with lots of money than trendy young women with lots of money, and  I  was  surprised  when  not  only  did  every  one  of  the  half-dozen employees  in  the  store  greet  Rin-chan,  they  greeted  her  by  name. “Irasshaimase, Rin-ojōsama,” they all said in unison, bowing deeply.



“Ohayō,”  she  replied  casually,  although  it  seemed  she  scarcely noticed them.  Grabbing Akira's sleeve, she pulled him deeper into the shop. Chizuru and me loitered near the entrance.  “Rin-ojōsama?” Chizuru muttered  incredulously.   “I  knew  she  came  from  a  wealthy  family, but...chikushō...”One of the clerks approached me.  The look of forced politeness on her face told me, beyond any doubt, that I did not belong in this store. “Irasshaimase.  May I help you find something?” I waved my hand nervously.  “No, we're w-waiting on those two...”“Sure you can!” Chizuru said,  smiling mischievously.   “Masa-bōzu here was looking to buy some new pants!”What did she just say?  New pants?  There was no way I was going to buy anything here!  It  was clearly too expensive, and I had no idea what size I wore, and I absolutely was  not going to try on any pants in some strange fitting room!  “No!” The moment I said it, every head in the store turned my way.  Great.  Too much volume.  “N-no,” I said again, in a somewhat  more  normal  tone.   “W-we're  just  w-waiting  on  them.   R-really!”The clerk's plastic smile did not change in the least.  “Well, just let us know if we can be of any assistance, sir.”As the clerk walked away, Chizuru began to snicker uncontrollably. “W-what did you s-say that for?” I demanded, keeping my voice as low as I could.



“Oh, just to see you squirm,” Chizuru replied, poking me in the side, making me squirm even more.“Well, s-stop it!” I said.“What are you going to do if I don't?” Chizuru taunted me.To be honest, I had no idea what I would do.  There was no malice in her words—Chizuru was just teasing me because she was bored, but I did not have to put up with it.  Hmmm...what would Akira do?  He'd just ignore her.  I guess I'd try that.  Realizing I wasn't going to play her game, Chizuru sighed.  “I really hope we aren't clothes-shopping all day.”Well, I was going to ignore her, but... “Agreed.”
* * * * *
“Bakayarō!” Rin-chan shouted at Chizuru as we hurried out of the fifth shop we had visited.  “Now I'll  never be able to show my face in there again!”Chizuru,  who  was  usually  too  laid-back  to  get  overly  upset  at anything,  had  finally  gotten  fed  up  with  the  Rin-chan's  overbearing attitude.  “You're not going to want to show your face in public again after I rearrange it!”Rather than intervene, Akira just turned and started to walk away. “Have fun slapping each other around.  I'm going to go look for a Muji or some place like that.”



Lately, Akira had been the one breaking up the never-ending series of arguments between Chizuru and Rin-chan, but he did not even try this time.  Maybe he was fed up with them?  If so, I could not blame him.  “Y-you're not going t-to stop them?”“Why bother?” he said coldly.  Cold like liquid helium.  Yeah, he was fed up with them.Rin-chan  hmphed and started following Akira.  “Seki-kun is right. Making a scene like a couple of little kids is so disgraceful.  And please tell me you're not going to buy your clothes from a Muji!”I  had  always  thought  Muji  was  kind  of  on  fancier  side  of  the clothing spectrum.  “What's wrong with Muji?”“Too low-class for you, Rin-ojōsama?” Chizuru asked, still angry.Uh-oh.   Just  when  the  argument  was  over,  Chizuru  says  this.   I braced myself for the inevitable Round Two.Surprisingly, Rin-chan did not take the bait.  Ignoring Chizuru, she asked Akira: “So how much do you want to spend?”“I don't know,” he admitted.  Our abrupt ejection from the last shop had  been  prompted  by  his  desire  to  avoid  spending  his  entire  last month's  salary  on  a  single  outfit,  which  had led  Chizuru to  comment quite loudly that the items in the shop were horribly overpriced, which led to Rin-chan being so embarrassed she had herded us out into the street  under  the  piercing  gazes  of  the  shopkeepers.   “Maybe  five thousand yen for a shirt and pants.”Rin-chan  sighed.   “Even  for  a  guy,  you  have  got  to  be  the  most 



clueless person I have ever met when it comes to clothes.”  Then Rin-chan looked over at me.  “Okay, the second most clueless.”Remember what I said about Rin-chan being cute?  Forget it.  Just forget it.  She is not cute at all.
* * * * *

Fifteen thousand one hundred thirty-two yen.  I could have bought two or three really nice PVC figures for that much money, four volumes of anime on Blu-ray, or at least a dozen tankōbon.  Instead, at the insistence of my three teammates, I had bought a pair of sunglasses.  Admittedly, they were really cool, especially in combination with my leather jacket, but ¥15000 was a lot of money.  To make matters worse, if I wore them, I couldn't see more than a meter in front of me clearly.  I didn't wear glasses because I was going for the studious look, I wore glasses  because I was seriously nearsighted.   I had tried contact lenses once, but they irritated my eyes too much.Then again, I did look really cool in them.Akira  and  Chizuru  had  also  bought  sunglasses,  and  Rin-chan already owned a pair.   At first,  I  wasn't  going to buy them, until  they talked me into it.  I'm glad I did, though.  They were really cool.For  lunch,  Rin-chan  recommended  a  carry-out  American-style restaurant,  which  was  situated on  the  edge  of  Memorial  Park;  we all ordered the house special hamburgers—except for Rin-chan, who got a 



salad—and carried them to a picnic table in the park in the shade of a tall statue to eat.  As Benkei-sensei had said, the skies were starting to clear up some.The burger was excellent; Rin-chan had earned herself back some points.Akira had changed into the civvies he had bought at the store Rin-chan and Chizuru had conned him into believing Hijū-sensei shopped at. I can't believe he did not see straight through their flimsy story—maybe he just went along with it to appease them?  In any case, I thought it was cheap of them to exploit Akira's crush on Hijū-sensei like that, but I said nothing.  If  it  would help end this whole clothes-shopping stuff so we could do something, anything, interesting, I was all for it.Yeah, Akira totally had a crush on Hijū-sensei.  It was obvious, even to me.  I wasn't the only one who thought so—Chizuru and Rin-chan had been  talking  about  it,  too.   I  render  into  evidence  exhibit  A:  the sunglasses Akira had bought were the same brand and almost the exact same style as the ones Hijū-sensei was never seen without.  And don't forget exhibit B: Akira had only agreed to visit that last shop because he had been told Hijū-sensei shopped there.Chizuru had also suggested that it wasn't one-sided, either—after the early-morning simulation last  Friday,  Hijū-sensei  had pulled Akira aside,  and  he  did  not  return  to  our  quarters  until  right  before  PT, skipping even his typical morning kendō practice.  Chizuru said she had seen them return to the Shikangakkō on Hijū-sensei's motorcycle.



I really doubted anything too weird was going on.  Hijū-sensei was too much of the 'cool big sis' type for that to happen.  Akira had problems with what Hijū-sensei  and Benkei-sensei  called 'hypersynchronicity'—basically, Akira could sync with a titan's OS so well it was difficult for him to unsync,  sending his blood pressure through the ceiling and putting him at  risk  of  a  heart  attack.   He  actually  had to  take  medicine  that suppressed some of his ability to sync up just to function more-or-less normally.   So, if  it  ever came to a wager,  I'd place my money on Hijū-sensei just watching out for the health of one of her students.Of course,  this didn't  explain why they left  the Shikangakkō that morning...In any case, while we ate, we discussed what to do with the rest of the day,  and Rin-chan shot  down my proposal  to  swing by Akihabara again.  “We're going next week, remember?”“We  ought  to  go  by  that  martial  arts  store  Akira  mentioned,” Chizuru said, and then put the last bite of her hamburger in her mouth. 
Masaka!  I  had  barely  eaten  a  fourth  of  my  burger,  but  Chizuru  had already finished hers, and ate most of the steak fries, too!“That's  over  in  Setagaya,”  Akira  said.   He  had  eaten  less  of  his burger than I had of mine.Setagaya?  I couldn't think of anything interesting in Setagaya.  “I don't think w-we should go that far.”“It isn't that far,” Akira said.“Well  we've already done what you and Rin-chan wanted to do,” 



Chizuru  said  to  Akira,  and  then  turned  to  me,  “and  we're  hitting Akihabara next week, so I say it's my turn to pick where we go.”“That s-sounds fair,” I said, but I didn't mean it.  The three of them get to go where they want this week.  I get to go where I want next week, and I really doubt I'll get to spend much time there.“Okay, once we finish eating, we go to Setagaya,” Rin-chan said, and then looked over at  Akira,  who had taken off  his sunglasses,  and was holding them up,  peering intently  into them.  “Something wrong with your sunglasses?”“No,” Akira said.  “I was just...checking my reflection.”“Oh,” Rin-chan said, and then reached into her purse.  “Here, use this.” Rin-chan handed Akira a small squared mirror and, after thanking her, he scrutinized his appearance more thoroughly.Chizuru stuffed a  steak fry loaded with ketchup into her mouth. “What is it?”Akira did not answer immediately, as if he was debating whether or not to even mention it.  “Well, I need to get my hair dyed again.  My roots are beginning to show.”“I noticed that,” Rin-chan said.  “Is that your natural hair color?”Akira nodded.Chizuru grinned.  “So, you're gray-headed like an old man?”This topic had already been discussed among the guys in our class during the first time we had hit the showers after PT, back on the first 



day.  “Yeah, he's like that all over.  It's really bizarre-looking.”There was a pause.  Then Chizuru almost spit out a mouthful of her soda  as  she  began  to  laugh  raucously.   Even  Rin-chan  giggled uncontrollably.  I didn't get it.  Had I said something funny?  I looked over at Akira, and there was an evil look in his eye.  Directed at me.  “W-what?  W-what did I s-say?”“Shut up, Masao,” Seki said, turning a little red, “Please, just...shut up.” I still didn't get it.The two girls laughed nonstop, then finally got themselves under control...but  then they looked at  each other,  and Chizuru snorted,  and that just set them off again.  It was the first time I had seen either of them laughing  like  this—Rin-chan  was  usually  too  dignified  to  laugh,  and Chizuru's laughter tended so sound a little cruel.  But they just giggled like little girls.After some time, Rin-chan caught her breath, wiped her eyes, and said, “You ought to let your hair grow back natural, Akira-kun.”“That would l-look really weird,” I said.Chizuru was trying really hard to stop laughing.  “Oh, you're one to talk about weird!”I still don't understand what I said that was so funny.Akira shook his head at Rin-chan's suggestion.  “Masao's right.   I would stand out too much like that.”



“No, you really ought to do it once, just to see what it looks like,” Rin-chan said,  her  tone more-or-less  serious.   “You can  always  dye  it black again if you don't like it.”“Yeah, do it,” Chizuru said.  “I would pay real money to see it.”“It would look stupid while it was growing out,” Seki said.Rin-chan waved her hand dismissively.  “I'll tell you what: there is a stylist named G.G. with a salon just a couple stops from here.  He is the absolute  best in Tōkyō, and he could dye your hair back to its natural color, and you wouldn't have to worry about growing it out.”I was no expert, but I was pretty sure dyeing Akira's hair wouldn't be that easy.  “Is that e-even possible?”“G.G. is a miracle worker,” Rin-chan said with complete confidence.“Do it,”  Chizuru goaded him.   “We'll  even help  pay  for  it,  if  you want.”Rin-chan  nodded.   “We'll  split  the  bill  between  the  three  of  us. Right, Masao-kun?”I had spent more money on things I would not normally have spent money on today, but I had been wondering for a while now what Akira would look like if he hadn't dyed his hair.  “Yeah, I w-want to see this, too.”Akira's expression was grave as he pondered the issue.  It was as if he were caught in a life-or-death decision.  He looked at each of us in turn.  “No pictures.  Not a single one.”He  was  going  to  agree  to  it—I  could  tell.   “A-absolutely  not!”  I promised him.



“Don't worry about that, I won't take any pictures, I promise,” Rin-chan said.“I don't even have a camera,” Chizuru said.“We won't laugh at you, either,” Rin-chan said.  “Right?”I nodded my assent.Chizuru gave a sheepish grin.  “Well, I won't laugh too much.” If  Chizuru had promised she wouldn't laugh,  nobody would have believed her for a second.  Fortunately, this was enough reassurances for Akira.  “Fine.  Let's go get this over with, then.”
* * * * *
“That...that looks...awesome.”There  was  no  two  ways  about  it:  Akira  looked  like  an  entirely different person, and that entirely different person was a complete and total badass.  Like an anime super-villain, or an  ōkami-yōkai.   G.G., the very...effete proprietor of the salon Rin-chan had led us to, was indeed a miracle worker—there was no trace of Akira's crudely dyed-black look left, only a silver sheen.After waiting for almost two hours for G.G. to work his magic, we gathered around to see the finished product, and I wasn't the only one impressed by the results.  “It suits you, somehow,” Rin-chan said, looking like she was repressing a giddy wai.  “Well, of course it suits you, it's your natural hair color, after all.”



G.G. shook his head.  “No, it's a shade or two darker than his natural color.  Once it grows out, his hair will be just absolutely brilliant.”“It makes you look a lot older,” Rin-chan said.  “More mature.”I looked over at Chizuru, who was on the verge of another bought of laughter,  but  she  just  smiled  and  shook  her  head  instead.   “Oya  oya, they're going to have a fit over this back at the Shikangakkō.”“They  can't  do  anything,”  Rin-chan  said.   “The  regulations  for personal grooming are relaxed for titan pilots.”“Very true.   And he  does  look  so  handsome this  way,”  G.G.  said, looking  down at  Akira  as  if  he  were  a  painter  gazing  upon his  latest masterpiece.  I found it really difficult to believe that G.G. had once been in a Jieitai reconnaissance unit—if civilians look up to the Jieitai, and the Jieitai  look up to the Titan Gundan, then the Titan Gundan look up to recon units, who are known for handling terminal guidance for air strikes against the Eschatos from point-blank range and attacking Eschatos with shoulder-mounted missile launchers.  Benkei-sensei had mentioned that he owed his life to a nameless recon unit.Staring  at  his  reflection  in  the  salon's  mirror,  Akira  muttered something; to me, it sounded like he said It's you.I wasn't the only one who heard it.  “What did you say?” Chizuru asked.Akira shook his head.  “Nothing.  I don't know, this just...it doesn't even look real.”“You look good.  Trust me,” Rin-chan said.



“Yeah,” Chizuru agreed.“Dark  hair  just  doesn't  match  your  features,  anyways,”  Chizuru continued.  “Are you sure you're all-Japanese?”Oh, no.  This was probably a touchy spot with Akira—he was an orphan and had no knowledge of his parentage, according to Hijū-sensei. “Y-yes,  he's  Japanese!   You look r-really  badass,  Akira,  like  Izāku Jūru from Gandamu SEED!  Except you d-don't have a facial scar.”Akira turned and fixed me with a mildly disgusted look.  Rin-chan sighed.  “Hatsutori-kun, you're not helping.”Well,  I thought it was a compliment.  I knew that Rin-chan utterly despised mecha anime—maybe Akira did, too?“This is what you really look like, Aki-chan,” G.G. said, turning his attention back to his reflection.  “Close enough, anyways.  You're not just another teenager who has to fit in with the crowd.  You're a titan pilot. You're not supposed to be like everyone else.  You're supposed to be you.”Akira seemed to agree with the sentiment, but I got the feeling that his discomfiture was caused by something else entirely.  Maybe it was the calandatine.  Maybe it was G.G. and the girls fawning all over him.  Maybe it was being called Aki-chan.  Maybe it had something to do with whoever he was talking to when he said It's you.  “I guess I'll give it a try.”
* * * * *
“Hey, it's Team Three!”



After leaving G.G.'s shop, we headed to the subway station yet again, with an intention of going to Setagaya, only to be stopped just outside the station.  I had been wondering if we would bump into any of the other teams today, and it turns out we did.The four girls who formed Team Two were walking up.  “Seki-kun, is  that  you?”  the oh-so-amazingly-cute Nakamura Ryōko asked.   Short skirt, turtleneck, tights...now that she was no longer hidden by the boring Rikujō Jieitai uniform, my suspicions about how good she looked were one hundred percent  confirmed.   Everyone in class had started calling Nakamura-san 'the Iinchō' because she was just so nice and dependable and  friendly  and  helpful  and  good-natured.   Even  Benkei-sensei recognized  this,  using  her  as  an  assistant  whenever  Hijū-sensei  was out...or too lazy to be of any help.I wondered if Nakamura-san was a good cook.  I bet she was.“It sure is,” Rin-chan said.Did I just hear a note of jealousy in Rin-chan's voice?Akira seemed a little embarrassed being at the center of attention. “Rin-chan, I can speak for myself.”“That is so wild,” Kanno Tamaki said, walking up beside Nakamura-san.  She was kind of plain, really; her most noteworthy feature was that when  she  smiled,  her  dimples  looked  ten  kilometers  deep.   While Nakamura-san was clearly more charismatic and diplomatic, Kanno-san had  been  designated  the  leader  of  Team  Two  by  Benkei-sensei, apparently due to the merit of her name coming first alphabetically.  Still, 



unlike Chizuru in our team, Kanno-san actually lead Team Two (albeit with considerable support from Nakamura-san).  The third member of Team Two was Hirose...um...Kaname?  No, that wasn't it.  I know I had heard her personal name a few times before, but I couldn't  remember it.   She was a soccer otaku and demonstrated her team spirit with a size-too-small Ōmiya Arudīja t-shirt that revealed her to be only slightly more endowed than the very flat Rin-chan.  “Yeah, no kidding.  What made you want to dye your hair white?”“It's not w-white, it's s-silver,” I said.“You know what I mean,” Hirose-san said.“This is my natural hair color,” Akira said simply.“Really?  Well,  I  think you look really  handsome,”  Nakamura-san said, smiling.  “But to tell the truth, I didn't even recognize you at first! The only reason I knew it was you was because you were with Ōhashi-san, Tsuchiya-san, and Hatsutori-kun.”Kanno nodded.  “It makes him look...oh, what's the word for those painting that look so real that they don't look real at all?”There  was a  pause  as  everyone tried  to  think  of  the word.   Art wasn't my specialty, but... “Do you mean s-surreal?”“No, surrealism is when the images have a dreamlike quality,” Rin-chan said.Akira seemed a little bemused by this.   “So,  you're saying I  look fake?”He's  teasing  her.   Cool  as  he appears  on the  outside,  he's  really 



digging all the attention.  Yeah, yeah, enjoy all the attention while it lasts, you ginpatsu-bishōnen.  Tomorrow this will be old news and everyone will be all hyped about something else.Kanno-san,  however,  thought  he  was  genuinely  angered  by  her comment.  “No!  That's not what I meant!  It's just that you look—”She was cut off by the piercing wail of the public safety alert sirens, a sound that had never ceased to send a cold chill down my spine.  For longer than I had been alive, longer than my parents had been alive, that sound had been the harbinger of the Eschatos.  It meant running to the nearest  underground shelter,  squeezing in with scores of other scared people, waiting for hours, sometimes feeling tremors, sometimes hearing explosions, never knowing what was happening above, never knowing if the Eschatos would suddenly  decide to take notice of  the shelter and wipe everyone out like they had in Aomori and Hachinohe.  A calm but firm woman’s voice called out over the citywide public address system: “As of this moment, the Tōkyō region is under a Class One  

invasion alert.   This  is  not  a  drill.   All  civilians  are  to  evacuate  to  the  

defense shelters immediately.  Public service personnel are to assist with  

the evacuation.   All  designated MGT routes are to be cleared for Jieitai  

deployment.  I repeat, the Tōkyō region is under a Class One alert.  This is  

not a drill.  All civilians...”Evacuation alerts were chaos, plain and simple.  Back in elementary and junior high school, we had monthly 'public safety' days, usually on Saturdays, when we only had a half-day of classes.  We were taught what 



to do in an alert—evacuation drills,  locations of all  the shelters in the community, basic first aid, that sort of thing.  Still, when the real thing happened, everyone tended to panic.“We can get to the nearest shelter this way!” Nakamura-san called out, waving everyone towards the subway station.“Let's go!  Hurry!” Kanno said, pulling the fourth member of Team Two behind her.  A very shy girl, I did not know her name—I could not recall  ever  hearing it—but I  remembered that  she was the one I  saw huddled up in a ball,  crying in the hallway during that first  marathon simulation last Tuesday.  Everyone was spooked by the evacuation alert, but she was absolutely petrified with fear—No, check that.  Akira wasn't moving, either, but it wasn't because of fear.  In fact, he almost seemed excited.  Rin-chan  grabbed  his  arm.   “Seki-kun!   We've  got  to  go  to  the shelter!”“We  are  pilots,”  Akira  said,  looking  back  towards  the  Shibuya skyline with the calmness of a Buddhist saint.  Between his silver hair and his equanimity, he possessed the most otherworldly aura I had ever experienced.  “I will not hide in a hole.  Not ever again.”At a different time, I might have been impressed, but there might be a battle here soon!  He could get killed, or as Benkei-sensei  and Hijū-sensei were in the habit of saying, he might 'move on.'  “A-A-Akira, it's d-d-dangerous!  And w-we're not p-p-pilots yet!”Nakamura-san nodded.  “Hatsutori-kun is right, Seki-kun.  We need 



to go to a shelter right away.”Akira just turned away from us all.   “Go ahead.   I'm going to go somewhere I can see what's going on.”I  looked over at  Rin-chan and Chizuru,  hoping that  one of  them could  think  of  something  that  would  knock  a  little  sense  into  Akira. Unfortunately,  Rin-chan's ego overwhelmed her fear,  and she began to follow him instead.  “Yes, let's go.  I've always wanted to see a real battle.”“You can't be serious!” Kanno-san said.Dialing her snootiness up a few notches,  Rin-chan asked,  “You're not afraid, are you?”'Well,  of  course  we're  all  afraid—this  place  could  be  attacked  by  

gigantic alien war machines any minute!  That's what I wanted to say, but I couldn't speak.Kanno-san  was  clearly  insulted  by  the  accusation  of  cowardice. “No, I'm not!”Nakamura-san put her hand on Kanno-san's shoulder.  “This is no time for childish games!”“I'm  not  playing  a  game,”  Akira  said.   He  was  walking  with  a purpose now, his long legs widening the distance from where I stood, frozen in place.Chizuru, too,  started to follow him.  Donning her sunglasses,  she feigned a casual tone: “You know, back in junior high, me and a bunch of my classmates snuck out of school during an evacuation, but we were found by a police officer.  I got in so much trouble.”



“I'm going, too,” Hirose-san said.“Kazue!”  Nakamura-san  said  (oh,  so  that's Hirose-san's  personal name).Hirose-san  turned  and  held  her  hand  up  in  front  of  her  face apologetically.  “Sorry, Iinchō, but hiding in a shelter is so uncool.”I don't mind blowing large percentages of my pay just for the sake of coolness, but risking my life wasn't worth it.  However, at this point, it was only me, Nakamura-san, and Kanno-san who were still for going to the shelter.  Even the shy girl had dashed to catch up with Akira.Nakamura-san looked over at Kanno-san, and then at me, a worried look on her face.  I nodded fatalistically.  Yes, I was going to come along, despite my better judgment.  “All right, but we have to stick together!” Nakamura-san said.  “Remember what Benkei-sensei told us!”The question of what to do in an evacuation had come up yesterday when  Benkei-sensei  had  informed  us  we  would  have  today  off. Surprisingly, other than telling us to stay together in our teams, he had not forbidden us from doing anything.  He just said we could do whatever we thought was best.   “This isn't a license to be stupid and move on,” Benkei-sensei had told us.  “But the evacuation orders are for civilians, not us.  Just stay together no matter what and watch out for your team, and other than that, just do what you think is best.”And of course, Akira felt that going and watching the battle unfold was 'best.'“This is a bad idea,” Kanno-san said, as we hurried to catch up with 



the others.Nakamura-san knew there was nothing she could do to stop the others,  so wisely she switched into damage-control mode.  “Before we find a  place  to  watch,  we need to  make sure we know where all  the shelters  in  the  area  are!   If  fighting  breaks  out,  and  it  starts  coming anywhere near us, we will take refuge in a shelter!”I doubted that Akira could hear her.  He was already halfway down the block; everyone else was jogging or running to catch up with him.Again, I was bringing up the rear.  Hey, I can't help it that I can't run as fast as everyone else.  I'm only 163 centimeters tall.  I have short legs. It's not my fault I wasn't blessed with the athletic genomes.  Ugh... “Akira! Wait up!”
* * * * *

“Those are KV-129IIA R-red Swords,” I explained to Hirose-san, pointing to a group of helicopters flying overhead.  Everyone had calmed down a little—I know I had.  I guess it was just a sense of fatalistic resignation. In any case, Hirose-san and I walked at the back of the pack, and she had noted the large number of helicopters that had filled the skies since the evacuation began.  Since I knew a little about this sort of stuff...   “Th-they're designed for CSAR—combat search and rescue.  That one o-over there is a Mitsubishi, l-looks like a NHK news chopper.”“I wonder if we'll be on the news,” Hirose-san wondered.



“M-maybe,” I said, but I doubted it.  None of the helicopters were loitering here.  They were all flying to the south or southwest.“What are those?” Hirose-san asked, pointed towards some really small helicopters that were painted jet black.Oh, yes, I recognized  those.   “Cool!  KVU-1078 Eagle Eyes!  Those are  AI-controlled mini-copters  that  create  high-angle  visual  feeds that titan pilots can sync into for improved situation awareness.  The pilot just designates a loitering zone, and the Eagle Eyes' onboard computer flies itself.  Then he can use their visual feeds to see over the horizon, over hills, around buildings, stuff like that!  They're the latest technology—I didn't even know they were using them yet.  Last I heard—”For some reason, Hirose-san started giggling.  Oh, no, what did I say this time?  “W-what?”“You're really into this kind of stuff, huh?” Hirose-san asked.Well...yeah.   “Th-the Eagle Eyes are c-c-cutting edge,” I  said.   She probably wouldn't understand but...  “It's a n-next-generation tool for t-titan pilots—”“I wasn't making fun of you,” Hirose-san said.  “Were you into this kind of stuff...you know, before?”'Before' as in 'before I was conscripted into the Rikujō Jieitai'?  “Y-yeah.”“I guess I'm pretty much the same way,” Hirose-san said, laughing. “Except I'm not a military otaku, I'm a soccer otaku.”  She grabbed the front  of  her  orange-and-blue  t-shirt  and held  it  out  to  emphasize  the 



stylized squirrel  mascot.   She smiled self-depreciatingly.   “Guess that's kind of obvious, huh?”Flat as it was, I realized I was staring at her chest, and returned my attention to the sky.  “Nothing w-wrong with that!  Th-there's a couple of KV-177 tilt-rotors!”“That's  what  I  always  say!”  Hirose-san  said.   “Soccer  is  just  so awesome.  I wish I could play, but I have weak ankles, so I always used to cheer  them on from the sidelines.   I  grew up in  Ōmiya—my parents' house was only about fifteen minutes away from the NACK5 Stadium, so I got to go see almost every game.  I was so disappointed last year when the Arudīja got dumped back down into J2.  That was totally unfair.  They had a  better  standing  than either  Kashiwa Reisoru or  the  Urawa Red Diamonds, but  they got to stay in the JFL.  I  think it was just because Reisoru and the Red Diamonds have a much bigger fan base—somebody had to drop down a division, but the big-shots didn't want to alienate more fans from the JFL than they had to.  That's just stupid.  It should be about talent and passion, and Arudīja has more of that than any other team out there!   Especially  since they got  Kakihara and Konishi  back. Konishi's my favorite.  Did I ever mention I got his autograph?”“No,” I said.  I seem to recall Chizuru mentioning that Hirose-san was talkative.  I now see that Chizuru's description was a classic example of understatement.  Maybe her nervousness was exacerbating that trait.“He  wrote  'To Hirose  Kazue,  thanks  for  believing in  me!   Konishi  

Tetsuya' on a twenty-by-twenty-eight glossy my dad had bought for me. 



Isn't  that  so  cool?”  Hirose-san  said,  but  then her  smile  faded.   “Well, actually he wrote 'Hiroshi Kazue' instead of 'Hirose Kazue,' but that really doesn't matter—he still wrote it to me!”Yeah, that was pretty cool.  I had seen Satsukawa Miki—the leading actress in, like, every great movie ever made, ever—leaving G.G.'s salon earlier as we were arriving, and I so wanted to get an autograph, but I didn't have any paper on me or even a pen, and when I asked Rin-chan if she  had  either,  she  had just  muttered  baka and dragged  me  into  the salon.“...and  the  ref  calls  the  penalty  on  him instead!”  Hirose-san exclaimed.  “I mean, does that sound even remotely fair to you?”Oops.   I  was thinking about seeing Satsukawa Miki  earlier,  and I somehow forgot Hirose-san was talking.  I had no idea what sequence of events  she  had  just  described,  but  I  was  willing  to  bet  it  involved  a certain sport... “N-no, not at a-all.”Her  views  confirmed,  she  continued:  “I  mean,  even  the  radio announcer  thought  it  was  bogus,  but  Nishi-T  got  red-carded  for  it anyways.  That's why he left Arudīja for Tokushima Vorutisu, I know it. He  couldn't  have  been  swayed  away  by  money—it  was  his  way  of protesting Anno's decision.  My proof?  Right after Anno retired, he came back to Arudīja.”I was about to ask who 'Nishi-T' and 'Anno' were, but I was stopped when I  heard  the  sound of  heavy vehicles  coming up the  road from behind us.  If I seemed excited about the Eagle Eyes earlier, the sight that 



I now beheld was an order of magnitude cooler: five, six, seven...no, eight drab olive Toyota HLT semis with flatbed trailers, each one loaded down with a San’nanashiki Senjinzōningen—an 'Atlas'-class titan.  Oh, yes.Even though they had been in service for six years now, the Atlas was  still,  by  far,  the  most  impressive  fighting  machine  ever  built.   In standard configuration, they were eighteen point five seven meters tall, and weighed 61 tonnes, armed with a MWS-850X4A 45mm cannon and two hundred fifty rounds of discarding sabot tungsten carbide rounds, with a standard engagement range of two thousand five hundred meters. Powered by a compact N3 fission generator,  on flat,  open terrain they could  run  at  speeds  of  over  two  hundred  eighty  kph.   The  military defense of Japan was centered around titans such as these; indeed, it was often  said  that  in  the  Jieitai,  there  was  only  the  Titan  Gundan,  and support. 
And I'm going to be piloting one some day!Akira  and  the  others  had  stopped  to  watch  them  pass  by,  too, allowing Hirose-san and me to catch up (although I was walking half-backwards  so  I  wouldn't  have  to  take  my  eyes  off  the  approaching spectacle).  “Oh, wow,” Chizuru said.  “Check them out.”As the semis approached, Hirose-san gave a little hop and waved energetically.  I was fairly expecting the slow-moving convoy to proceed down the road past us, maybe sounding their air horn like they did in parades, but instead, the passenger-side door of the lead semi opened, 



and a female  rikusōchō in technician's coveralls leaned out, holding the mic to the semi's loudspeakers to her mouth.  “Stupid kids!” she yelled at us.  “This ain't no damn festival!  Get your asses in a shelter, stat!”Yes!  See?  We're supposed to be in a shelter, not wandering around the streets like—Akira snapped to attention.  “We're with Titan Gundan Shikangakkō Class 275!” he called out, saluting her.  “What?” the woman said, and then turned to the driver of the semi. The semi, which had only been rolling along at maybe forty kph, came to a stop with a high-pitched whine from its air brakes, and the rikusōchō hopped out and headed our way.  Of course, when the lead semi stopped, the others had stopped, too; the second semi blared its air horn, but the rikusōchō just turned and gave them a particularly rude gesture before returning her attention to us.Or,  to  be  more  precise,  she  returned  her  attention  to  a  certain silver-haired young man at the head of our pack.  “Is that your natural hair color?” she demanded.Oh, what a thing to ask.“Yes, ma'am,” Akira replied, still saluting.  “Weird.   And you can stop saluting,” she said.   “So you brats are from the Shikangakkō, huh?  Let's see some ID.”Akira held his Jieitai identification card up.  All of us had one; it was the one item Benkei-sensei had told us to never be without, whether we were at the Shikangakkō, or out on the town, or asleep in our bed, or 



going for a swim, or in the bath.  One of the girls from Team Five had been  caught  without  hers  the  other  day—I  had  no  idea  what  cruel punishment 'Over the Rainbow' was, but I certainly did not want to find out, either.  I kept mine in a plastic slipcase on a lanyard around my neck, even when I showered.  The others were also holding up their ID cards up for the rikusōchō to see, and I followed suit.I saw motion by the semi: a man had jumped down off the trailer. He wore a pilot's characteristic gray beret and a pair of mirror-lensed sunglasses, the arms of his jumpsuit tied around his waist, leaving him shirtless.  While not as incredibly muscled as Benkei-sensei, this man was no stranger to the gym, I  guarantee it.   A pair  of dog tags with black rubber silencers hung around his neck.  He sauntered up to us.  “What's the holdup, sōchō?”“Bunch of stupid kids from the Shikangakkō,” the rikusōchō said.“Oh, yeah?” the pilot said, grinning.  He turned to the other semis in the column and made a few quick hand signs—Proceed to target; I will  

catch up—and then turned back to us.  “Looking for a good spot to check out the action?”“Yes, sir,” Akira said.“Then you want Cerulean Tower,” the pilot said, pointing to a tall building in the direction we had been walking.  “Highest spot in Shibuya. Hop on, we'll give you a lift.”“Since when did we become a damned taxi service?” the rikusōchō asked.



“Since right now,” the pilot said.Nakamura-san spoke up: “If it's a problem, we could always walk. It's only a kilometer or two.”The pilot shook his head.  “Nah, we're in no hurry.  Nothing's going to happen for at least another hour or two.  Go ahead, get on, before I change my mind.”We didn't have to be told again.  The rikusōchō retreated back into the cab of the semi, muttering a nonstop barrage of profanities under her breath.  She sure was in a bad mood, but it didn't matter.  Clearly, the pilot's decisions overrode hers.  I was glad: not only did we not have to walk, but I would get to see the Atlas up-close.  There wasn't much room on the trailer—I got squeezed in between Hirose-san and Chizuru next to the titan's leg.  Still... “This is so cool.”“Beats  walking,  huh?”  Saji  said,  plunking  himself  down  on  the titan's knee as the trailer started moving.  He had to shout in order for us to hear him: “I'm Saji, with the 16th Battalion.  Whose class you in?”“Benkei and Hijū, Class 275,” Kanno said.“Hijū?  For real?” Saji said.  We nodded in confirmation, and Saji  got a serious look on his face. “Next time you see her, tell her the 29th still owes us thirty thousand yen from the baseball tournament.”“They didn't pay up?” Chizuru asked.  Okay, I know she had to speak up to be heard over the semi's engine, but did she have to scream in my ear?  “Isn't that bad luck?”“Yeah,” Saji said.  “ Hijū paid her part—so did most of the others—



but a couple of them didn't have the money on them, so we told them they could pay up the week after.  That was two months ago, and we still ain't seen the money.”Rin-chan suddenly asked, “What's the 16th's call sign?”“Takeyari!” Saji said, thrusting an imaginary spear forward.“Were  you  based  out  of  Kagoshima  a  few  years  ago?”  Rin-chan asked.Saji was surprised by this.  “Yeah, how did you guess?”“My niisan is in the 577th,” Rin-chan said.Of course.  I should have seen that one coming.“Small world!” Saji said, and then a flash of recognition crossed his face, and he looked more carefully at Rin-chan.  “Your niisan?  You don't mean you're Tessen's imōto?”Beaming, Rin-chan nodded.“Oh,  wow,  this  is  a  small  world!”  Saji  said.   He  jumped  up,  and moved closer to her, plunking himself down on the titan's shin.  “Me and Jun used to go out and get drunk all the time when I was in Kagoshima!  I haven't heard from him in forever!  How's he doing?”Rin-chan's  utterly  perfect  big  brother  used  to  get  drunk all  the time?   I  looked  over  at  Chizuru,  and  she  had  the  biggest,  most mischievous smirk on her face.  I knew she was going to never let Rin-chan hear the end of this.“Good,” Rin-chan said, her smile frozen on her face.  Yeah, that little revelation didn't sit too well with her.  “I remember him talking about 



facing the Omega Cuélebre with the Takeyari unit.”Saji nodded, his face grim.  “Yeah, that was a bad day.  It was cold, and it had been raining nonstop for hours, thunder and lightning and all that, and to top things off Sakurajima was having another fit.  I'll never forget  what  Jun  did  that  day:  right  before  the  counterattack  began, standing not even a kilometer away from Cuélebre, he syncs out, climbs on the shoulder of his titan in the pouring rain, holds his fan out in front of him like an old-time samurai general, and declared that this was Japan, and Cuélebre  had two choices:  surrender—” Saji  paused for  dramatic effect, “—or  die.   That's how he earned his shikona.  Bravest thing I've ever seen.”Whoa.  If Rin-chan's brother did that, he really was a badass.  Up until fairly recently, standing your ground in battle against an Omega was a death sentence.  Even still Omegas killed more pilots than the regular Eschatos did.  To have the courage to not only face an Omega, but to sync out and taunt them like that...I had always wondered how he had earned his shikona, and now I knew.“Aw, cool,” Hirose-san said.“Did Cuélebre surrender?” Chizuru shouted into my ear.  Dial back the volume, Chizuru, please.Saji shook his head grimly.  “Nope.”  Then he smiled triumphantly. “He chose the latter option.”  I was getting the distinct impression that this man named Saji was not your average titan pilot, either.  With the arms  of  his  jumpsuit  tied  around  his  waist,  I  could  not  see  his  rank 



insignia  or  nameplate,  though.   I  was  considering  asking  if  he  had  a shikona, too, but we had arrived at our destination.  “Here's the tower,” Saji said, and then hopped up and ran up across the titan's torso so he could shout something at the driver.The semi stopped, and we disembarked.   Saji  stood tall  atop the reclining titan, “I'm all for you watching the Show, but, just for the record, there's  shelter  access  in  the  lowest  basement  level,  if  things  get  too intense.  Don't be stupid and move on, imōto-chan—your niisan would never forgive me!”“Don't worry,” Rin-chan said, bowing.  “We'll be careful.”“Say  hi  to  Benkei  and Hijū  for  me,”  Saji  called  out,  and then he turned to his driver, and then the semi continued on down the road to the southwest.  As it pulled away, I caught a glimpse of the  rikusōchō who had confronted us earlier—her face was still  scrunched up with anger, and whatever she was saying, I doubted it was pleasant.
* * * * *

I sat on the stairs, trying to catch my breath.Well,  I  made  it  to  the  twelfth  floor  before  I  ran  out  of  steam. Everyone else had just flown up the stairwell, even Kanno-san, who had been so opposed to this earlier.  It must be nice.  I was in a lot better shape than I was back when I was a civilian—back then, I would have not even tried to climb forty flights of stairs—but it was obvious I had a ways 



to go before I would be able to keep up with Akira or Chizuru.“You just need to pace yourself,” Hirose-san said, leaning over the guardrail a half-flight above me.  Like the others, she had bounded up the stairwell  with great  alacrity,  but  when Nakamura-san had noticed me falling behind, the two of them had slowed to allow me to catch up.“It  looks  like  most  of  the  civilians  have  evacuated  already,” Nakamura-san said, sitting next to me on the stairs, her purse in her lap. “I don't think it would hurt anything to use the elevators now.”That sounded like a great idea.  Just get in the elevator, press the button,  and  up  we  go!   Listen  to  some  canned  music,  enjoy  the  air conditioning.  I frowned.  I just knew what would happen.  We'd get to the top, and Chizuru would never let me live it down that I had been forced to 'wimp out' and take the elevator.  “No, I'd r-rather take the s-stairs.  It's g-good exercise.”“What does it matter if we're in shape or not?” Hirose-san asked. She was leaning way over the guardrail, looking straight down the center of the stairwell.  It must have been thirty or forty meters straight down—doesn't the vertigo get to her?  “When we pilot a titan, being fit won't help us.”There was a certain logic to her argument.   When synced into a titan, the strength of your physical body is more or less irrelevant.  The titan's OS interrupts the signals going to and from your brain to your body, and replaces the signals from your body with signals from the titan. Effectively, you trade your human body for the gigantic body of the titan. 



Still, the thought of Chizuru pestering me... “I'd just l-like to be in b-better shape,” I said, standing up.  “I-I'm okay.  I can k-keep going.”“Well,  there's  not  really  any need for  you to  overexert  yourself,” Nakamura-san said.“No kidding,” Hirose-san said.  Of course, she didn't seem like she had exerted herself at all.We continued the climb to the top...at a significantly slower pace.“I'm hungry,” Hirose-san suddenly declared.Nakamura-san laughed softly.  “Kazue-chan, you're always hungry.”“I didn't have much for lunch,” Hirose-san said defensively.  Hirose-san  did  not  look  like  the  type  to  have  a  big  appetite—I doubted she weighed  over  fifty  kilos.   “You  think  there  are  any  vending  machines around?”“I'm not sure,” Nakamura-san admitted.  “Sorry.  I think I came here once or twice when I was little—my father works for Tōkyū Dentetsu; he had an office here before he got transferred to Yamaguchi—but I really don't remember much.”Lately I didn't have as much of an appetite as I used to (which was a good thing), but something to drink would be nice.  “O-office buildings like this always have break rooms w-with v-vending machines and stuff,” I said.  “Let's l-look around.”
* * * * *



I could see the stairwell did not go any higher; it just ended with a door labeled Heliport/Observation Deck.  I had made it.  It had taken an eternity, but I had made it.  I had climbed all forty flights of stairs.  My legs burned from the exertion, but I felt proud.  Hey,  it  might  have  been  a  small  victory,  but  it  was  a  victory nonetheless.“Here you go, Hatsutori-kun,” Nakamura-san said, handing me the orange soda I had bought back on the eighteenth floor.  When Hirose-san had hit the vending machines for a snack, I had suggested we buy drinks for everyone, and Nakamura-san had thought it a great idea.  Her purse proved to be just barely large enough to hold everyone's drinks for the ascent.“Sankyū,” I said.  Yes, I was very glad I had saved this for now.Hirose-san bounded out onto the observation deck,  candy bar in hand, and Nakamura-san and I followed shortly thereafter.The  others  had  clustered  together  at  the  railing  on  the southwestern side of the observation deck, below the tower's helipad. There was also a group of civilians,  no doubt employees who worked here,  gathered  together  on  the  far  side,  but  they  were  paying  little attention to us. “It's about time you decided to show up,” Chizuru said. “Too much of a climb for you?”She's not going to get to me.  “No, w-we took the scenic r-route.”“Hatsutori-kun thought everyone might want something to drink, so  we  stopped and picked some up,”  Nakamura-san  said,  holding  her 



purse full of refreshments up for all to see.“Cool,” Kanno-san said.  “Which one's mine?”“The  r-raspberry  soda,  the  m-milk  tea,  and  the  lemon-lime  are ours,” I said, collecting them.  I handed Rin-chan the can of milk tea.“Oh, you remembered,” Rin-chan said.  “Dōmo, Hatsutori-kun.”It seemed like such a small, inconsequential thing, but doing small stuff like this really seemed to go over well with my teammates, Rin-chan in particular.  “I-it's Masao,” I reminded her.She smiled.  She was really cute when she smiled.  “Gomen.  Dōmo, Masao-kun.”“M-mondai nai,” I said.“I  knew you were good for  something,”  Chizuru said,  taking her lemon-lime soda and popping the top open.And  I  knew  you  would  say  something  like  that,  and  I've  been thinking about it since the eighteenth floor.  I held out my hand.  “That'll be five h-hundred yen.”Chizuru was just about to take a sip when I said that.  “Five hundred yen?  For a soda?  If I'd have known it was going to cost that much—”“J-just kidding.  It's on m-me,” I said.  Gotcha!Rin-chan hid a smirk behind her can of milk tea.“Kisama,” Chizuru growled.I just laughed at her, and headed over to where Akira stood at the rail, gazing intently out over the city.  I don't think he had even noticed I had  reached  the  observation  deck.   “Here,”  I  said,  handing  him  the 



raspberry soda.“Oh, dōmo,” he said, taking the can absently.Suddenly,  we were overwhelmed with the roar of  a  squadron of huge,  awkward-looking  helicopters  passing  not  two  hundred  meters from the tower.  “What are those?” Hirose-san shouted, pointing at them.I hadn't even noticed her walk up beside me.  “HKV-7II Super Ch-Chariots,” I said.  “They're b-big enough to h-hold an Atlas inside them.  I don't think they're l-loaded, though.”“How can you tell?” Hirose-san asked.Hirose-san was standing so close her arm was pressed up against mine.  I'm not complaining, not in the least.  It was kind of nice...but it was kind of distracting, too.  What was the question again?  Oh, yeah! How did I know the Super Chariots weren't loaded again?  “They're m-moving  too  f-fast.   An  A-Atlas  weighs  sixty  to  s-sixty-five  tonnes, depending  on  its  l-loadout.   The  S-Super  Chariot  can  c-carry  up  to seventy-three t-tonnes, but it slows i-it down a lot.”“Hey, aren't we getting all chummy?” Chizuru said, knocking me and Hirose-san apart as she pushed in between us.  I bumped into Akira, almost making him drop his raspberry soda. “Watch it!” he growled.“Hey!” Hirose-san said, staggering back.What had brought this on?  “W-what did you d-do that for?”Chizuru  grinned  maliciously.   “I  figured  you  two  sweethearts needed a chaperone.”



“What?” Hirose-san said, blushing.  She waved her hand frantically in front of her face.  “No!  It isn't like that at all!”Oh, you evil, evil girl.  Ruining this nice little moment...  Is this your little revenge for me pulling that joke on you earlier?  I could feel my face turning  bright  red,  and  readied  myself  to  make  a  proper  comeback. Unfortunately, I really couldn't think of anything...except...  Just throw it  

back in her face.  “W-what, are you j-jealous?”Chizuru jumped away from me.  “No!”Win.“Hatsutori-kun  was  just  telling  me  about  the  different  types  of helicopters,” Hirose-san explained.  “That's all, really.”“Oh, an otaku conversation,” Chizuru said.  “Gomen, gomen, I'll leave you two to it.”  Then she walked around to the other side of Akira, and started talking to him about his hair.  Akira, for his part, barely seemed to be paying any attention to her.“Everyone!”  Nakamura-san  called  out.   She  had  dug  out  a  little disposable camera from her purse.  “We should get a group photo!”Most everyone agreed that was a great idea, and those who did not agree (myself among them) did not voice any dissent, so it was decided. Nakamura-san talked one of the salarymen into being the cameraman—probably with little more than her hundred-million-yen smile—and we all gathered close so we would fit into the frame.Ugh.  I hate being photographed, especially group photos.  Having a bunch of people pressing in from all  sides tended to make me a little 



claustrophobic.   At  least  it  was  out  here  on  this  more-or-less  open observation  deck.   I  can  remember  once  back  in  Yoshinogawa  being stuffed into a purikura booth with three girls and two other guys.  All I got to say about that memory is that I really hope it was one of the girls who grabbed my butt.Somehow, I got stuck in between Chizuru and that shy girl (what was  her  name?   I  should  have  asked  Nakamura-san  or  Hirose-san earlier), and when Nakamura-san said, “Okay, everyone, V!”, we all struck our pose.  I was trying to just play it cool, but Chizuru elbowed me just as the flash went off, and I have this sneaking suspicion the camera caught me with a pretty weird expression.  Thanks, I appreciate that, Chizuru.  “You  really  ought  to  submit  that  to  the  titan  pilots  magazine!” Hirose-san  suggested,  as  Nakamura-san  thanked  the  salaryman  and reclaimed the camera.“Y-yeah, they always have p-pictures from Shikangakkō cadets,”  I said.  Yes, I am very familiar with the Gray Tops Newsletter.  I've collected every single  issue except November 2011 and May 2015;  all  save the most recent four are carefully archived in my room back in Yoshinogawa.“That would be great!” Rin-chan said.  She did not say it, but I could read her mind: she was hoping that her brother would get to see her picture in the magazine.“I will,” Nakamura-san said.  “But there's still a bunch of exposures left, and I'd like to get some of Benkei-sensei and Hijū-sensei, too, to send back home to my parents.  When I talked to them this morning, they...” 



Nakamura-san's voice trailed off, her usual upbeat personality fading into a deep melancholy.  I wondered what could possibly be wrong, but then I realized: Nakamura Ryōko-san was homesick.“Oh,  Ryōko-chan,”  Hirose-san  said,  rushing  to  her  side  to  try  to cheer her up.  Kanno-san and the shy girl whose name I still didn't know did likewise as Nakamura-san began to cry softly.  I  turned and leaned over the guardrail  to look out over the city, feeling like I had been punched in the stomach.  It felt like it would have been an invasion of  Team Two's privacy to watch for  even a moment longer.  Life here at the Shikangakkō was no picnic, and I'm pretty sure I wasn't the only one who had felt reassured by Nakamura-san's seemingly indefatigable good cheer.   No matter what,  she had always seemed to have a smile and a word of encouragement, not just for her teammates, but for everyone else in the class, too.  No doubt Nakamura-san had been holding her feelings in, maintaining the façade for everyone else's benefit—she was that  kind of  girl,  I  could  tell.   Seeing  her  break  down just reminded everyone of the families they scarcely saw anymore.I  looked  to  my  teammates.   Chizuru  was  slumped  over  the guardrail,  staring  blankly  off  into  the  distance  to  the  northwest.   Her hometown in Niigata was about two hundred fifty kilometers away.  Hijū-sensei had mentioned that her father had raised her and her brothers as a single parent—what had happened to her mother?Rin-chan also bore a grave look, but she stood straight and kept her chin up.  Of course, her family lived here in the Tōkyō area—if not for the 



evacuation, we could have easily taken the subway or a bus to go visit them.  Well, her brother wasn't in Tōkyō; he was in Kagoshima, and that was on the far side of Kyūshū, twice as far from here as my hometown of Yoshinogawa.   After  basic,  I  had  used  my  week's  furlough  to  return home...it had been hard to get back on the train to Tōkyō.  Really hard.That left  Akira.   His expression was inscrutable;  he rarely spoke about himself, making it hard to gauge what he was thinking at any given moment.  Hijū-sensei had told me a little about him, but it was more than Akira had ever said.  Unlike the rest of us, he had no family.  I wonder what he was thinking as everyone around him moped about in such a brown study, longing for the idyllic days before we had been conscripted?Really, Seki Akira—what were you thinking?
C H A P T E R  V ITo be continued...
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